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TEQINIQUES FOR CHARACTERIZING ORJGON SOILS
FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES IN TERMS OF

PHYSICAL AND BCONC4IC PRODUCTIVITIES

OAPTER 1

Introduction

During the past decade much 'est has been gi er ted in

physical and economic soil productivities by those engaged in farm

land valuation, Physical and economic soil productivity ratings

interpret the complex of soil properties into a single rating which

relates the qualities of the soil to agricultural crop responses.

The appraiser is able to see at a glance what otherwis, would re-

quire considerable time and effort in studying the properties of

the sot], in terms of the crops they would support and at what levels.

Particularly have these productivity ratings been of interest to

appraisers interested in tax equality.

With the above interest in mind this study is dedicated

the development of techniques for characterizing Oregon soils for

agricultural purposes in terms of physical and economic produc-

tivities.

Physical and Economic Soil Praductivities

Physical productivity is defined In terms of crop yields.

It measures comparative yield responses of crops GOOn to several
soils. Implied in this procedure are defined levels of inputs

usually centering around the typical farm operations. Whert suf-

ficient uniformity exists in land use, an index of these yields
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can be computed as * measure of general soil productivity. The use

of this concept has increased in recent years with the development

of more detailed soil claSsification procedures.

Economic productivity may be defined in terms of gross or net

returns imputed to a soil from revenues received from a crop or

composite of crops representing the typical cembination of crops

grown on farms having that soil. Since gross returns do not carry

much more meaning than do yieidø due to variability of input costs

and because they do not lend themselves to aggregation, net returns

are preferred and most coonly used. Net returns refer to that

portion of gross 'revenue returned to land for its contribution as

a factor of production; it is "net't in the sense that other factors

of production have been paid.

Several methods have been used as a basis from which net returns

can be computed. Where rental arrangements are coion, the landlord's

share approach is used; where custom operations are coimnon and suf-

ficiently broad these charges can serve as a basis; where neither of

these methods can be used, it Is necessary to use more formal budget

techniques.

Economic productivity has found greater application than phys-

ical productivity because it lends itaeU to aggregation, it is

additive, and it can also be capitalized into a price representing

value - a procedure coimonly used in all farm appraisal work. Apart

from the actual dollars and cents of crop net returns, individually

or aggregated over a complete soil, an index of economic productivity
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can be calculated. The index is used to place the net returns of a

group of soils in ratio to a single soil or some other common re-

ference point. The index in this case becomes a general measurement

of economic productivity not tied to any specific crop or monetary

value.

Also, productivity ratings do not tend to lose their relative

meaning as rapidly as price and input relationships change which

serve as a basis for their development. This is one of the reasons

why tax assessors have been interested in economic productivity

ratings.

Productivity Rat ing5 as a Tool to Equitable Tax Assesamen

The equitable distribution of an ad valorem property tax is

far more important in tax assessment procedures than the actual

level of value eatabliehed. Almost all states specify that pro-

perty is to be assessed for tax purposes at some relationship to

market value.a Implied in this concept is that market value re-

flects equality. This may or may not be so. Besides, all pro-

perties cannot be placed on the market to determine their value

and, thus, a Judgement must be made, In order for this Judgement

of value to approach market conditions, the very best and most

accurate information is necessary. It is for this purpose that

a. "Market value" may not be specified, but words such as "true mar-
ket value", "full cash value", "just value", or a. in Oregon
"true cash value" are used. All attempt to bring assessment
values in line with market values. The Legislative Interim Tax
Study Committee, in its report to the Governor of Oregon, recom-
mended that the term "true cash value" as used with respect to
the assessment of real and perlonal property for ad valorem tax
purposes should be redefined t mean market value as of the assess-
ment date. (30, p.1)



Boil productivity ratings can have wide application.

According to W. G. Murray there are three tendencies usually

evident in valuing land for tax assessments. "First, there is a

tendency for any set of valuations to become fixed and to undergo

little change in subsequent valuations. Second, what changes do

occur are likely to be downward, with sowe propsrties being reduced

more than others. And finally, as with loan appraisals, there is

definite evidenc, of an excessive concentration of valuations about

the average." (28, p. 11) Only the third one of these character-

istics is relevant here. Stating thLs in another way is to say that

highly productive properties are under.asaesied and properties of

low productivity are overassessed. Oregon is no exception to this

general tendency. In an Oregon Experiment Station bulletin pub-

liehed in 1928, W. H. Dreesen concludes, after presenting much

evidence, "Real properties in the low value groups are as a whole

over-assessed in both rural and city assessments. There is a slight

tendency for the ratios of assessments of rural properties in some

counties to rise in the upper value groups." (12, p. 4) That this

condition has not completely disappeared i evident in Table I which

was developed from data gathered in this studyt



Table 1. Relationship of land values to their corresponding tax
levy, Marion County, Oregon,1 1958,&

Number of Farmer Tax Tax as a
properties estimated value le percent of value

acr

nce ax 1ev es were reported n terms o arm unts a ' arm
uniti 'were often made up of a complex of soils, it was not pos-
sible to relate property taxes to the individual soils, There-
fore, both the 1*nd values and the tax levies represent areas
of associated soils. Land values were rounded to the nearest $5.

Even though mill levy differences may account for part of the

variation in t*x costs per acre and the taxes presented nay repre-

sent more than cultivated acres1 the differences are great enough and

consistant enough to illustrate the point that under and ove 8-

ment still persists. The reappraisal program inaugurated in 1q51 in

Oregon was not complete in Marion County in 1938 when these data were

gathered. This program, when completed, should do much to correct

the tendency toward over taxing of low productive lands and vice

versa.

It is easy to recognize the part soil productivity ratings can

play as one of the major factors in equalizing tax assessment.

5

29 600 5.21. .87

15 525 6.91 1.32

33 450 6,35 1.41.

129 360 6.38 1.77

39 340 5.07 1,49

46 1.35 3,90 2,08

160 3.49 2.21
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Productivity Patings as an Aid to Paris Property Transaction.

The sale of propirty involves a seller, a buyer and gener

a real estate agency. This means generally that there will be three

or more separate judgea.nts of value made in the transaction.

order to bring about unity in this group, the best information a-

vailable concerning the property being transferred is needed. Crouse

and Bverett define three types of value used in appraisal work:

earnings value, location value, and home value. (11, p.37) Of these

three, earnings value is the most important when considering land

for agricultural purposes. Basic to arriving at a common under-

standing of earnings value is a knowledge of soils, crops, yields

and costs of production typical of the area. These are the bases of

physical and economic productivity ratings. A discussion of produc-

tivity ratings has become a part of many farm appraisal manuals and

texts.

Farm property may also be transferred by leasi to a tenant who,

in effect, hirei the use of land resource; the tenant pays either a

cash payment or a payment in kind for the use of this resource. In

establishing a lease arrangement satisfactory to both parties while

returning an optimum product to society, it is essential to under-

stand the nature of the soils involved, the crops they will support

and at what levels and information about the costs of production.

Again, these are the composition of economic soil productivities.

Productivity Ratings as * Guide to Farm Finance

Farm lending agencies are turning more and more to technical
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information as a guide to purposeful agricultural lending and as a

meanS of increasing loans while at the same time reducing risk.

Trained specialists are being hired to consult with farmers about

their financial needs. Prior to making a farm ] where real

estate is offered as collateral, a loan appraisal is usually made.

A loan appraisal of real estate is basically no different ftom other

types of farm appraisal. The item of prim. importance is the abtiLty

of the farm to produce net returns available for debt reduction.

Net returns are the basis of economic productivity ratings.

As with assessment appraisals the tendency in appraising for

real estate loan purposes is to overvalue poor land and under-value

good land - a tendency to lean towards an average. The use of soil

productivity ratings. should prove usøful in overcoming this tendency.

Economic productiviti.. are also important in guiding production

loans. The ratings themselves are not so important, perhaps, as

their by-products. The individual input-output relationships of the

several crops forming the economic productivity ratings of the in-

dividual soils are useful to both the borrower and the lender.

Physical and Economic Productivity 17-products

has already been hinted at there is a mas, of data behind the

economic productivity ratings which may be, for many purpos.s as

important as the ratings themselves. These data are in the form of

crop inputoutput relatL.nships as related to specific soils or to

crops over several soils. It is difficult to divorce productivity
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ratings from the material which formed them,

Physical and Economic Productivity Considerations n Aid 1arm

Msnaement Decisions

There time when the major inputs for agricultural pro-

duct ion were labor, management, and land, This is not the case in

our present economy. Technologically we have advanced far beyond

this point and it is now not unusual to find investments in farm

machinery, buildings, perennial crops and other forms of capital

are greater than the investment in land. For example, the invest-

ment in a strawberry crop may run as high as $300 per acre, ex-

cluding a land charge, before any harvest is received. In the

production of hops, the yard investment alone nay be over $300 per

acre and onion producers may have an investment of over $500 per

acre in storage buildings and transfer boxes, Production costs may

be even higher than these investments. For example, annual pro-

duction costs per acre for nole beans and strawberries may be over

$1,000 and $600, respectively. This does not indicate that land is

diminishing in its importance as a factor of production. It does in-

dicate the necessity of soil classification coupled with information

concerning physical and economic productivities. The manner in

which a soil is able to combine with forms of capital affects

greatly the net returns to the operator. In respect to strawberries,

pole beans, hops and onions, the returns to land, land taxes and

unaccounted management may be as high as $300, $250, $60 and $250

per acre, respectively, after paying a market return to the other
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factors of production. Pa ers recognize this in the prices they

are willing to pay for additional pieces of property. It was found

that farmers who were able to obtain contracts for the production

of crops such as pole beans, strawberries and carrots were willing

to pay $600 to $1,000 per acre for additional land. Soils which

are highly adapted to onion production have sold for over $2,000

per acre.

Under this setting it is easy to realize that agricultural

productiort is a complex of input-output relationships involving

5killed management decisions. Information concerning soils, their

adaptabilities to certain crops, the level of production which can

be expected, capital requLrements, prices which can be expected and

an estimate of net returns is highly useful in decision making. In

establishing physical and economic productivity ratings these are

part of the many types of information presented. It is impo&Lble

to present in one volume all of the aspects of the separate crops

involved, but it ii anticipated that the information presented can

be useful to farmers in making farm management decisions.

Farm Adjustment Problems

The agricultural indu not a static one. Great changes

have taken place and at an accelerated rate. These changes have

affected the whole structure of agricultural production. Techno-

logical changes in improved seeds and breeds, the use of fertilizers

and chemicals, the replacement of man labor with powered machints
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and improved marketing methoda are but a few of the important ones.

Also, there has been a change in consumer behavior which has greatly

affected the demand structure. There have been great changes in

both demand and supply. As a result many farmers have been forced

off the farm, farm size has increased, capital investment require-

ments have increased, product specialization has increased and areaa

have changed in the products produced. The farm problem is one of

our major domestic issues subject to lengthy congressional debate.

Adjustments do not come about without pain on the part of those

involved, In order to make these production adjustments less burden-

some the best technical information is needed. It is not advocated

that soil productivity ratings, and the msterial out of which they

axe composed, are in any manner a. complete answer but this type of

information plays a necessary part. Bven though soil classification

techniques change due to improved methods and testing procei1T*,

the classes themselves change more slowly. The types of crops a

particular soil will support and at what levels and its combinabil-

ity with labor, management and forms of capital in yielding net

returns are valuable information in any land-use adjustment problem.

Whether linear programming techniques, budget techniques or other

analytical tools are used, this type of material finds application.

Physical and Bconomic Productivities as a Body of Information Useful

to Technical Advisors on Axcultural Problems

Lastly, it ii anticipated that the information used in con-

structing the individual .*il productivities should be useful in
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helping to solve some of the many diverse problems coming to tech-

nical adviors on agricultural problems. Information on ten dif-

ferent soils, or soil combinations, and 30 different major crops

are presented, Although the information is not complete in all

aspects of analysis, the body of material uied in building up final

net return figures used in computing the economic productivities

of the several soils should prove uaeful If not directly useful

then, perhaps, it can be regrouped, combined and hsndled in a

manner to £ it the problem at hand,

Del iinitat ions

The process involved in building up to the final productivity

calculations has consumed much energy and judgentent if for no other

reason than magnitude alone. There are no doubt errors which have

crept in partly due to the human factor and partly due to the pro-

cess alone. The survey technique of collecting farm production

information depends upon farmers' records and memory and the skill

of the interviewer, Many of these errors are removed in sggratLon,

but there are bound to be a few that are unaccounted for. Also,

the tabulation process is a human one and even though all calculations

and transfers of information were st least doubly checked, there

still may be errors which went unaccounted for. The more involved

the production process, the greater chance there is of committing

these types of errors, Great care has been exercised to keep erro

to a minimum and it is felt that those remaining do not greatly

affect the use of the data presented.
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The survey technique used in this study, which will be explained

in a later chapter, ha.s resulted in biases which should be pointed

out early. In the first place, a comparatively larger number of the

large farms have been included than the small ones, This biases the

data toward the large farmers. Secondly, only those farmers were

included which, were abls to furnish production information and bad

experience sufficient to stimat* usual yields. Also, it was impos-

sible to get information if the farmer could not be contacted.

These bias the data toward well established and, perhaps, sore

successful farmers and towards full time farmers. In areas where

farm turnover is great, the typical picture is not presented. This

became a problem on the less productive soils.

It should be stressed that soils were analyzed in terms of their

ability to support cultivated agricultural crops. Other influences

affecting land value were not considered.

The statistical material presented in this report was taken

a survey of farmers in Marion County, Oregon, covering the production

year 1958. The soil productiviti,s developed and their relative data

have direct application to Marion County. Adaptations may be made

to other Willamette Valley areas where the soils and crops are

similar. The techniques developed and methods used, however, should

be of value throughout Oregon.
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II

Theoretical Considerations

This chapter i. devoted to a discussion of some of the theo-

retical considerations and problems in calculating economic pro-

ductivities of soils. As defined in Chapter I economic productivity,

in the form of a net return or as converted into an index, ruLes

upon the representativeness of the "net" as a return to th. factor

land or, in this case, soil. The tradi anal approach for deter-

mining net returns to land is to impute he residual, which is left

after paying other factors for their contribution, to land. Under

this system the accuracy of the imputed net to land is dependent

upon the accuracy of the distribution to the other factors of pro-

duction, The distribution problem as related to economic soil

productivity will occupy the bulk of this chapter.

The same problems do not exist with physical productivities as

with economic productivities. The accuracy of physical productivities

is dependent upon the representativeness of the crop yields ard dis-

tributions. These are physical considerations dependent upon statis-

tical manipulations. The approach is rather straight forward. The

same is true for inputs and prices when calculating economic pro-

ductivity. Levels of inputs are defined in terms of existent farm

situations and prices are chosen according to the purposes of the

economic productivity. Por these reasons the discussion is limited

to the distribution problem in the imputation process.
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Bconomic productivities can either stand alone or be converted

into indices, Indices are relative measures in terms of some stand-

ard, As such, they are devoid of any monetery level. Bconomic

productivity ratings are correlated with property values, however,

and it is possible to test this relationship in termi of market

values by statistical techniques, Since economic productivity in-

dices are relative, the absolute values imputed to land in the dis-

tribution process may be above or below the marginal contribution

of land and still not change the relative positions of the land

units being rated, As long as the distribution techniques axe the

same on all soils being rated the biases are somewhat proportional

and are lost in the conversion process.

For some purposes, however, it may be desirable to use the

economic productivities of the various soils lore directly. The

method used in calculating economic productivity are very similar

to the imputation process used in arrLving at "earnings value" in

land appraisal. A net riturn to land or soil is calculated in both

situations, The reasoning behind the two procedures may be some-

what different in regards to the selection of crops and prices.

The reference period changes with the purposes for which the appraisal

is made,

Net returns in the appraisal process are used in estimating

earnings value -- capitalized net returns (earnings) of the piece

of property being appraised, Situations where net returns repre-

senting economic soil productivity may be used more directly in



imating earnings value are largely associated with nasa land

appraisals similar to those used for taxation purposes where in-

dividual properties cannot be separately appraised. For other

appraisal work such as transfer appraisal and loan appraisal the

economic productivftiee are used as indicators only. The by-

products, perhaps, become more important here than the general

soil productivity rating themselves.

In broad perspective Huriburt outlined the baic problems of

pricing farmland as follows: "( ) Separating the real estate bundle

into its component parts and determining the quantities of land of

different qualities or grades; (2) estimating the earnings capacity

of each grade of land under one or more combinations of factors;

translating the flow of income into a fund of present value;

distinguishing between fLrm (production) and family (consump-

tion) expenditures and returns; and (5) evaluating nonmonetary

phenomenae" (18, p. 7) Economic productivity determinations are

concerned primarily with numbers 1 and 2 of the above problemi

outlined by Huriburt. Relative to number 1, Huriburt concluded;

'For land-pricing purposes, the basis for distinction between grades

is productivity,'1 (18, p9) Again this illustrates the impor

ance of economic productivity ratings in farm appraisal work.

Under the conventional purely competitive production model,

market price would adequately reflect factor returns. At this

level production would be at the place where average costs were

a minimum, marginal cost would equal marginal revenue and production

15
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would be at an optimum level. Factors would be rewarded according

to their marginal productivities. There would be no need to esti-

mate returns to factors by computational procedures or the like.

Factor markets are far from being perfect and market prices

may not be adequate measures of factor rewards. The degree of im-

perfection is not the same for all of the factors and, hence, the

market price may be more representative for some factors than for

others,

Labor, capital, management and land are the input categories

generally recognized in agricultural production. The degree of

competition in the pricing of these inputs is highly variable.

For pure competition to exist, there must be large numbers of buyers

and sellers, homogeneous products and free entry of production,

and to make this competition perfect there must be, in addition,

perfect knowledge and mobility of factors. It is easy to see that

none of these factors fill all of these requirements; nevertheless,

each factor must be valued.

The Adding-up Problem

Bven if it were possible to determine the marginal productivities

for all of the factors of production except land, if the distribution

to land was based upon residual techniques, it is possible to either

under or over reward land for its contribution. This is commonly

known as the adding-up problem. The question is whether or not the

total product will be exhausted if each input factor is given a

proportion of the total equal to its marginal produc mci the number



of units of the product used; symbolically:

The mathematical proof of this may be shown as follows: Let
Z be the total product and X and Y the factors of production.
1. With decreasing returns to scale:

Z 2X + 3y -

dz
2

dz
r - - 2Y
T?is is the marginal productivity of the factors. We test
to see if total product is exhausted.
Z ? 2 (X) + (3 2y) Y

Z ? 2X + 3y - 2y2
Prom our production function above we know that:
Z2X+3y.y2
So, 2X + 3Y - y2 > +

Therefore, total product is not exhausted
With increasing returns:
Z 2X + 3Y + (continued

next page)
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S refers to total product; L, C, 5, M refer to

labor, capital, land and management respectively; and the a's refer

to marginal units. This is referred to as Euler's theorum. The

answer Is a conditional one. The total product will be exhausted

only if production is such that elasticity of production is equal

to one (E 1) which happens only in two cases: one, when the

average product is equal to the marginal product; and two, under

constant returns to scale, i.e. a linear homogeneous production func-

tion. It l.a assumed that all factors are included in the imputation

process. Under increasing returns to scale the product will be over-

exhausted and under decreasing returns to scale there will be a

residual a



There are situations in agriculture when either of these two

conditions possibly could be fulfilled, Under the static coinpet-

itive model production will move towards the point where the mar-

ginal cost equals marginal revenue equals average costs equals

price, This is so because at any point other than this there will

be producers entering into the market or leaving the market de-

pending upon profit or loss conditions. At this point Ep 1.

Another situation which fulfilIC the conditions of unit elas-

ticity is where Larmere keep adding units of land snd expanding

horizontally. This condition is possible, however, only until

management becomes limiting causing returns to scale to decrease.

This condition is rather prevalent in many areas where farm size

is increasing.

The last condition mentioned here where the distribution of

Z ? 2X + 3Y + 2Y2

2X+3Y+y2< 2X+3y+2y2
Therefore, total product is over exhausted.

3. With constant returns to scale:
Z 2X + 3Y

dz dz

as before, Z ? 2(X) + (Y).

2X + 3Y 2X + 3Y.

Total product is exhausted.
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dz
2 dz

z 3+ 2Y

Z ? 2(X) + C 2Y) Y
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the marginal products just exhaust the total product is where the

amount of change is so small that the summation of the marginal

products cannot deviate greatly from the total, The residual would

be present but would be rather infinitesimal.

It has been suggested that whatever disparity there is should

be divided among the total input bundle rather than attributing this

to land as is often done in the imputation process of land valuation.

(17, p. 413) (18, P. 15) It is doubtful if this ii very realistic

since the tools of measurement coamly available are too crude. Per-

haps it i. sufficient at this point to recognize that there is a

possibility of imputing to one factor values which rightfully be-

long to another. More will be said about this in later paragraphs.

Distribution to Labor

As mentioned in an earlier paragraph competitive conditions are

not present in agriculture and the degree of competitiveness may

vary with the factors of production. Another variation is the

dynamics - uncertainty complex. This calls for a look at the con-

ditiona of the individual, factors in respect to the distribution

problem. Any method of estimating factor earnings, in the absence

of perfect knowledge, can only approximate the true marginal value

products of the factors.

Generally speaking, agricultural labor is under employed rel-.

ative to industrial labor. As such, both the average value product

and the marginal value product of labor are lower in agriculture

than in industry. The agricultural worker because of nonmonetary
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amenities, other satisfactions and jack f knowledge has not trans-

ferred out of agriculture even where higher wages were available.

This is not necessarily irrational on the part of farm labor. For

the moat part farm owner-operators contribute the bulk of the labor

force. In addition to any labor and management earnings there are

also investment returns and amenities and satisfactions which are

enjoyed by the owner-operator. In other words, the owner-operator

does not need to receive a market wage to keep him employed in

agriculture, It is very possible that the differential between

market wages and the wages owner-operators are willing to receive

is capitalized into land values in the market place.

The wage rate necessary to keep farm owner-operators employed

may be quite different between debt-free farms and mortgaged farms.

Where there are principal and interest payments which must be made

the wage rate needed to permit the owner-operator to remain in

farming may be somewhat higher,

If hired labor is used at the level where its marginal value

product is equal to its cost (wage rate) the returns to the fixed

factors of production become larger as labor use is increased pro-

viding production is beyond the point where marginal and average

products are equal. The rational producer will use labor to the

point where its marginal cost (wage rate) is equal to its marginal

revenue. The wage level may change upward, however, as mobility

within and out of agriculture increases, As a result, the return

to the fixed factor may decline. Much depends upon dynamic
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conditions of other factors during the time wages are changtng.

Where there exists a considerable degree of competition within

an ares the existing wage rate probably approaches 2abers' marginal

value product for that area. The labor rate for the operator and

his family can be based upon established rates for hired labo

The existing wage rate is probably sale to use as a guide to

estimating the returns to labor in the distribution proces. over

the period during which wage rate are considered to remain un-

changed. Beyond this point adjustments would be necessary if the

residual returns to land were to be used in estimating earnings

value in the land appraisal process.

Distribution to Managéms

Management input aesurement has g

a long period of time. Although there are at present highly

fined techniques available there axe still none which can be util-
ized fox general. distribution problems. It has been suggested that

commercial rates commensurate with professional farm management

agencies be used. These tstes generally are baaed upon a percentage

of the gross revenue. The aasuapti*n is that management increases

with gross revenue. This may or may not be wholly true. Th. big

question, however, is how accurate of an estimate is it? It is viry
doubtful if there is a sufficient number of these management agencies

available for any degree of competition to exist, In many parts of

the country their services are not even available. On the whole

farmers do not engage their services. The management level may, also,

econo rouble for



be quite different. It would seem that there are procedures avail-

able which are tied more closely to the farmer, who is doing most

of the management.

It would appear that part of the problem is in accounting for

the time spent in management activities. These activities may re-

present, at the farm level, time spent in farm record analysis,

obtaining crop contracts, bargaining activities, supervision, etc.

which often are overlooked in enterprise cost analysis. The other

part of the problem is in arriving at a valu* for the managers time.

Some of the management decisions may be made while the operator is

engaged in labor activities. In final analysis, perhaps, the beat

which can be done at the present time is to account for the time

speat and estimate a value for this time. The managers themselves

may be better able to evaluate their time than anyone else based

upon labor wages and opportunity costs.

Distribution to Capital

The capital market may be the most competitive of all the factors

of production. For certain items Such as fertilizers, chemicals,

labor, etc. which are purchased each year a specific outlay is re-

quired. There is, however, connected with these a money outlay

which could have been hired out on the market at some rate of re-

turn. The more difficult items are capital investments in farm

machinery, buildings, fences, etc. of more permanent duration, It

is possible here to make rather reliable esttmstes based upon de-

preciation, annual repair and the like. There are better opportunity



cost estimates or these items than for land.

It is quite probable that capital has r been employed in

agriculture to the point where its marginal revenue is equal to

cost due to internal and external capital rationing together with

lack of knowledge. It is very possible that part of this difference

has been capitalized into land values.

Another problem involved here is that decisions to invest are

ex ante but subject to change e.x post if returns do not corns up to

expectations. The differenc, between the expected return and that

which is actually experienced is, to a degree, associated with time

consideration. The differenc. is probably larger for long term

investments.

Nevertheless, in the distribution process earnings to factors

must be approximated. Prospective resource owners will tend to choose

among income - earning opportunities and shift from industry to in-

dustry so that to them the marginal efficiency of capital is equal.

Perhaps, the best general guide available for estimating the return

to capital is opportunity costs of similar investments.

Distribution to tand

The land market presents several serious problems. In the first

place, the conditions of pure competition are hardly met in any sense.

Buyers and sellers ate few, knowledge is poor and the product is very

heterogeneous. The observation that poor land is over-valued and

good land under-valued in the market is evidence of this. Land is

transferred as a bundle and, as such, too little attention is paid

23



to its component parts. Buildings need to be separated from the

soil and the individual soils need to be di

the beet tool available for differentiating soils is productivity

ratings,

In looking at th, peculiarities of each of the above input

categories the conclusion which may be logically drawn is that some

inputs, valued at their market price, come more closely to their

marginal productivities than others. If this be the case, the use
of theae factors as guidelines may be a logical first approach. It
should be kept in mind, however, that even though the problem of

distribution is one of dividing the total product among the fact

the reward to any one factor cannot be estimated accurately by residual

techniques unless the rewards to all other factors are accurately

reflected. The problem is first one of estimating productiviti

and second, one of putting on a price.

It may be Only a matter of time before some of the difficulties

associated with the distribution of factor returns will be improved.

Buyers and sellers are becoming better informed, technical advisors

to agriculture have more knowledge about productivities, mobility

is increasing and more is being learned about the component parts

of the soil. As those in the processes of transaction become better

informed the valuation process should become more efficient. This

may improve in the face of a decrease in some of the other qual-

ifications of perfect competition.

It is admitted that the use of the above imputation approach

rent l.ated. Probably



in estimating the returns to land may return an smount which is

above the marginal productivity of land. The use of imputed land

returns in estimating market price may be a better guide than if

the true returns were known. It seems possible that farm owners

may be willing to capitalize some of the earnings of other factors,

providing the earnings were above opportunity coats, into land

values. Land is a necessary base for the use of farm labor, cap-

ital and management. Where marginal efficiencies in the use of

these factors were expected to be high dui to increasing market

conditions or through the adoption of new technologies it seems

possible that farm operators may be willing to sacrific, part of

the profits of other factors to land investments.

Some Factors Affecting Farm Land Values Not Directly Related

Productivity

In the valuation process there are situations which bould

be recognized as affecting land values but not related to pro-

ductivity. Two of the*e situations will be mentioned here. First,

in recent years indivLdusl have invested in land as an inflation-

ary hedge. Market prices in this respect will not reflect current

earnings value, Land receives, in this instance, too large a share

of the total product at the expense of other factors, particularly

where capital is limiting. Second, the value of marketing con-

tracts may be imputed to land. It was found in this study that the

same quality of land was valued much higher by those holding crop

contracts. Ths contracts could not be bought or aold but the having

25
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of a con t was, nevertheless, of value. Land in thi as was

probably receiving that which rightly belonged to the contract.

The last item to be considered in this chapter rslates to the

taxation of farm land. Once a land Lnvsst*ent is a**de the tax cost

socisted with that land is outside the area of control by the

individual land owner. The tax becomes a land associated fLxmd coat.

The tax may be the determining factor as to whether the firm remains

in production. This can be seen by looking at Figure 1.

Figure 1. Pigure 2.
Price

We see here a typical Lit curve. The affect itional

tax causes the firm's average cost curve to rise from AC 1 to AC 2.

As a result, the firm's cost will be greater than it. returns, This

will cause some fir* to go out of production and the pric, will

rise along the marginal cost curve from p 1 to P 2. Those firma

which remain in production will increase production from a to b.

The industry output will be less, however. This can be seen

by looking at Figure 3. The supply schedule has shifted to the

left from S 1 to S 3 and total output has moved from c to d,

P2
P1

0



The above may not take place where land does not go out of

production but rather is taken over by off ic nt firm whose

cost curves are below the firm's cost curve which is going out of

product ion.

The effect of taxation can be seen in greater detail by con-

sidering tax changes in respect to two land units which will be

referred to as L1 and Assuming that the total quantity of these

two land factors is fixed but that the quantity available to any

one farmer is variable the equilibrium use of L1 and L2 can be

illustrated as follows;
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where MVP equals the marginal value product and P equals the price

of land. if the above ratios are equal to one (1), the total

quantity of land being used probably would not be equal to the

total amount available. Therefore, assume that the above ratios

are equal but at a level greater than 1.

If a tax were levied on L1 but not on L2 this would cause the

ratios to become unequal. This would be true because the tax would

tend to increase the cost or price of L1. However, so long as

was greater than
L

, L,, would continue in production. Under this

circumstance the product mix and total output would remain unchanged

nd other segments of the economy would not be greatly affected.

However, if the result&nt should exceed MYP lesà L1 would be
I Li

used and the product mix snd total output would be affected.



owners would be ma

Now consider t

point where the ratio of

In this case

If the incre

an increase in tax

off relative in both instances.

ion where and are being used to the

o their prices is equal to 1.

i in use.

e in taxes is not proportional to the respective MYP's

would result in a reduct
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both the product mix and the total output would be affected.

In general, it appears that property taxes would have more

effect on the income of land owners than it would on output or

product mix. It is possible, of course, to raise taxes sufficiently

high to drive land out of production. It may, also, be possible to

force land to be put to a more nearly Opt if it is not being

used in that fashion. } example, an increase taxes may force

land from an extensive to an intensive use,



A Review of Selected Soil Product

"One of the most promising developments in the field of soil

science, as far as the appraiser is concerned, is the soil pro-

ductLvtty rating, wb.ith designates in a mingle index figure the

combined effect of many characteristics of the soil." (28, p. 99)

The above quotation was taken from WLllLs.m 0. Murray's now famous

Farm Appraisal text and handbook. Physical and economic soil pro-

ductivity ratings are dauined ard discussed briefly in chapter I.

These ratings were tied to crop production; soils may be rated,

however, without direct reference to crops in terms of the import-

ant elements in soil classification. In order to evaluate and

give meaning to the methods developed in the following chapters

some of the important work done in other areas will be reviewed

here,

The "Cornell" System oJ Classification

The Cornell System of economic land classification does not

attempt to measure the productivities of the individual soils but

rather is an economic classification of farm business units, It

is included here to illustrate a contrasting emphasis and also to

show the importance of economic interpretations. Also, the limit

atione of pure productivity ratings can be seen more clearly.

The Cornell System is primarily an income expectancy rating
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of farm business unit . According to this criterion land areas

are issued ratings as follows; Class I comprises areas whets

chances for success in full-time farming are extremely amili..

Class II comprises areas in which chances for success in farming

are too small to expect full-time commercial operations to con-

tinue for long, though some are being carried on at present. Class

III comprises areas in which farm income expectancies are generally

low, though high enough to meet minimum requirements for continued

operation over the next 15 years or more. Class IV consists of

areas in which farms with medium income expectancies predominate.

Farm businesses are larger, production is higher and there is a

greater abundance of farm cap.tal. daises V and VI consist of

areas in which a major proportion of the farms have high to very

high income expectancies. Farm businesses are large, well organized

and efficient.

The indicators used in arriving at a particular class are:

past incomes, measures of business size, rates of production,

amount and condition of capital investment, performance charac-.

teristics of soil, climate, and topography and like items. The

most probable operator is assumed. information is collected through

soil maps, climatic data, census information, etc., and farm surveys.

Cooperation is obtained from county agents, leading farmers and

college specialists,

The System is justified theoretically on the basis that ex-

pectant purchasers do not act in accordance with marginal principles;



poorer lands have many bidders and the price is driven above the

capitalized marginal value products. The opposite is true of good

lands, Poor lands attract inefficient operators with limited

capital. The assumption is that this will continue. Maladjustments

in the pricing and taxing of land help to drive the less productive

areas out of agriculture and to place the better areas in a stronger

and stronger position.

The land classes are developed with prospective purchas

mind but are useful guides to farm finance, aids extension workers

and agricultural teachers in adjusting recommendation to various

areas and assists in equating tax assessment.

Table 1 illustrates the characteristics associated with the

Several land classes and indicates items considered in their devel-

there are differences

pp. 548-557) (10,

The part which income plays in designating the various land

classes is highly evident and it is for this purpose that the system

is discussed here, An individual soil class does not come to life

until an interpretation is made regarding its purpose and potent-

ialities. It is for this reason that the majority of the more re-

cent soil survey reports discuss the individual soils in terms of

crop adaptabilities and levels of production.

It is difficult to see how the cornell System could be adapted

to Oregon conditions. It would seem to have greater applications

opment, The figures in Table 1

within classes ustrated in Table 2.

pp. 1-19)



Table 1. Major characteristics of full time commercial dairy farms in each land
class, North Country survey data, 254 farms1 St. Lawrence County, New
York, 1055_56a (10, p. 7)

Mean average

Includes the "X" and "Y" sub-classes of these land classes.

Includes work units on miscellaneous enterprises that are neither crops or
livestock.

Rate and ratio figures are averages of individual farm rates and ratio

Land Class
Cbaracteristcs I II' IIIb IV° V & VI

Number of farms 29 87 120 18

Size of business
Acres operated 249 266 244 252

Acres of crops 71 23 87 107

Number of cows 20 26 30 36

Pounds of iliilk sold per farm 109,034 160,161 202,825 278,222

Man equivalent 1.4 1.7 1.7 1,8
Total work unitsC 351 456 517 636

Work units on crops 49 62 61 98

Work units on livestock 292 369 435 528

Rates of productiond

Crop index 85 104 109 109

Milk sold per cow 5,510 6,238 6,737 7,650

Milk so1c per crop acre

intensity of land used

1,752 2,222 2,518 2,644

Total expenses per acre of
cropland $72 $87 $93 $114

Cows per 10 acres of cropland 2.7 3.0 3.2 3.2

Labor efficiency
Work units per man 254 236 315 351

Acres of crops per nan 52 56 54 61

Number of cows per man 15 16 lo 20

Pounds of milk sold per man 79,345 100,805 123,742 151,389

Capital azt incomed
Total investment per farm $14,700 $20,700 $23,200 5,200

Non-real estate investment
per farm $7,700 $10,100 $12,800 $19,200

Real estate investment per
crop acre $111 $144 129 $157

Real estate investment per
1000 lbs. of milk sold $76 $72 $57 $65

Total investment per cow $797 $847 $997

Labor income 1955-36 $559 $579 $1,402 006
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Table 2. Distribution of full-time coamircial dairy farms in each 
land class by labor inom per farm, north country sur- 
vey, 254 farms, St. Lasrence County, New York, 1955-56. 
(10, p. 17) 

Percent of farms 

Loss of $1,000 or more 11 8 17 

Losa of $1 to $999 28 16 11 

0 - 499 17 14 13 6 

500 - 999 

1000 - 1499 

10 

24 

10 11, 

11 

1500 - 1999 6 6 

2000 - 2499 0 

2500 - 2999 0 0 

3000 - 3999 0 11 

4000 - 4999 4 11 

5000 - & over 16 

All sLzee 100 100 100 



where there are concentrated areas of similar type farming units

operating at nearly the same level. Western Oregon with its dis-

persed farming and Eastern Oregon with it diverse farming hardly

fit into this setting.

The "Stone" Soil-rating Index

While the Cornell System reflects one extreme, the Stone

index reflects another. The Stone index is based entirely on

the characteristics of the soil and is thus independent of other

physical or economic factors that might determine crop use.

In Mr. Stone's words the method is as follows: "Percents

values are assigned to the characteristics of the soil itself,

including the soil profile (factor A); the texture of the surface

soil. (factor B); the slope (factor C); and conditions of the 80i1

exclusive of profile, surface texture, *nd slope -- for exainpl

drainage, alkali content, nutrient level, erosion, and micro-

relief (factor X). The moat favorable or ideal conditions with

respect to each factor are rated at 100 percent. The percentage

values or ratings for the four factors are then multiplied, the

result being the Stone index rating of the soil," (38, p. 1)

Each factor is broken down into detailed classific*tion to

cover variations which occur in this factor; a rating is assigned

to each variant beginning with a rating of 100 assigned to the most

desirable characteristic. Por example, 0 to 2 percent slope is

rated 100 percent; 3 to 8 percent slope i. rated 95 to 100 percent;

9 to 15 percent slope is rated 80 to 95 percent, etc Each factor



has a potential. rating of 1O0.

After the rating has been performed the soil

into grades as follows: Grade 1. (excellent), between 80 and 100

percent; grade 2 (good), between 60 and 79 percent; grade 3 (fair),

between 40 and 59 percent; grade 4 (poor), between 20 and 39 per-

cent; grade 5 (very poor) between 10 and 19 percent and grade 6

(nonagricultural), loss than 30 percent. (38, pp. 1-4)

There are two major difficulties to the Storie ind*x which

cast doubt upon its widespread use, In the first place, it is

assumed that the soil profile, the texture of the surface soil,

the slope and other specified condit.ons are all equally important

to crop production. Secondly, the percentages assigned to the

specified conditions under each factor are individual value judge

aents. This La not to say that they are completely arbitrary but

thert is no indication of any attempt to test them empirically in

terms of crop responses.

Index rating

Using the Stone index the rating of a soil is determined as
followi: (38, p. 4)

Index for Acl-X (Altamont clay loam, rolling): This
La a brown upland soil from shale parent material,
bedrock at a depth of 3 feet. Rolling topography,
moderate sheet erosion, with occasional gullies.

Rating in percent
Factor A: Altamont series, profile

group VIII 70
Factor B: Clay loam texture 85
Factor C: Rolling topography 90
Factor Xs Mod*rate sheet erosion with

shallow gullies 70

classified

70% x 83% x 90% x 70%
* 37%



Physical Productivity Ratings

Physical productivity ratin

soil survey reports. Within the

ularized and most recent survey

mates to a greater or lesser degree; some may give yield estimates

at one or more levela of inputs, some may give soil use estimates

terms of crop proportions and some may combine these features

into indices of physical productivity. Illustrative of the use of

crop yields is the Lucas County, Iowa, soil survey report. (33)

Table 3 is extracted in part from this report.

e associated most closely with

last decade their use has been pop-

ports include productivity esti-



Soil

Table 3,. Estimated average acre yields of principal crops to be expected over a period of years,.
and corn productivity rating for the soils. (24, p. 9)

Beckwith silt loam 28 12 16

Edina silt loam 36 18 23

Haig silty clay loam 48 24 28

Wabash silty clay 33 18

Estimated yleldiof crops T Corn
A level of manaement a level o management product-

Soy Red Al- Soy Red ivit
Corn beans Oats clover falfa Corn beans Oats clover falfa ratin
Ru. Ru.. flu, Tons Tons flu. flu. Ru, Tons Tons

Average level of Management; no defthi'te
manure are used but no commercial fertilize:
Superior level of management; suitable rotations are followed and fertilizer is applied according
to soil teats,

a.aed upon a rating of 100 for the most productive soil .n the state.

n5, pastures are untmproved, adequate lime and some
nd no terracing or contour cultIvation is practiced.

0.8 0.6 42 16 25 L4 1.0

1,2 1,6 52 1.5 2.0 55

1.5 2.0 28 35 1,8 2.5 70

l6 18 45 20 25 L8 2.0 Varied



The Monans County, Iowa, soil survey report includ4 a table

on soil use besides yield estimates. No attempt was made to put

these together into any form of an index. Table 4 is an extraction

of this table.

Table 4, Principal soil uses and estimated proportionate extent of
soil in each use. (44, p. 4)

scel-
laneous

(b) (b)

(b) 20

5 10

Soy-
Corn Oats Wheat beans

Pa.s- Nat ye
ture timberSoil

Albaton
(0_1%)a

50

Ida silt loam
(7-14%) 45

Luton clay
(0-1%)

Shelby loam
(8-14%) 40

Percen

10 10 1.0

(b) (b) 15

50 25 15 2

(b) (b) 10 15

a Refers to slope.

b, Little or none of soil in this use.

Aandahl, who has done extensive research on the relationship of

yields to soil types, converted crop yields which were associated

with the individual soils into physical productivity ratings. (2)

Table 5 presents an extraction from one of his tables.

The use of this type of data is extremely useful to the appraiser

in estimating typical conditions to be used in estimating market

value. A knowledge of the individual soils on a piece of property,

their adaptability to certain crops and the yield that Can be ex-

pected under defined input levels aids in formulating a cropping



Cro .roductivlt index

Clover oy Pasture

Oats timothy Alfalfa beans (100-100

(100- (100w (100- (100. cow-acre-

bu.) 2 tons) 4 tons) 25 bu.) da

system and usual y Ida to be used in the c*iculat ion of net returns

to land.

Table 5. Productivity ratings of the mourn of Tame County, Iowa.
(2, p. 77)

Muscat in 100 130

This only presents picture, however. Physical yield

comparisons may have lIttle meaning in areas of diverse crops 0

different gross and net returns. It is when crops, yieldS, prices

and costs are added together that individual soil productivities

are additive and comparable. Theme are features of economic pro-

ductivity indices.

Economic Productivity Ratings

Economic productivity ratings are for the most part an extension

of the physical product ivity ratings previously discussed. They have

the advantage, however, in that they retain the *.mportant character-

istics while adding income expectancies. Typifying this system is

the work done in Nebraska by Ottoson, Aindahi and Zristjanson (29)

Corn
(100-

ii 50 bu.

Tame silt loam 83 95 80 120

Roy silt losDI 90 70 85 80 140

Shelby loam 50 40 EiO 15 $0

Buckner sandy iota 30 30
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Although this system was worked out specifically for tax assessment

it has general application,

The major thesis of the Nebraska study is that soil productivity

differences are the principal reason for differences in land values.

To show this, it is necessary to separate the economic produetivities

of the soil from differences of management and then to test these

established soil productivities in the market place. The effects of

buildings and location were also considered when making the final
estim*te of market value.

The procedures outlined for the determination of productiv

ratings are as follows:

Classify th. soils. Soil survey reports are the major

source for this information ind air photos on which thi

soils are mapped are almost a necessity.

Estimate the typical soil management system for each soil.

To do this information is collected concerning the crops

which ire grown on each soil, crop rotations and methods

used, This is a field operation.

Estimate crop yields for the typical farm management

system on each soil, The typical fa: nt system

has reference to a. defined level of input relationships

such as fertilizers, sprays, cultural practices, etc.

Information is collected from various agricultural atat..

istics and from farmers in the field, Long time average

yields are most desirable.
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4. Estimate an economic rating for each soil. Gross income

La first estimated by applying expected averag, prices to

the yield estimates for each soil. Net income is next

estimated by subtracting crop production costs from the

gross income. Either the rental share method or the owner-

operator method can be used in estimating Costs; the method

which is typical is used, Differences in expenses associated

with soil types are reflected. By multiplying the net income

of each crop by its corresponding percent distribution on

each soil and summing the representative crop returns on

each soil a composite net return is arrived at which re-

presents each soil. The soils can then be rated against

each other by assigning a value of 100 to the highest net

return and then rate the balance of soils as a percentage

of th* highest one, This procedure is illustrated in Tables

6, 7, and 8.



Table 6 Estim*ted percentages of different crops grown on six
soils, Saunders County. (29, p. 16)

Soils

ercent 0 2
over,

Wheat Oats So: beans a:

42

rtlfal

asses

56 12 16 2 10 4

Marshall (3-5%) 52 12 18 4 8

Sharpsburg (3-5%) 52 12 16 - 12

Sharpsburg (6-11%) 50 12 16 - 14 8

Knox (6-11% eroded 46 12 16 - 16

Pawnt-Nucko11s
(6-11%) eroded 44 12 16 8



Table 7. Total crop production and gross value per 100 acres of six common soils, Saunders
County. (29, p. 19)

Soils
Production of:

Corn Wheat Oats
Soy

beans Clovet Alfalfa
Gross
value

Judson

flu.

2800

flu,

240

flu.

640

flu.

48

Tons

20.0

Tons

12.0

$

4889

Msrshalj, (3..5%) 2288 160 480 76 12.8 13,2 4328

Sharpsburg (3-5%) 2304 144 448 72 6.4 12.1, 3736

Sbarpsburg (6-11%) 1768 192 416 - 16.0 16.0 3229

Lnox (6-11%) eroded 1104 96 288 9.6 4.6 1934

Pawnee-.Nucko us (6-11%)
eroded

440 72 128 - 8.0 4.8 937



Table 8. Computation of net income per acre of six common soil
Saunders County. (29, p. 19)

Crop

Gross Net economic

value Exenses incoi rat

.33 100

Soils

Judaon $48.89

Marshall (3-5%) 43,28

Sharpsburg (3-5%) 37.36

Sharpsburg (6-11%) 32.29

knox (6-11%) eroded 19.34

Pawnee-Nuckolls (6-11%) eroded 9.37

For some soils a pasture economic rating is calculated in a

similar manner. A balance point between crop snd pasture usuage is

determined; this determines whether highest and best use is for crops

or pasture and hence whether the soil is rated by the crop or pasture

rating.

The average economic rating for a tract of lsnd can be cal-

culated as illustrated in Table 9.

$13.56

44

13.21 30.07 85

12.62 24.74 70

12.58 19.71 56

10.90 8.44 24

10.16 -.79



The economic rating of each tract of land represents its income

producing ability in comparison with other tracts. These can then

be compared with market value by simple regression techniques. (29)

It would appear that the procedure used by Nebraska in calcul..-

ating economic productivity ratings could be adopted to Oregon con-

ditions. The major problems present themselves in terms of the

complexity of crops and soils found in many areas of Oregon. Within

a limited area it is not unusual to find five or six soil series and
20 or 30 crops; within the area of a county there may be over 100

crops grown on a single soil, series. These are the problems around

which the procedures used by Nebraska are adapted to Oregon conditions

in the following chapters.

45

Table 9. Computation of average economic rating for a 160 acre
farm. (29 p. 25)

Soil Use Acres
Economic
ratin

Product
(acres

x ratin

Barney Pasture 2 17 34

Marshall (9%) eroded Crop 39 57 2223

Marshall (9%) Crop 48 68 3264

Marshall (4%) Crop 39 81 3159

Marshall (2%) Crop 3 87 261

Judaon-Wabash (1%) Crop 29 100 2900

Total 160 11841

Average economic rating a
p 4l-j 160 acres 74
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CfUPFBR IV

Framework for Computing Productivit Indices

The major assumption considered in this problem is that each

soil class, due to its innate qualitites as a factor of production,

has different productive capacities than other soil classes. This

is not a new assumption but really a very old one, In fact, it ii

a tested and proven assumption, it is easily recognized that the

market price for different qualities of land reflect different

capacities of the soil, to produce income, The relevant question

is, how well does the market reflect productive capacity of individ-

ual soils, or, for that matter, the composite of soils forming a

land unit? As has been pointed Out earlier, under conditions of

perfect competition we could rely upon the market to reflect mar-

ginal productivfties. However, as was also pointed Out, market

conditjons are far front perfect and particularly in regards to the

land market, Even if the market were perfectly competitive, it
may not reflect the individual productive capacities of the individ-

ual soil units; land is transacted as a productive unit and includes

other than land values. Thus, it can be seen that in order to test

the assumption that the productive capacity of different soils are
different and to measure the relative amount of difference it is

necessary to look at the individual soil units.

There are two measures which have been established for deter-

mining the productive capacity of the individual soil unite, Both
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of these are crop measures. The f asures the crop yields

associated with the individual soil units. The *cond measures the

net returns to the individual soil units from the crops which they

support. Under certain conditions either measure might be adequate

but under conditions of diverse soils and crops both methods are

necessary to get a reliable estimate. The first method is used to

determine the relative position of the individual soils by the com-

parative crop yields associated with each soil. However, crop net

returns may be a better measure when 'roduction costs are signif i-

cantly different or when the crops grown on the individual soils are

not the same. Where the same crops are grown in the same proportions

yields may give about as good a measure and would be more easily ob-

tained. However, it is well known that all soils are not adaptable

to the same crops and that, the same crop is not grown year after

year on the same piece of land or field. Crop rotations or sequences

and market opportunitie3 must be considered. It is necessary to

consider the composite of crops normally grown on a particular soil

to adequately represent that soil. The tools necessary to do this

are crop distributions and net returns. Net returns are additive and

the distributions furnish the adequate weights.

Net returns, for purposes of this study, refer to the residual

returns imputed to the soil after *11 other costs of production and

distribution to factors have been paid. The assumption is that the

market is more perfect in the pricing of these other factors than it

in pricing soile. This asSumption may not be entirely correct but
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the composite net returns to the individual soils calculated under

this asswnptjon can be compared with relative confidence since all

are under the same assumption. The availability of information to

do otherwise is lacking so there is really no other choice.

The yields and inputs should be representative of the average

farmer in each situation; in appraisal work the 'typical" is stressed.

This method does not grant special favors to the farmer who lacks

initiative and management ability nor does it penalize the out-

standing operator, It more nearly represents the majority consid-

ering a normal distribution.

The yields which should be used are the average so as not to

reIJ.ect the variability associated with any one year. This average

should not, however, be taken over such a long period of time so

as not to include technological change in terms of improved varieties,

tb use of fertilizers and themicals and cultural practices0

The price to use is sometimes difficult to determine in the

calculat ion of net returns, The use to which the final data are to

be put often determines the price. Considering the objectives of

this study previously outlined, it would seem that there may be a

conflict between the use of long term averages or normal periods

and more recent prices. More recent prices were finally decided
upon due to the following reasons: one there are alternative

methods for capatizing future incomes if it is desirable to esti-

mate earnings value which use more recent price data; two, pro-
ductivity indices themselves are not income levels but rather relative
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measures of productivity; and three, for other than appraisal pur-

poses more recent prices may be more useful. Farm product prices

are so variable, however, that the use of any one year's price may

be highly misleading. Under th.e considerations it would appear

logical that an average of prices received over the past five or

more years, depending upon the nature of the variations, adjusted

to present price indicators would be the best estimate to use for

product prices. Factor prices

use of those prices prevailing

most realistic to use.

It is under the fr

productivity calculation

work outlined in this chapter that the

have been made.

are much lees variable; hence, the

on the rket at the time may be the



HA1ER V

Characteristics of the Area from Which the Sample $ Drawn

Description of the Sampling Area

In order for a procedure to prove useful to the whole it should

be workable in its moat difficult parts. Marion county represents

just such a part in terms of soils and crops. Techniques developed

for characterizing Marion County soils in terms of physical and

economic productivity should be adaptable to other Oregon counties.

This is not the only reason Marion County was chosen. Marion

County is one of the most important counties agriculturally in

Oregon based upon the value of all farm products sold. (42) The

crops and soils of Marion county are also similar to those of other

Willamette Valley counties; hence, it is in this area that the most

benefit could be derived. It is very desirable to have recent air

photos available on which the soils have been designated. At the

time this project was initiated Marion county was in the process

of being remapped and it was anticipated this would be completed by

the time field work began. For these and other reasons Marion County

was selected as the data source.

The eastern tail of Marion County is mountainous and does not

lend itself to the production of fum:s. The portion of the

county used in this study lies west of a north-south line running

four miles east of the Willamette meridian; this is approximately

one-half mile west of Silver Falls. This area will be referred to

50



Farm size

All fatms

Under 10 acres
10-49 acres
50-99 acres

100-179 acres
180-239 acres
260-499 acres
500-999 acres

1,000 acres and over

as western Marion County,

Western Marion County includes an area of over 405,000 acres.

Approximately 6,500 of these acres are urban and were not included

in the survey. A small portion of this total La occupied by public

and state institutions, which may or may not be engaged in farming,

and these, also, were not included. Of the balance there are approx-

imately 17,000 acres classified as rough and broken. This leaves a

little over 375,000 acres in the ares which was surveyed.

Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 present statistics regarding Marion County

farms. Marion County is characterized by a large number of different

sized farms producing a large variety of crops, many of which are

high valued. These tables are presented to illustrate the import-

ance of Marion County agriculture and to furnish information which

was considered prior to drawing a sample of survey farms.

Table 1. Number of farm. and total acres in farms by farm size
(acre in Marion County, 1959. (42)

51

No.
fsrm

3,788

552
1,511
691

508
209

232
72

13



Table 2. Number of farms in Marion
(42)

Each place operated as a un t
sale of agricultural products
each place operated as a unit
sale of agricultural products
as a farm.

b. Operator under 65 yea
days or with income £
sold.

o 1 or more acres rom wheh the
totaled $50 or áore, as well as
less than 10 acres from which the
totaled $250 or more, was counted

$ of age, and iorking off farm 100 or more
om other sources greater than farm products

Operator 65 years old or older.

Public and private institutional farms, community enterprises,
experiment station farms, etc.

52

ounty 1y economic class, 1959.

Value of farm roduct sold N

Commercial fsrmaa

$40,000 or more 206
20,000 - 39,999 282
10,000 - 19,999 386
5,000 - 9,999 490
2,500 - 4,999 576

50 - 2,499 115

Total 2,055

Other farms 1,762

$50 - 2,499 (part_tim,)b 1,275
50 - 2,499 (psrt-retjrea.nt 480

Abnormajd 7



Table 4, Number of farms and total acres of selected crops grown
in Marion County, 1959. (42)

.53

(continued)

Table 3, Number of farms by farm type in Marion County, 1959. (42)

Field-crop farms other than vegetable
and fruit and nut 327

Cash grain 130
Other 97

Vegetable farms 270

Fruit and nut farms 412

Poultry farms 138

Dairy farms 190

Livestock farms otl*r than poultry
and dairy 214

General farms 553

Miscellaneous and unclassified farms 1,813

Grain crops
Fall wheat 867 14,897
Spring wheat 304 3,474
Oats (fall and spring) 905 17,734
Barley 984 25,805
Field corn (grain) 414 6,884

Seed crops

ed clover seed 17.5 2,093
Crimson clover 207 3,586
Hairy vetch seed 34 967
Other vetch seed 113 2,154
Austrian winter peas 30 816
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Table 4, continued,

Cr0
Number o

farms
Total
acres

Seed crops (continued)
common or perennial ryegraas 157 7,612
Fesque seed 373 17,121
Bentgraas seed 200 14,451
Marion bluegrass 33 1,092

Forage crops

Alfalfa hay, alone or mixed 243 2,774
Clover hay, alone or mixed 594 8,074
Vetch or pea hay, alone or mixed 225 2,453
Grain hay 267 2,475
Wild hay 145 1,748
Other hay 180 1,948
Grass or legume sLiage 130 2,663
Corn silage 157 2.308

Specialty field crops
Irish potatoes 151 282
Hops 67 3,588
Mint 83 4,509

Vegetable crops

Snap beans (bush and pole) 207 3,666
Sweet corn 203 4,126
Dry onions 75 894
Green peas 8 73
Tomatoes 53 74
Broccoli 34 634
Cabbage 17 36
Carrots 40 388
Other vegetables -- 864

Small fruit crops
Strawberries 569 4,063

Tree fruits, nuts and grapes No. of trees
Apples 758 20,481
Peaches 181 25,011
Pears 790 24,991
Cherries 1,094 96,449
Prunes 622 90,526
Apricots 42 1,081Grapes 386
Walnuts
Filberts and hazel nuts

1,152
.594

47,397
149,732

Total acres 8,278
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Marion county Soils

The soils of western Marion County are classified into 32 soil

series, Of these only 1 are important in terms of total acreage

of all crops grown in the county. About 90 percent of the total

sampling area is accounted for by the 16 soils selected, Also, all

of the major crops can be found growing on one or another of these

16 soils. Table 5 presents these 16 soils in terms of their total

and cultivated acreage and percent tiled and irrigated

These 32 soils found in western Marion County can be conven-

iently grouped according to the four physiographic features: (1)

the upland or hill soils, (2) the terrace or bench soils, (3) the

floodplain or bottom soils and (4) the Lake Labish or muck soils.

The upland, terrace and floodplain soils can each be subdivided

according to parent material and drainage. Table 6 shows the re-

lationship of this subdivision, Parentheses enclose the 16 major

soils listed in Table 5. The four dominant h1]. soil, can be grouped

conveniently into two groups: the Jory-Aik.n group and the Polk-

Sublimity group, The 16 important series are briefly described in

Appendix A.



Table 5. Bstinz*ted total and cultivated acres of selected soil
series in Marion l958.

P rcentb

rrtated
To

Soil series acres

R ive rbot torn

a, Based upon
this study.

Percent of Cultivated acres.

Nearest 5 percent.

d, A field was indicated as being tiled regardless of the amount of
tile in it this oftin represented th, tiling of less well
drained inclusions of another soil which was not listed unless
it occupied approximately io percent or aore of the field area,

Tot
cultivated

imates artived at froi survey data obtaLnd in
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percentb

Chehalis 22,000 18,500 Soc 0c,d
Newbe rg 15,000 11,000 50 0
Wapato 11,000 6,000 20 20

Terrace soils
Will*mette 20,000 17,000 25 33
Woodburn 60,000 48,000 20 50
Amity 57,000 48,000 15 65
Concord 11,000 9.000 S 60
Dayton 11,000 9,000 5 10

Salem 6,000 4,500 35 75
Sifton 3,500 2,500 50 10
Clackamas 10,000 7,500 35 30

Hill soils
Jory 32,000 21,000 0 0
Aiken 18,000 12,000 0 0
Polk 40,000 26,000 5 0
Sublimity 25,000 16,500 5 0

Muck soils
Labih 2. ,950 60



Table 6. Relationship of Marion County soils to parent material and natural drainage class.

Parent material and Good or
selected soil characteristics excessively

A Hill Soils from Colluvium
or Residuum

1. Basalt material
Firm subsoil
Friable subsoil

2. Tuff material

3. Sandstone and shale
material

Reddish color
Brown color

B. Terrace Soils from
Glacial Alluvium or
Ou twash

1. Mixed gravelly
material, high terrace

Reddish color Salkum
Brown color ringle

2. Mixed gravelly
material, low terrace

Brown color (Salem)-------->:----.--
Almost black
color (Sif ton)

3. Mixed silty material
Without claypan (Willamette) (Woodburn)
With claypan

C. Overlying upland
residuum Silverton

C. Bottom Soils from Recent
Alluvium

Local upland
material
Mixed iaterial

Gravelly
Silty

D. Lake Labish Bog Soils

(Jory)a

(Aiken)

(Polk) : (Sublimity)

Abiqua

Camas
(Chehalis)

McAlp in

May town

Santisa Gilkey

(Clackamas) Courtney

>:--- Waldo

(Wapato) Reed

Muck

Very
Poor

The parentheses are use to indicate the soils which were selected .or p oductivit'
determination.

Natural Drainage Class
Moderately -

ooct Xinperfect Poor

illakenzie
Stejwer >,,< Hazelair

(Amity) (Concord)
Holcomb (Dayton)
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Marion county Climate

Closely associated with the soil and one of the major deter-

minants of crop selection is climate, The amount of moisture re-

ceived, its distribution throughout the season and the amount of

variation in quantity and distribution are important determinants

in choosing which crops to grow, what to expect in terms of yield,

how often a failure can be expected, what supplementary irrigation

is necessary, etc., Likewise, the normal monthly, seasonal and

annual temperatures, the length of the growing Season, the maximum

and minimum temperatures and the expected frequencies of these are

important determinants in the selection of crops and related farm

management dcjajon, Appendix B summatjzea Some important dim-

atological data which relates to Marion County agriculture.

The climate of western Marion County is characterized by marked

seasonal precipitation flutu*tion, moderate seasonal temperature

variations, a long growing season and a virtual absence of catas-

trophic weather phenomena. The winters are wet and cool; the summers

are dry and warm. The average frost-free period is about 200 days.

Destructive winds and torrential rains are uncommon, Temperature

extremes above 1000 F. and below 00 F. are rare.

The mean annual precipitation increases from west to east and

south to north. Salem, which La located in the southwest section

of Marion County, has an average of about eight inches less pre-
cipitation than Oregon City which lies just across the northern

border and 36 inches less than Silver Creek Falls which Usa just



across the border in esstern Marion County. Part of this differ-

ance s caused by changes in elevation. Mihama, which hse approx-

imately the eaae longitude as Silvsr Creek Pall. but is about 700

feet lover in elevation has a mean annual precipitation nearly

6 inches less.

Over 40 percent of the precipitation falls during the winter

months. December and January average more than 20 rainy days each

year. Moat of the precipitation is rain but some snowfall. nearly

every year; snow seldom lasts over a few days.

About 25 percent of the annual precipitation falls in each of

the spring and falls seasons, than 10 percent falls in the

suer. July and August, the driest months, average only three days

of rain per year.

The rains in western Marion County are gentle rains. Nearly

all of the rains fall at intensities less than one inch per 24 hour

period; 75 percent fall t intensities less than one-half inch per

24 hour period. An average of about six thunder showers are

corded at Salem each year. Heavy fog is recorded for an average of

38 days per year.

The wettest months are t months. Salem's mean January

temperature is about 30° P. lower than its mean July temperature.

Continued winter cold spells and summer hot spells are practically

unknown. Salem averages about 60 days per year with minimum daily

temperatures of 320 F, or lower and less than one.ha1f day per

year with minimum daily temperatures below 00 F. Only about 16 days
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per year have maximum temperatures above 9Q0

The summer diurnal temperature fluctuations are twice the winter

diurnal fluctuations. The mean July maximum and minimum at Salem

are about 82 and 53° P., respectively, whIle the equivalent mean

January temperatures are 43 and 320 P. The summer nights are cooled

by an evening westerly breeze.

The average dates of the first and last frosts at Salem are

April 14 and October 28, making a frost-free period of 197 days.

First frosts in the fall have been recorded as early as September

12 and as late as December 4. Last frosts in the spring have been

recorded as early as February 12 and as late as May 23. (30)



Selection of Soils

The soils selected to be studied relative to their productivities

are the 16 soils appearing in Table 5, chapter 'v. All of thise woils

not analyzed individually, however, Since Jory and Aiken, Polk

and Sublimity and Salem and Sifton soils are closely associated

groups they were added together and appear as Aiken, Polk and

gravelly, respectively

consuftants in the Departments of Agricultural economics, So

Parm Crops and Horticulture and the Marion County Extsnøion Service

cooperated in determining the crops which were likely to be asso-

ciated with each of the soils selected. Agricultural census data

and reports published by the Oregon Crop and Livestock Reporting

Service also proved useful. The soilcrop combinations appearing

in Table I were the ones selected for study in developing the soil

productivity ratings.

The next problem was in determining the number of crop enter-

prise records necessary to give statistical reliability to the results.

In cooperation with the Bxperiaent Station statistician it was dmcided

that three enterprise records were sufficient on each soil-crop Co

binstion selected provided there were * total of at least 25

iAPTER VI

Samplin Procedures
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a. It was found necessary in later phases of data processing to
include Clackamas in the Salsa$ifton group



Table 1. Number of soil-crop enterprise records which were desired to be collected in the complete
farm survey, Marion County, Oregon, 1958.

Crop

Wheat, fall
spring

Oats, fall
spring

Barley, spring
Oats and vetch
Corn, field

Soil
series

Red clover
Alfalfa
Pasture, irrigated

dry
Ryegrass, perennial

common
Bentgrass
Alta fescue
Chewings fescue

Strawberries 3

Evergreen blackherries8
Boysen & loganberries 8

3

8

3

3

8

B 8 8

3

'4

4-i 0 -
cii E

.0 .c c3
'-4

cii ciiz U

9

3

3

a

3

8

8

'0
1.4

'.4-4
LI in

c'So

62

91
99
64
39
99
45

9

Filberts 8 8 8 8 3 8 54
Walnuts 8 8 8 8 3 54
Prunes 8 8 8 8 35
Cherries 8 8 8 8 35

12
12
24
43
16
16
16
25
31

8

8

8

62
56
33

Beans, pole 3 8 8 8 8 - - 46
Sweet corn 8 8 S S 8 - - 59
Carrots 8 3 - - 11
Hops S - - 32
Mint 8 - - 24
Onions - 10 10

TOTAL 134 139 106 60 9 100 101 47 93 64 21 107 10 1152
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enterprise records cal ted on each soil. The Labish soil was an

exception because there was only one principal crop produced on

it. It was decided that 10 total enterprise records would be

8ufficient from this soil. Analysis on the basis of three soil-

crop enterprise records would not permit individual crop compar-

isons in regard to soils. If it were desirable to make individual

crop comparisons across soils then on these oi1 it would be

necessary to have at least eight enterprise records for each soil

crop combination. As a result of these requirements and the pur-

poses of the study the decision was made that for the important so

crop combinations eight enterprise records would be the goal and

for the less important soil-crop combinations three enterprise records

would be sufficient,

Purthe it was decided that more than three enterprise records

front any one farmer covering any soil-crop combinations would bias

the data in terms of that farmer.

A sample farm survey was taken in the Mt. Angel Soil Cense

vation District in the fall of 1957 which proved useful in the final

selection of soil-crop combinations. It was useful, also, in deter-

mining the number of records required per soil-crop combination.

Besides information about soils in relation to selected crops

it was desirable to gain information about the distribution and extent

of the soils themselves. Since the last soil survey, which was pub

lisbed in 1927, a number of changes bad taken place, not only in the

techniques o soil survey but also in the soil classes themse .
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Selection of Farms to be Surveed

In consideration of the soil-crop combinations, the total

number of crop enterprise records required per soil, and the desire

for greater information about the soils themselves, a modifid

random point sampling method was chosen. On the basis of a mill-

iineter grid system 1,000 random points were selected in western

Marion County. The old 1927 survey map was used as a base from

which to work, These 1,000 points were later traced to recent soil

survey data to estimate the total acres of each soil series in the

county. These 1,000 points did not give sufficient random points

on some of the soils. Additional random points were selected in the

corresponding geographic areas until the desired number were obtained..

The random points thus selected were then located on farms

and farmers' names were obtained from records in the Marion County

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Office. Farm bound-

aries were traced onto air photos which had soil survey data trans-

cribed thereon where soil survey photo maps were available. Soil

survey air photos were available for all of the county except the

river bottom area north of Salem and the terrace region lying out-

side the Mt. Angel SS District approximately north of Brooks, It

was necessary for theae two areas to make a soils determination on

the farm at the time the visit was made or just prLor to this time.

Mr. James Pemerening, a soil survey graduate student who had done

considerable soil survey work in this northern area, did most of the

farm survey work where a soils determination was necessary.
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The nature of the data collected during the farm survey visits

can be seen by leafing through the survey schedule which appears as

Exhibit A. As the enterprise records were collected a running

total was maintained in accordance with Table 1. An effort was made

to select soil-crop enterprise records in such a manner as to get a

representative sample over each total soil area.

At the completion of the 1958 farm survey 419 farmers had fur-

nished information about the soils and crops on the farms they oper-

ated. Seventy of these 419 complete schedules were collected in

1957 in the Mt. Angel ScS District in the preliminary survey. In-

cluded in the complete farm schedules were 868 enterprise records

covering the soil-crop combinations previously discussed. Assuming

these 419 farms were all commercial, as defined by the 1959 Census

of Agriculture, thii represents 20 percent of the total commercial

farms. They account for 11 percent of the total farms. See Table

2, Chapter V. There was a total of 71,611 acres in the farms sur-

veyed. This represents about 19 percent of the total farm area of

375,000 acres. Of the total area sampled1 55,461 acres were class-

if &ed as being in cultivated crops which is about 72 percent of the

total acreage. The census lists about 76 percent of the farm

acreage as being cultivated which is fair correlation. The total

cultivated acres sampled is about 20 percent of the total area in

farm crops listed in the 1959 Agricultural Census. Thus it can be

concluded that the survey included about 15 percent of the total

commercial fsrms in the county and about 19 percent of the total

farm area.
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DistrLbution of Crops on Soils

It is necessary to have yield and crop distribution estimates

in order to allocate the use of the soil to the various crops when

calculating physical productivity. The same is true for economic

productivity except net returns are substituted for yields. In fact

the allocation of crops to individual soils may be more important

than yields or net returns, This becomes particularly true when

there are a large number of crops which can be grown on individual

soils, In this situation the yields and net returns of a particular

crop may not differ greatly when grown on several different soils.

Any significant difference in relative productivity then relies

more upon the distribution of the total set of crops occupying each

soil than upon the individual yields or net returns. This section

presents the crop distribution pattern on the selected soils as

determined in this Study.

Crop distribution patterns are oresented in Table 1. These

were determined through an analysis of total land use of the 419

farms visited. Only those fields which contained approximately 90

percent of one soil series were used. It was assumed that the 10

percent or less occupied by another soil series did not affect

greatly the use o a field.
An adjustment was necessary in the Mt. Angel SCS District land

use p*tterns before they could be added to the balance of th. data;
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Table 1. Percentage distribution of crops on selected soil series in Marion County, Oregon, 1958,a

Crops

Pall wheat
Spring wheat
Fall oats
Spring oats
Spring barley
Field corn
Other grain

Red clover for seed
crimson clover seed
Oats and vetch
Other legume seed

Common ryegrass
Highland bentgrass
chewings fesque
Creeping red fesque
Alta fesque
Other grass seed

Corn silage
Alfalfa forage
Other cult, forage

Strawberries
Evergreen blackberries
Boysen & loganberries
Other small fruit

Sweet cherries
Prunes
Walnuts
Filberts
Other tree fruits

Pole beans 6,0 6.5
Sweet corn 7.1 3.1
Carrots 4.1
Onions -- --

Other vegetables 3.8 3.4

Mint l2l 1.3
Sugar beet seed 1.8 --
Hops 7.7 4.0
Other specialty .2 1,5

Fallow
Soil bank and other

Soils Riverbottom soils Fine-textured terrace soils Terrace
Will- gravelly

Chehalis Newberg Wapato amette oodburn A'uty Daytor soils Labisk_Aiken Polk
Percent

8.7 2.6

1.5

-- 2.6
17,9 13,8
3.9 1.7
2.3 .8

2.9 3.3 --
2.0 1.3 --
3.8 -- --

.8 5.,1

-- 7.0

2.7 3.6 1.2

3.1 3.9 1.9
2,6 5.7 34.4

3.3 7.0 --

.9 .9

-- 3.3
2,9 2.6
1.7 2.5

2.4 3.1

.3 .1

5.5 4.7 2.8 --
3.9 3.3 2.8 --
6.9 5.8 5.4
2.8 3.6 1.6 .4

35.8

7.0
2.2 6.7 --

1.1 --
1.8 2.1 9.4

-- 1.2

1.0 1.8
6.1 7.6

5.7 4.3 1.6
.9 .5

1.1 -- --

.8 1.0 .4

2,6

1,2 -- --

1.]. 1.1 -
2.9 1.1 .3

2,0
2,9

1.5

.8 1.2

2,4 .6

1.1 .9

4.8 1.7

1.5 1.5

-- 1.1
7.0 2,8
.9 .6

.6

7.8
12 8
4.5
3.6

4.9 -- 4.7 1,6
2.3 -- 1.4 --
-- 3.9 2.9

5.3 4.3
1.9 --

2.0

3.6 1.1

1.2
.4

-- 1.8 36.4
-- 7.1 27.7
-- 15.5

1.2 -- 5.1 2.9

4.5

10.6

12.5

1.0 1.9 2,5 2.1
.2 .5 11.7 --

Peat Hill soils

96.8

3.2

2.6 8.6

1.5
2.1

1.6

1.4 --
-* 3.9 -
-- 8.2 --
-- 2.4

1.7 - .2 .8

.4

7.0 8.6
.3

Total percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Total cultivated
acreab 4,556 2,968 845 1,697 6,887 6,840 1,656 3,140 161 4,147 7,863

Total acresb 5,128 3,776 1,231 1,875 3,326 7,301 1,702 4.195 164 6,569 11,946

Distribution percentages were calculated on the basis of cultivated lard

The acres here referred to are those which entered into the percentage distribution determinations,

3.1 15.0 16.6 12.3
1.2 3.0 1.0 .9

1.9 3.8 6.1 9.0
3.2 2.9 2.3 6.7 5.0

31.3 l.6 13.9 16.6 2.5
6.0 2.7 1.7

1.5 5.7 1.

1.5 --

8.1 24.0 21.8



mined that both the total number of farms and the total nd area
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the sampling rate was aoewhat greater here. According to the

number of random points falling within this area and in consideration

of sampling percentages in the surrounding areas the total land use

data were reduced by three-sevenths. This was done so as not to bias

the total distribution pattern towards this area.

It was determined that over 100 different crops were grown on

some of the soils. A large number of these were not important to

the soil or to the county. Therefore, only those crops occupying

at least one percent of the cropland were itemized. Those crops

occupying leas than one percent were grouped and are listed as

"other't under their respective crop grouping. On all soils, those

crops occupying over one percent accounted for over 85 percent of

the total soil use,

The crop distribution for only the cultivated portion of the

total soil series is presented. This is the relevant portion, The

total cultivated acres and the total of all acres surveyed in res-

pect to each soil series are presented. The non-cultivated portion

included the farmatead, waste and unaccounted land including roads,

fencelirzes, heavy brush not pastured and non-cultivated pastures

such *5 woodland pasture. Pastures which were at one time culti-

vated but since have grown up into native pasture are counted as

being cultivated,

It will be noted that the gravelly terrace soils are not item-

Ized separately. An attempt de to do this but it was deter-
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surveyed were not extensive enough to make individual estimates.

The distribution presented represents the total gravelly area.

was observed by those making the farm survey that f&rmers show

little crop preference in relation to Ssiem, Sifton and Clack as

soils. Clackamas seemed to be as desirable for the production of

pole beans, sweet corn or other intensive crops as the well-drained

Salem or Sifton eoils, A well designed surface drainage system

or tile drain tends to equalize the productivtiea of these soils.

The soils are so intermixed in this area that it is difficult t

find a field of a pure soil series, The difference seems to come

in the area margins where larger bodies of Clackamas were found;

these margins were used primarily for pasture. It was observed that

Clackaniaa generally was used less intensively than Salem or Sifton,

The definition of productivity used refers to the crops which

were being produced on a given soil and not in terms of crop po-

tential. lor this reason the same soil series located in different

geographic areas may not have the same productivity rating, This

difference is due, primarily, to the distribution of crops in the

different areas and not to yields on comparative crops. To illus-

trate this Tables 2 and 3 are presented. Table 2 compares the dis-

tribution of hehalis and Newberg, respectively, in three geographic

areas -- the North Santiam River area, the eizer-Mission Bottom area

and the area lying north of an east-west line extending from Gervais.

This difference can probably be attributed to two major reasons:

(1) a change in market opportunLtes and (2) a hold-over of older



Table 2, Percentage distribution of
geographic areas in Marion

crops on hehalis and Newberg soil series in three
County, Oregon, 1958

Crop

Chehalis Newber$
North Mission
Santiam Bottom

North North
Marion Santiam

Mission
Bottom

North
Marion

Percent

Fall wheat .2 14.7 12.3 1. 4.3 6.2
Spring wheat 1.5 4.2 3.0
Fall oats 3.2
Spring oats 2.3 3.6
Spring barley 17.4 18.6 20.4 12 13.5
Field corn 1.9 2.2 13.8 8.9
Other grain 2.1 1.1 .5 3.7

Red clover seed 3.8 2,8 2.3 5.3 8.3
Crimson clover seed .1 4.5 -- 2.0 1.0
Oats and vetch 3.5 14.2 1.8
Other legume seed

Total grass seed 4.3 4.4 8.5

Alfalfa forage 1.3 3.1 7.2 4.9 1.5 6.0
Other forage 3.2 .7 5.9 2.1 .9 23.5

Strawberries 1.7 5.8 4.7 14 5
Other small fruit .8 1.2 1.0 1.5

Sweet cherries -- 1.3 3.0
Walnuts -- -- 9.4
Filberts 3.2 3.8 4.9
Other tree fruits .4 2,5 4,3

Pole beans 10.4 3.1 11.1 1.0
Sweet corn 6.9 7.8 4.5 2.1 1.8
Carrots -- -- 8.7
Other vegetables 4.4 5.2 3.1 4. 2.0

Mint 31.5 -- 34.7 1.5 -
Sugar beet seed 2.4 2.2 -- .6 1.0 1.5
Hops 7.1 6.3 11.7 -- 8.9 5.3
Other specialty - 3.5 -- 1.1 1.5

Fallow .9 1.8 3.2 5.7
Other 2.3

Total percent 100.0 100.0 100 0 100.0 100 0 100.0

Cultivated acres 1,555 1,809 1,028 1,352 982 563

Total acres 1,670 2,048 1,175 1,634 1,232 835



production patterns. Table 3 compares the Willamette soil series

in the Howell Pra ie and Mt. Angel ScS District areas. notice-

able difference is in the distribution of grains and small fruits.

Much of the Willantette soils in the Mt. Angel SCS District is located

around Woodburn. Many of the farms in this area are small and

specialize in small fruit production.

Any measure of' productivity must account for these geographic

influences or else the use of the productiviti.es for assessment or

other appraisal work will result in values which do not approach

market values,



Table 3. Percentage distribution of crops on Willainette soil series
in two geographic areas in Marion County, Oregon, 1958.

Total grass seed

Alfalfa forage
Other Cult, forage

Strawberries
Evergreen blackberries
Boysenberries and Loganberries
Blackcap berries
Other small fruits

Sweet cherries
Pears
Wal nu

F i ibe

Other tree fru:

'-o1e beans
Sweet corn
Other vegetables

ercent

Fall wheat 14 5 1

Spring wheat 3.9
Fall oats 5.5 1.4
Spring oats 3.6 3.9
Spring barley 22.5 8.9
Field corn c,2 .9

Other grain

Howell Mt. Angel
Cro Prairie SCS District

Sugarbeet seed .6

Other specialty .5 .2

F a 1 low 3 2

Total percent 100.0 100.0

Cultivated acres surveyed 1,062 643

Total acres surveyed 1,178 706

Red clover seed 6.4 3,1
Crim8on clover seed 1.8

Oats and '7etch seed 5 6.3
ctrian peas 3.9

Other legume seed 2.6 5.0

1.0 1.9

4.5 13.7

5.1 11.4
2.8
7.0
2.0
1.3

1.8 141
2.3 -
.8 3.0

.8 3.6

1.9 1.6

2.2 1.7
4.1 1.5

1.8
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OIAPTBR VIII

Physical Productivity Considerations

When considering soil productivities it is desirable to have

long time yield records so that the yields used to reflect the pro-.

ductivity of an individual soil are not influenced by year-to-

year climatic fluctuations. On the other hand, the period of time

should not be so long that technologics1. changes are nullified. In

most instances, boweve, these data are not available so less reliable

estimates must be made. The method used in this study relied upon

the judgment of farmers surveyed to estimate the yield to be used

in determining soil productivities.

Each farmer contacted in the farm survey was asked to estimate

a "usual" yield for each crop grown in 1958. He was asked also for

his 1958 yield. These yield estimates were then grouped by individ-

usi. soils and a simple average calculated. Tables 1 and 2 prese

the results of this tabulation. In tst instances, only yields for

those crops which occupied over one percent of the cult ivated soil

area are presented. The number immediately following the individ-

ual yields represents the number of estimates making up that aver-

age. This gives an indication of the reliability of the individual

yield. It should be remembered thst prior to initiating the survey

it was estimated that approximately eight observations were needed

average usual yields estimated by the farmers surveyed

ry reliable in estimating individual soil yields or net

73

before the

would be v
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Table 1. Average usual yield onparisons of major crops grown on selected soils, Marion County, Oregon, 1958.

The figure which follows the comma represents the number of farmers contributing to the yield estimates.

Some red clover yield estimates were not supported by hay yields; therefore, only those yields are included which were composed of a seed and a hay yield.

Yields for pasture and silage were converted to hy equivalents.

Soils Unit of Riverbottom soils Fine-textured terrace soi1 Gravelly terrace soils Peat Hill soilsCrop measure Chehalis Newberq Vacato i11amette loodburn Amity Dayton Salem Sifton Ciackamas Labish Aiken Polk

Fall wheat
wheat

Cwt. 273,13a 26.3, 3 23.2, 3 - 26.5,19 27.7,54 25.6,45 -- 20.8, 4 -- 22.5, 2 -- 18.3, 6 19.5, 6Spring
Fail

Cwt. -- 18.0, 1 25.3, 2 27.6, 4 22.3, 6 22.1, 8 -- 22.5, 2 -- 20.0, 1 -- 17.0, 3 23.4, 2Oats C.vt. 21.3, 3 -- 20.0, 1 22.4, 6 21.2,25 21.0,25 -- -- -- -- -- 16.5, 7 16.7, 7Spring oats Cwt. 36.3, 3 25.0, 2 18.0, 5 22.2, 2 21.4,13 22.3,22 19.7, 3 11.2, 1 -- 21.4, 2 -- 15.0, 6 17.9, 7Spring barley
Field corn

Cwt.
Owl.

30.1,12
49.7, 6

29.2,12
56.C, I

25.2,15
--

25.8,22 27.2,38 25.6,49
30.0, 3 33.5,14 36.8,10

23.1, 4
--

25.0, 2 13.4, 1 23.7, 2
-- -- --

--
-

21.0, 5 23.7, 4- --

Red clover seedb Lbs. 200, 1 400, 1 -- 140, 4 244,17 262,13 -- -- -- --
hay Tons 2.0, 1 2.5, 1 -- 2.2, 4 2.4,17 2.1,13 -- -- -- -

rimson clover
Jats and C. vetch

Lbs.

Lbs.
488, 4

1860, 5
050, 1
-

--

--

617, 3 508,13 494, 9
2080, 5 2274,17 2162,16

--
--

-- -- --
-- -- -- --

-- 5, 2

omoon ryegrass Lbs. -- -- ll33,.3 -- -- 1138, 4 757, 7 -- -- -- -- -
dighland bentgrasa Lbs. -- -- -- -- -- --

-- 370, 1 365,16Ihewings fesque
reepthg red fesque

Lbs.

Lbs.

-- -- -- -- 487, 5 440, 8 -- -- 457, 1 - -- 340, 5 420,21

'dta fesque
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

-- 539, 4 375, 1.Lbs. -- -- -- -- -- 712, 5 -- -- -- -- -- --

:orn siisge Tons -- -- -- -- 10.7,3 11.5,3 -- -- 10.0,1 10.0,1 -- -- --
:fa1fa Tons 4.9, 7 4.3, 4 3.5, 2 5.2, 2 4.7,13 4.7, 8 -- -- -- -- --
Ither hay and pastureC

-
Irrigated Tons 9.9, 1 -- 4.7,4 4.4,2 3.8, 3 4.0, 6 1.8,2 2.0, 1 -- 2.2,2 -- -
Dry Tons 4.0,1 2.6,4 2.2,4 2.8,5 2.5,9 2.5,15 .6,3 1.5,1 3.0,1 2.2,3 -- 2.0,13 2.0,11

trawberrjes
vergreen blackberries

D.et.

C.-t.

80.0, 3
100.0, 1

88.3, 6
--

--
--

93.2,10 80.7,25 87.1,14
115.7, 7 92.6,15 100.5,15

--

--

-- --
57.8, 2 -- -- --

73.5, 5
--

3oysenberrjes
oganberries

Cwt.
Cwt.

60.0, 1
--

--

--
--
--

73.1, 5 47.7,11 62.4, 5
75.0, 2 43.8, 4 40.0, 1

--

--

-- -- --
-- --

-- 35.0, 3 --

weet cherries O.vt. 83.4, 2 -- -- 80.2, 6 61.7, 2 80.0, 2 -- -- 53.7, 3 50.0, 1'runes Cwt. -- 47.4, 1 -- -- 113.3, 3 -- -- -- - -- -- .0, 8 --ainuts Ct. 11.8, 2 10.0, 3 -- 18.3, 3 18.0, 4 12.5, 2 -- -- -- - -- 8.8, 6 8.5, 1ilberts Cwt. 14.8, 3 12.6, 2 -- 10.7, 5 13.6, 6 11.5, 3 -- -- -- -- -- 8.6, 5 --

'ole beans Cwt. 208.0,10 207.0,10 -- 185.0, 2 175.0, 4 178.3, 3 -- 170.5, 4 195.0, 4 169.3, 7 -- - --
meet corn Owt. 130.9,11 112.3, 7 -- 105.0, 2 121.9, 8 110.0, 5 -- 95.0, 2 -- 95.8, 6 -- - --
:arrots wt. -- 608.3, 6 -- -- .- -- - --
nions Owl. -- -- -- -- --

-- 338.9,10 - --

mt Lbs. 56.9,10 56.0, 3 -- -- -- -- --
ugar beet seed Lbs. 3000, 2 3000, 1 -- 2000, 1 2250, 2 2667, 3 -- -- -- --
uggie hops Cwt. 13.7, 8 13.0, 3 -- -- 12.6, 8 11.5,10 -- -- -- --
luster hops Cwt. 17.8, 3 20.0, 2 -- -- 17.0, 4 -- - -- -- --
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Table 2. Average 1958 yield comparisons of major crops grown on selected soils, Marion County, Oregon, 1958.

The figure which follows the comma represents the number of farmers contributing to the yield estimates.

Some yield estimates were not supported by hay yields; therefore, only those yields are included which were composed of a seed and hay yield.

Cro.
sUnitofRiverbottomsoi1sFineteredterracesoi1sGrave11tjp
measure Chehaljs Newberq iapato Willamette Woodburn Amity Dayton Salem Sifton Clackamas Labish Aiken Polk

Fall wheat
Spring wheat

Cwt.
Cvt.

l8.l,l5 20.8, 4 16.2, 3 20.5,19 18.1,55 17.2,47 -- 15.2, 4 -- 21.5, 2 -- 14.5, 6 17.0, 6

Fall oats
Spring oats

Cat.
Cwt.

17.5, 2
16.5, 4

14.4, 2
15.0, 1

18.0, 1
15.0, 2

17.4, 4
15.3, 8

17.6, 7
13.0,24

11.6, 9
13.3,26

--
--

7.5, 2 --
-- --

--
--

--
--

9.0, 3
15.0, 8

13.0, 3
14.6, 8

Spring barley Cwt.
26.3, 3 15.0, 2 11.5, 5 11.5, 4 15.8,15 15.6,23 10.0, 3 6.4, 1 -- 13.9, 2 -- 13.8, 8 12.6,10

Field corn Cwt.
19.1,14
39.7,6

20.3,13
56.0,1

16.0,16 21.0,21
33.7,5

18.5,41
30.6,12

16.8,50
38.0,10

14.0, 4
--

20.0, 2 13.4, 1
-- --

15.0, 2
36.4,1

--
--

15.9, 5
--

18.4, 5

Red clover seedb Lbs. 300, 1 375, 1 -- 96, 5 193,17 248,13 -- -- -- -- --
hay Tons 2.0, 1 3.0, 1 -- 2.1, 5 2.1,17 2.0,13 -- -- -- -- --

rimson clover
Jats and C. vetch

Lbs.
Lbs.

498, 4
1656, 5

500, 2
--

--

--

491, 4
1636, 5

265,15
1820,18

300, 8
1392,19

--

--

-- --
-- --

--
--

--

--
--
--

383, 3

ommon ryegraas Lbs. -- -- 800, 3 -- -- 725, 4 700, 4 -- -- -- --
lighiand bentgrass
hewings fesque

Lbs.
Lbs. --

--

-- --
--

-- 361, 5

--

275, 9 -- -- 107, 1
--
--

295, 2
209, 5

249,15
251,20fesquereeping red

Uta fesque
Lbs.
Lbs.

-- -- -- --
-- 364, 4 250, 1-- -- -- -- -- 618, 5 -- -- '.- -- -- --

orn silage Tons -- -- -- -- 10.8, 3 8.5,4 8.3, 1 -- 12.0, 1 10.0, 2 -- -- --Ufalfa
)ther hay and pasture

Tons 4.6, 6 4.8, 5 3.5,2 5.2, 3 4.7,14 4.2, 8 -- -- -- -- --

Irrigated
Dry

Tons
Tons

9.9, 1 -- -- 5.1, 1 -- 4.4, 8 1.8, 2 2.0, 1 - 2.2, 2 -- -- 4.5, 23.0, 1 2.3, 6 2.3, 5 2.8, 5 2.0,12 2.3,15 .6, 3 1.5, 2 3.3, 1 1.4, 5 -- 2.0,15 2.0,12

;trawberries

vergreen blackberries
Cat.
Cwt.

65.0, 2
2

71.6, 8 -- 60.1,11 58.3,23 65.1,14 -- -- -- -- -- 23.1, 3 52.1, 675.0, -- -- 103.5, 8 67.1,15 65.7,15 62.6, 2 -- --oysenberries
.oganberries

Cwt.

Cwt.
40.0, 1

--
--

--
--
--

70.2, 5
62.4, 3

40.5,10
28.4, 4

24.9, 6
25.4, 2

--
--

-- --
--

--
--

-- 17.3, 3

weet cherries Cwt. 58.4, 2 -- -- 72.7, 5 26.6, 1 70.7, 3 -- -- -- -- -- 61.3, 3 30.8, 1runes Cwt. -- 35.0, 1 -- -- 25.6, 3 -- -- -- -- -- -- 17.3, 7 --alnuta
ilberts

Cat. 17.4,2 16.4, 2 -- 9.4, 3 23.5, 4 6.7, 1 -- -- -- -- -- 9.1, 6 8.5, 1Cat. 13.9, 4 6.7, 1 -- 10.0, 4 8.7, 6 8.8, 4 -- -- -- - 16.4, 5 --

ole beans Cat. 200.8,11 196.2,10 -- 205.0, 2 192.0, 5 166.2, 3 -- 186.8, 5 204.0, 4 163.2, 6 -- --weet corn Cat. 111.1,11 106.0, 7 -- 108.4, 2 115.4, 7 110.0, 5 -- 106.7, 2 -- 91.4, 7 -- --
arrots Cwt. -- 486.6, 7 -- ..- -- -- -- -- --
atons Cat. -- -- -- -- --

-- 307.2,10 - --

mt Lbs. 65.6,10 73.0, 9 36.0, 3 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
:ugar beet seed Lbs. 2633, 3 1900, 2 -- 3100, 2 2458, 2 2333, 3 -- -- -- --
uggle hops Cat. 10.0, 8 8.2, 3 -- -- 10.1, 8 8.5,10 -- -- -- -- --
luster hops Cat. 18.2, 3 13.5, 2 -- -- 15.0, 6 -- -- -- -- --
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Usual yields may not equal long time average yields. For usual

and average yields to be equal the yield representing each soil-crop

combination would need to be normally distributed over the years.

This may not be the case; the usual yield may be above the average.

Also, farmers are probably influenced in their estimates of usual

yields by the experiences of the immediate past. This, also, may

bias usual yield estimates, derived by the survey technique, above

the average. Thus, it is conceivable that the usual yield estimates

presented here are higher than averag. yields over the same period

of time.

Prom 1952 to 1956 the average wheat yield for Marion County rose

above its year average yield by approxims bushels per

acre. The difference between usual and avers Ld is probably

greater on the non-irrigated crops. Even if the usual yield is above

the average yield this may not greatly affect the index of physical

productivity since this is a relative concept. Economic productivity

indices will be more adversely affected.

Coefficients of variation for the individual yield estimates

are presented in Table 3. Only tbose crops were presented which had

a large number of estimates representing the soil-crop coabinationa.

In most instances, the coefficient of variation percentages are not

over six percent. The larger amount of variation of crop yields on

the gravelly soils was due, in part, to the differences in the pro-

ductivities of the soils forming this grouping; the coefficients of

variation were not greatly different from that found on other soils,



a
Table 3. Coefficient of variation percentages of usual crop yields on Marion County, Oregon, soils,

Fall wheat
Spring barley

chew ings feaque

Strawberries

Pole beans
Sweet corn

7.9 --
6.0 7.9 5.5

4.5

5.4 3.3
3.7 8.6

4.3 2,8 3.2

3.8 3.5 3.1

12.3 3.0

1.4 4.7 5.7

59b

5.9 4.1 8.8

Data for this table were taken from the individual observations which were combined to form Table 1.

The yield for pole beans was combined for Wihla3nette and Woodburn prior to calculating the co-
efficient of variation.

Mint 3.8 4.6
Hops 5.3 6.0 4.3

Soil Cheha- New- Will. Wood-
Crop ha berg Wapato amette burn Amity Gravelly Aiken Polk

Percent

10 0

3.9

13 4

12.8 11.6

- 12.0

4.1
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however. The large amount of variation of strawberries grown on

Polk is due, in part, to the differences in inputs; only about half

of the strawberries were irrigated.

It is difficult to develop a physical productivity index which

has meaning when the crops and soils are so varied. Nevertheless,

an attempt was made and the rsu1ta appear in Table 4. Since there

was not a single cropping System or even a group of important crops

which could be used as indicator, of relative productivity a dif-

ferent system needed to be devised, The method arrived at compares

soils which have the most likeness in terms of the crops which they

support, For example, hehalis and Newberg have a similar distri-

bution of crops. Selection was on the basis of the distributions

presented in the previous chapter. After the individual crops were

compared, the relative crop productivities were weighted in terms

of their importance to the soil, vis, their distribution percentages,

to form the physical, productivity of the soils. The weighted crop

productivity then becomes the relative productivity of the soils

being compared. These individual soil comparisons can then be re-

flected back to a standard. In this case, Chehalis was chosen as

having a productivity of 100 and all other productivities were re-

lative to it,

It can be observed that the productivities of chehalis and New-

berg are very near the same. Only in those cases where the number

of observations are small was the difference large. Wapato, however,

did not measure up to hehalis or Newberg. Not only are te



Table 4. Physical productivity considerations of selected soils in Marion County, Oregon.
Chehalis

Based upon Tables 1, ch. VII and 1, ch. VI.

The soil on the top is being rated in terms of the ratio of its crop yields to the yields of the
soil on the bottom.

The individual percentage estimates of relative crop productivity is weighted in terms of the
distribution of soils on the soil being compared; see Table 1, Ch. VI.

Productivities in this row are all in relation to chehalis; Chehalis was given a value of 100.

Fall wheat 96 88 97 104 90 77 76 94
Spring wheat -- -- 31 99 99 73
Fall oats -_ -_ 105 95 99 - -- 30 99

Spring oats 69 72 61 95 104 38 84 80 84

Spring barley 97 6 86 105 94 90 81 -- 89

Field corn 113 -- 60 112 110

Red clover seed 107
Red clover hay 88
Crimson clover 133 126 82 97 101

Oats and vetch 112 109 95

Common ryegrass 6

Highland bentgrass
Chewings fesque 90 95 81
Creeping red fesque
Alta fesque

Corn silage -- -- - 107 --
Alfalfa forage 88 81 106 90 100 -
Other forage irrigated -- -- -- 86 105 45

dry -- 85 -- 89 100 24 56 100

Strawberries 110 116 87 107 84
Evergreen blackberries 80 108
Boysen and loganberries

Sweet cherries 96
Prunes
Walnuts 155 98

Filberts 72 127

Pole beans 100 89 94 102 100
Sweet corn 80 116 89 78
Carrots

Mint ,.' ->

Sugar beet seed 118
Hops 95 91

Weighted productivityC 97 84 94 100 96 57 86 84 94

Productivity relative to Chehalisd 97 94 94 51 81 76 71

Amity Gravelly Polk Aiken
vs. Dayton vs. vs. vs.

Wood- vs. Wood- Amity Polk
iuri Anu.t hum

Percent

Soil Newberg Wapato Will- Woodburu
vs. vs. aniette vs.

Chhal- New- vs. Will-
Crop ber hehalis amette
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comparative yields lower but Wapato does not have the range of

adaptability. A physical productivity index calculated in this

manner does not measure this aspect; economic productivity will.

It was necessary to revert back to Chehalis to compute an

index for Willamette. Willsnette compares very favorably with

Chehalis on most crops. There appears to be greater differences

in the intensive crops than the extensive. Woodburn appears to

be about the same as Willamette in productivity on comparative

crops. Even Amity does not differ greatly in productivity over com-

parative crops from Woodburn and Willamette. The difference is,

however, large enough to indicate the superior productive qualities

of the better drained soils, Dayton falls way behind all three of

the other fine-textured terrace soils,

There were not enough observations on the gravelly soils to

consider them separately. As mentioned earlier, their use was not

greatly different. The three coefficient of variation percentages

presented in Table 3 would indicate that yields are not greatly dif-

ferent. Clackamas accounts for about as much total area as Salem

and Sifton combined and it would seem that the coefficients of var-

iation would be noticeably different if their productivities were

wide apart. In overall productivity the gravelly soils appear to

be inferior to their fine-textured counterparts. The overall produc-

tivity of the graveljy soils is probably greater than Wapato even

though this tabulation does not indicate this.



The hill 80i10 on the whole are considerably less productive

than the terrace or the riverbottom soils, In all comparative yields,

except crimson clover seed, Amity showed superior productive capacity

over Polk, The two major hill soils are nearly the same, however,

with Polk rising slightly over Aiken.

The closeness of these physical productivities to each other

illustrates the observation made earlier that differences in produc-

tivty may be more dependent upon the soil's adaptability to high-

income type crops than upon the level of yield of comparative crops.

In support of the physical productivity comparisons the mean

usual yields of selected crops were tested by the use of analysis

of variance techniques to determine if there were significant dif-

ferences in yields of the same crop between soils. If there was an

overall significant difference, due to the il. effect, then the

individual soils were compared by keying out individual degrees of

freedom. The same system of comparison was used, if possible, on

all of the crops tested. The analysis of variance comparisons

appear in Table 5.

It will be noted that only in the case of sweet corn did che-

halis show any significant difference to Newberg. Willaisette was

only significantly different from Woodburn in the case of straw-

berries and then only at the 10 percent level. Woodburn was only

significantly different front Amity in the case of winter wheat.

The fine-textured terrace soils were significantly different from

the gravelly terrace soils in three out of the four crops tested,
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Table 5, Statistical comparison of crop yieidson soils by use
of analysis of variance techniques.a

Ited clover seed and hay
(xl ,X3,Tl ,T4,T2)

Due to soils
Within soi1s

Chewings fesque
T4,T2,B2,137)

Due to soils
Within soils

Strawberries
(Xl,X3,Ti ,T4,T2,32,87)

Due to soils
Xl vs. X3
Ti. vs. T4

T4 vs, T2
82 vs. B7
Xl & X3 vs, Ti & T4
Ti,T4 & T2 vs. B2 & 87

Within soils

Pole beans
(X1,X3,Tl,T4,T2,Z)

Due to 50i18
Xi vs. X3
Ti & T4 vs4 T2

6 163.38 .01

1 31.75 N.S.0

1. 143,19 .05

1 4.09 N.S.
1 .84 N.S.
1 170.78 .05
1 27.45 N,S.

141 33.40

9 96.30 .01

5.03 N.S.
108.45 .10
30.94 N.S.
26.41 N.S.
16.81 NS.

144.79 .05
94.93 .10

1 .15 N.S,
160 33.46

Spring oats
(X4 ,T4 ,T2 ,T3 ,Yl ,132 , B7)

Due to soils 6 59.49 .05
T4 vs. T2 1 7.20 N.S.
T2 vs. Yl 1 18.56 N.S,
82 vs4 87 1 6,73 N.S,
T4 & T2 vs. B2 & 137 1 99.21 .05

Within soils 53 24.69

3 153.73 N.S.
41 1,023.01

3 22,737.90 .10

39 61601.15

59

1351293.25 .01
13,888.89 N.S.

111,250.29 .10
39363.54 N.S.

224,713.55 .01

1,546.67 N.S.

439,217.42 .01

31,473.93

2,430.20 .05
5.00 N.S.
0.00 N.S.

5,280.17 .05

6.40 N.S.
787,46

1,797.37 .01
i483.66 .05

455.82 N.S.
433.89 N.S.
171.61 N.S.

3,641.73 .01
354.74

(continued)

Xl & X3 vs. T1,T4, & T2
T1,T4 & T2 vs, Z

thin soils

Sweet corn

1
39

(Xl,x3,T1,T4,T2,Z)
Due to soils 5

Xl vs. X3 1
Ti vs. T4 1
T4 vs. T2 1
Xl & X3 vs. Ti & T4 1
Ti,T4 & T2 vs. z 1

Within soils 36

Degrees Level o
Source of of Me an signi-
var iat ion freedom square I icance

Winter wheat
(Xl ,Tl ,T4 ,T2,Z ,B2,87 b

Due to soils
Ti vs, T4
T4 vs. T2
132 vs. 87
Xl vs. TI & T4
Ti, T4 & T2 vs. Z
Z vs. 82 & B7

Within soils

Spring barley
(Xl,X3,X4,Tl,T4,T2,T3,Z)

Due to soils
Xl vs, X3
X3 vs. X4
Ti vs. T4
T4 vs. T2
132 vs, 137
Xl & X3 vs. Ti & T4
T1,T4 & T2 vs. Z
Z vs. 82 & 137

Within soils



Table 5, continued.

Degrees Level of
Source of of Mean signi-
variation freedom square ficance

Puggie hops
(Xl,X3,T4,T2)

Due to soils 3 7.69 N,S,
Within soils 25 3.44

Mint
(Xl ,X3)

Due to soils 1 1.22 N.S.
Within soils 16 51.05

The data for this table came from the individual observations used
to develop Table 1.

The symbols X1,X2,X4,Tl,T4,T2,T31Y1,Z,B2 and 07 staxd for Chehali.s,
Newberg, Wapato, Willu*ette, Woodburn, Amity, Concord, Dayton,
gravelly, Aiken and Polk soils respectively The hypothesis
tested is that the crop yield means of tbose soils compared are
equal.

All "non-significant" notations are at the 10 percent level.



The hill soils showed a significant difference to fine-textured

terrace soils on all crops tested.

The 1958 yield estimates presented in Table 2 are included only

to illustrate what can happen during an individual year. Those CtO5

which were dependent upon climatic conditions had yields considerably

different from usual yields. The total amount of moisture during

the year was not greatly different from the normal but the suruner was

hot and dry. Also, a virus hit the Willame Lley in 1957 which

caused severe small grain damage.
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This chapter brings to a

ations. Techniques viii be a

Before presenting individua

tivity ratings for the selected .il.

Li productii

lied in establishing eco

anon County.

the presentation of the soil ratings it will be necessary to consider

the individual soil-crops in terms of costs and returns necessary

in arriving at * "net" return. The fore part of this ectton will.

be devoted to a discussion of the individual. crops in respect to the

relevant soils. The last part will bring these together into aggre-

gate economic productivity groupings for the various soils in deter-

mination of indices.

Pramework ning Crcp Costs and Returns

discussions it is ned

to build a framework under which costs and returns were determined.

Almost all of the data used in this study had as its origin the 419

schedules obtained in th. farm survey as outlined in the sampling

chapter. Besides the land use data presented in the last two chap-

ters, information was collected relative to coita and returns of

selected crop.. This was obtainGd in two parts. The first part

analyzed the productive operations and factor inputs necessary in

producing the various crops; these were on a "usual" basis, the

ss*e as yields. This portion was in physical terms; via, the nu

nsider-

produc-

r to
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of hours required to perform certain 0 ns in terms of machinery

and labor, the smount and kind of Ic applied, the amount

and kind of chemical applied, etc. The second part was devoted to

obtaining costs in e1ation to machinery operationS, labor, fertilizer,

chemicals, custom work, related investment costs in buildings, tiling,

wells etc., and other miscellaneous items.

The data were processed in much the same form as they were coi-

lected. First, the physical. inputs were listed and then a cost or

price was applied. The physical data were kept separate for each

individual enterprise record but the costa and prices applied to these

physical units were generally eggregative over the whole, or relevant

part, of the total data. available. This was done in an attempt to

remove some of that portion of the total variation not associated with

the individual soils. Also, every schedule did not contain the com-

plete cost information; for example, the information necessary to deter

mine machinery operation costs may be missing. In these cases the

costing and pricing information needed to come om the balance of

the information available.

The costs of operating cowered and non-powered farm machinery

used in this study are presented in knendix C. The data for the

establishment of these coats were taken directly from the farm sche-

dules. In most cases the observations were large enough to give

reliable cost estimates. When the data were scarce in relation to

certain machines its accuracy was checked with surrounding data.

All in all, the costs arrived at should be quite representative of



actual farm situations. The different cost categories represent

the farm machinery situation a.s it existed at the time the schedules

were taken. There was no attempt wads to account for inflationary

price changes. In order to account for any cost differences as they

may relate to the different soils, an attempt was made to compare

operation costs of similar machines on different soils, or soil

associations, but there were not sufficient observations in each

category to this. The per hour costs are probably not nearly

as important as the number of physical inputs required in terms of

hours of machinery operation or the number of operations requited

to properly prepare the seedbed etc. There y, however, be differ

ences in the annual units of use of machinery, whLch would affect

the per unit cost of operation, through the farm structure or size

associated with the different soils. This difference may be arrived

at through an analysis of the unLt of use of each farm machinery

category on each soi.l or through the crops associated with each soil.

The lattir method was chosen because it fit the data processing

procedures. Through this method the amount of annual use for each

machine was determined as it related to crop categories viz.,

grains and legume seeds, grass seeds, forage, small fruits, tr

fruits, vegetables, hops and mint. The differences in cost due

annual use associated with these crop categories reflected back to

the soils by means of the percentage distribution of these crop

categories on the soils involved. The appendix carries a complete

discusgion of the methods used in arriving at machinery operating

costs.
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One of the most difficult costs to determine wa.s for irrigation.

This anformat ion case at th. end of the survey schedule and as a

result it was sometimes left Out Ot only partially complete. The

method finally arrived at for costing sprinkler irrigation was to use

the individual farm estimates directly as far as they were complete

enough to do so and then to supplement them with aggregate estunates

where necessary. The majority of the records were complete enough

to furnish the complete information. That is, the same farmer Who

furnished the physical units of water used also furnished the costing

information. This is a contrasting procedure to that used for powered

and non-powered machinery, but the nature of the data was such that

irrigation information could not be aggregated and still retain its

direct relationship to actual farm situations. Part of the cost

data were collected on a "per acre" basis and part on a "p.r hour"

basis which further complicated aggregative procedures.

In order to supplement missing enterprise data in regards to

irrigation costs a general set of coat relationships was established.

The farm survey furnished most of the information but in addition

electrical power companies were con ed and data from other sources

were reviewed. This supplemental irrigation cost information appears

in Appendix D. Methods and procedures used La arriving at these

costs are discussed in detail there.

Farm building costs were divided into two general types:

buildings directly related to enterprises and buildings indirectly

related to enterprises. Transient labor housing or corn cribs are



examples of the first and machinery storage is an example of the

second. Costs for housing farm machinery were averaged over each

crop. This average cost was then charged against every enterprise

crop regardless of the soil The same method was used for hired

labor housing and corn cribs except that a. charge was made only

whdre indicated.

Closely related to building costs are costs associated with

pole bean, hop, and cane berry yards. These costs, too, were

averaged and a standard charge made. The costs determined for

buildings and these related items are presented in Appendix B.

For those soils which were less than well drained it was nec-

essary to include a tiling cost where tilIng was indicated. Only

on Woodburn and Amity soils were survey cost estimates sufficient

to give a reliable figure to use. Therefore, tiling recommendations

were obtained from the Soil Conservation Services (SS) in Marion

County. costs of installation for various sized tile were obtained

from the County Agricultural Stabilization Conservation (ASC) office
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and thus did not reflect actual farm situations on the whole. There-

fore, in order to bring these costs in line with actual farm situations

they were reduced in accordance with findings in the farm survey.

The number of observations was large enough on the Woodburn soil.

series to consider it as being fairly representative; therefore

in Salem; their cost estimates we e obtained from commercial sources.

With these data available it ossible to establish per acre costs

for tiling the different soil These costs were for pattern tiling



was chosen as a. base. For Woodhurn soils the cost used was that

determined tn the survey, The tiling cost used for other soils

was determined by multiplying the survey determined cost for Wood-

burn by the ratio of the current costs for recommended pattern

tiling on Woodburn to that of other soils. The exception wasLabish

series where a large portion was dra4nedwLth wood box tiles. The

costs here were, for the most part, those determined in the farm

survey. Tiling costs are presented in Appendix F. The methods

and procedures used in arriving at final cost estimates for the

individual soils are discussed in more detail there.

Fencing chargeswere applied only where pasture was involved.

The schedules were not complete enough to furntsh this information.

It was necestry to obtain etimstes from outside sources. Since

the County ASC office has been charged with handling the government-

share program for fencing they were the logical source. The Benton

County, Oregon, ASC office furnished the basic cost information.

Costs were related to field size. A tabulation of these coats are

presented in Appendix G.

Farm insurance takes many different forms and thus it was necess

ary to handle each type a little differently. l4achinery insurance,

including autos and trucks, was included in the per unit operating

costs of the various machines as explained in Appendix C. Crop

insurance was included only where the farmer indicated he carried

it. The rate used was based upon commercial rates for particular

crops. Farm liability insurance costs were charged agiinst each
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farm surveyed according to commercial rates which were based upon

total farm acreage. The coat was then allocated to the individual

crops on an acre basis, Workmen's compensation insurance Costs were

charged against all hired labor on intensive type crops but only

when indicated by the farmers surveyed on extensive type crops.

The coverage will be apparent as each crop is presented, The rate

used was that quoted by the State Industrial Accident Commission

of Oregon, The State Industrial Accident Insurance was used on

the basis that if the farmer did not carry it be was assuming part

or al]. of the risk himself, A breakdown of the above insurance

costs, except for machinery and buildings, appears in Appendix H.

Social Securtty was charged against all hired labor at the

rate of three percent except in the case of hand harvesting of

fruits and vegetables; in this case no Social Security charge was

made. It was assumed that most of this type of labor did not come

under Social Security coverage for one reaaGn or another.

A number of farm operations were done on custom or piece-work

bases. Por some operations custom or piece-work was the normal

procedure and for others it was only prevalent enough to establish

a usual cost rate, These custom and piece-work rates are presented

in Appendix I. Where custom or piece k operations were indicated

these rates were used.

The prices used in establishing costs for labor, seeds and

seedlings, fertilizers, pesticides, and miscellaneous materials are



presented in Appendix K. For the moøt part these represent 1958

prices and were taken directly from the survey schedules. Labor

was divided into three clasaes: operator, family and hired. The

costs for each of these three classes were summarized over crop

grouping

perennial crops.

In the case of perennial crops

Crops were grouped into six groups: grains, legumes

and forages, grass øeeds, vegetables, small fruits, tree fruits

and specialty crops. In addition all hand work and other specific

types of work were analyzed separately. Management was accounted

for by increased operator wages and also by accounting for the

additional time spent in this type of activity. When establishing

prices for pesticides it was possible, and necessary for supplemental

purposes, to establish some application rates; these are also pre-

sented.

Land taxes were not included as production costs because it

was felt that the inclusion of existLng land taxes may bias the

results in terms of some soils. This would happen if the tax levies

were not directly related to economic productivity. There was no

tax levy made against crop investments such as orchards or other

necessary to establish
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crop investments. This may involve compounding costs over several

years or it may take Only on year; walnuts and hops illustrate the

two extremes, For these crops it was necessary to include a land

charge and a tax charge. In order to remove as much bias as possible

and also reflect farm conditions, the land values used as a basis
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for determining land charges and taxes were those estimated by

farmers in the survey, These lind values are presented in Appendix

J. Taxes were calculated on the basis of 1.6 percent of the land

value; which approximates the 1958 levy in Msrion County. A five

percent interest rate was used in estimating land returns.

The prices received for products sold, in general, are five

year averages over the period 1954..58 inclusive. If, however, this

average price was too far out of line wLtb present prices and future

expectations then an adjustment was made. The prices arrived at,

to be uaed in calculating gross returns, are presented in Appendix

L. Peculiarities of the individual prices and detailed procedures

are presented there,

It will be noted in Appendix L that the prices used for fruits

and vegetables were cash market prices. This study did not attempt

to study market returns of cooperative versus non-cooperative pro-

cessing plants as they might tffect land values. It was observed,

however, that the increased returns from crops sold to cooperative

processing plants do affect land values but the extent was not

measured.

The difference between cooperative and non-cooperative pro-

cessing plant prices may not be as large as it appears on the sur-

face. In the first place, part of the total farmer return enters

into a revolving fund; the present value of this portion of the

total return would be a discounted value. Secondly, it was evident

in both the farm and the processing plant survey that the grade
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distribution of non-cooperative processing plants was higher than

for cooperative processing plants, this was so for pole beans, we't

corn and strawberries. Thirdly, the market over the period of refer-.

ence has beei a general rising one, The effect of the reverse of

this Situation was not known.

All returns on capital investments - machinery, buildings,

tiling, cagh type expenditures and perennial crops - wore deferred

until the summary. eturns on investments were then made on the

basis of opportunity interest rates. A standard of five percent

was used on all investments except seasonal cash type expenditures

which were charged at one percent; the basis for this one percent

an estimated three month production season with costs equally

distributed and an eight percent interest rate.

The costs and returns summaries for the various crops are pre-

sented in terma of input categories rather than production operations.

The data in the appendix and the individual crop discussions pre-

sented in this chapter should be complete enough, however, for

anyone interested to reconstruct costs in a manner to fit his part-

icular need.

In averaging the costs and investments appearing in the crop

Costs and returns summaries a weighting system was used. Bach record

was weighted in terms of the number of acres in the field on which

the data were obtained. This was done in order to more nearly

reflect average per acre costs and returns of the total soil area.

The larger fields account for a larger percentage of the total
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soil-crop acres,

All crop discussions will be on a "per acre" basis unless

otherwise stated. The average; used in discussing crop inputs are

simple averages.

Costs and Returns of Soil-Crop Combinations

Pall Wheat

Pall wheat costs and returns summaries appear in Table 1.

Pall wheat was produced on nearly all of the soils in Marion

County, It is better adapted to the well drained soils but produced

almost as heavily on the imperfectly drained soils if they had been

artificially drained. Pall wheat was found growing on Concord and

Dayton but to a limited extent. Favorable support prices have

extended production to soils which otherwise would not have been

used. Moisture conditions are favorable enough in the Willamette

Valley that a fallow year is not necessary. Lack of moisture during

the maturing stage may cause shrunken kernels. There were about

23,000 acres of fall and spring wheat in Marion County in 1958; ost

of this was fall wheat.

The cultural practices followed in producing fall wheat began

with a plowing operation. Th. most conrnon plow used was either a
two or three bottom moldboard depending , In moat cases, upon total
farm acres tilled, Following this the ground was usually disked

one to three times with the majority disking only once and spiketooth

harrowed about the S bet of times. The most common disk used



Averages were weighted in terms of the number of acres in each field.

Non-powered machinery costs included depreciation, taxes and repair.

Powered machinery costs include depreciation, taxes, insurance, repair, fuel, lubrication and
work preparation.

Auto and truck costs include depreciation, taxes, insurance., license, repair, fuel and lubrication.

The return on investment includes all items in the section at the indicated rate.

Machinery housing costs include depreciation, taxes, insurance and repair.

Tiling costs include depreciation only.

Labor costs include operator, family and hired labor.

Custom work costs include all operations custom hired in producing the crop.

j. Farm liability insurance was assumed for all farms at a commercial rate.

k Social security was charged at three percent of hired labor costs,

1. The residual return represents not only an imputed return to land but also a return to pay land
taxes.

Table 1. Fall. wheat costs and returns summaries as related to Marion County Oregon, soils.

Itema Chehal i

New-
berg Wapato

Willa- Wood-
mette burn Amity Gravelly AtKen Polk

No. of records 9 3 3 6 19 17 6 5 5

(dollars)

I. Weighted average costs ( er acre)

A. Machinery
Non_poweredb,1, 1.38 1.23 1.16 1,33 1.18 1,24 1.35 1.20 1.60

2, PoweredC 3.40 2.51 3,58 4 93 2 85 3.41 3.88 5.66 5,40

3. Autos and trucksd .32 - .40 .25 .22 .20 .71 .28 .81-

4, Interest .96 .59 .87 1.10 .78 .88 1.03 1.28 1.35

Total 4.33 6.01 7.61 5.03 5.73 6.97 8.42 9,16

8. Improvements
1. Machinery housing1 .58 .58 .58 .58 58 .58 .5.8 .58 .58

2. Tiling 1.44 --.91 2.01 .21

3. Interest 5%e .26 .26 1.78 .26 1 2 2.38 .49 .26 .26

Total .84 .84 3.80 .34 2.71 4.97 1.28 ..4 .84
C. Cash type expenses

1. Materials
a. Seed 4.38 4.48 4.30 4 57 4.11 6.62 4.54 4.23 4.09

b. Fertilizer 9.4.3 4.68 4.86 6.10 8 70 4.05 6.72 6.65 2.35

c, Pesticides .48 -- .29 .41 .26 .25 -- 1.31 12

2. Laborh 2.83 3.20 3.12 4 67 2.56 3.42 4.20 5,76 6.73

3. Custom work 2.35 10.45 2.73 3 40 3.47 2.26 .36 .15 1.09

4. Interest .19 .23 .15 .19 .17 .16 .16 .18 .14

Total 19.89 23.04 15.45 19.34 17.27 16.76 15.98 18.28 14.52
P. Miscellaneous

1. Farm liab, in.J .07 .03 .03 -- .01 .01 .01 -- .04

2. Social securityk .04 .16 .16 .17 .14 .17 .17 .12 .10

Total T1 .19 .19 .17 .18 .12 .14

Grand total 26.70 28.40 25.45 27,96 25.18 7.64 24.41 27.66 24.66

Il, Weighted average returns
A. Yield (cwt.) (27.7) (28.9) (23.7) (29.6) (27.5) 26.4) (21.7) (16.3) (18.9)

8. Price 2.90 2.90 2.90 2,90 2.90 2.90 2.90 2.90 2.90

Gross revenue 80.33. 83.81 68.73 35.84 79.75 76.56 62.93 47.27 54.81
Ill. Residual return1 53.63 55.41 43.28 57.88 54.59 48.92 38.52 19.61 30.15
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was either an eight or ten foot field disk. Many Operators combine

operations. Springtooth harrowing field cultivating, dragging or

rolling may be substituted for, or done in addition to, the other

sesdbed preparation operations. It is reasonable that light textured

soils, such as Newberg, would not require as many tillags operations

in order to prepare an adequate seedbed as would thi heavier textured

soils but there was no observable differences. The number of operations

deptnded to a large extent upon the previous crop and moisture con-

dit ions.

Seeding was early in the fall, when moisture conditions were

favorable. The common drill sizes were eight and ten feet. A spike

harrow was usually pulled behind the drill. An average of 110 pounds

of seed was sown per acre; this varied betwe*n 80 and 120 pounds.

Almost without exception commercial fertilizers were applied.

Most all of this was in the form of nitrogen (N); only a few pro-.

ducers added phosphorus (P203) or potash (X:20), The average appli-

cation of N was 46 pounda per acre; the rate was highest on Chehalie

and Newberg soils with a. combined average of 33 pounds and lowest

on Wapato with 29 pounds. Th. application rate of N on th. fine

textured and gravelly terrace soils averaged 47 and
4

pounds,

respect ively. An average of 43 pounds of N was applied to Aiken

soils. Only two out of the six producers on Polk soil applied N

fertilizer; the rate was only 24 pounds.

Fifty-six percent of the operators in the survey applied 2, 4-B

weed spray. Eighty percent sprayed on the riverbottom soils, 60
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PC: nt on the fine textured terrace soils, none en the gravelly

terrace soils and 36 percent on the bill soils. Twenty-seven per-

cent of the spraying was done on $ custom basis.

Most 1 of the harvesting was done with self-propelled corn-

bines, although, there were still some pull types being used, par-

ticularly on the amaller farms. Most of the pulltype combines

were six feet; the most common self-propelled combines were ten

or twelve feet. Twenty..eight percent had their crop custom har-

vested. Most of the grain was hauled in 1.5 or 2-ton trucks; the

average miles driven per acr. was 3.3 miles. Where a pickup truck

was used th. average miles was eight. The averag, total hours of

labor required per acre was 3.4.

Ninety-four percent of the Amity fields, 42 percent of the Wood-

burn field., twu out of the three Wapato fields snd one out the two

Clackamas fields were tiled.

Sprin1 Wheat

Spring wheat costs and returns suaries appear in Table 2.

Spring wheat was produced On nearly all of the soils in Marion

County but the total acres were fer below those of fall wheat. Spring

wheat accounted foronly about ten percent of th. total wheat grown.

Spring wheat is adapted to about the same soil conditions as fall

wheat. Due to unfavorable weather conditions which frequently occur

in the spring resulting in late plantings, the available moisture

throughout the growing season and other reasons, spring wheat yields

are below those of fall wheat. It would appear that spring wheat



Table 2. Spring wheat costs and returns summaries as related to Marion county, Oregon, soils.

Wood-
hum Ami.ty Gravelly Aiken 2olk

6 7
(dollars)
(er acre)

1.01 1.79
2.17 3.93

.13 .42

.55 1.04
3.86 7.18

.58 .58
.25 .89
.53 1.19

1.36 2.66

4.80 4.58
5.'2 6 21.

.09 .15
4.61 4.79
5.42 3.99

.21 20
21.11 19.93

26.68 30.02

(21.4) (23.3)
2,75 2.75

58.85 64.08

32.17 34.06

For a complete description of individual items see Table 1.

There was only one Newberg record; in order to give greater reliability two Chehalis records were
included. Grain yield differences were not significant between Chehalis and Newberg.

a
Item Newber %apato

Willa-
mette

No. records 3' 2 3

I. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

1. Non-powered 2.13 1.81 1.47
2, POwered 3,62 5 21 4.02
3. Autos and trucks .09 .80 .40
4. Interest @ 5% .78 1.57 1.01

Total 6.62 9.39 6.90
B. Improvements

1. Machinery housing .58 .58 .58
2. Tiling -- -- --
3. Interest 5% .26 .26 .26

Total 84 .34 .84

C. Cash type expenses
1. Materials

a. Seed 4.33 4.63 4.60
b. Fertilizer 4.24. 6,28 3.93
c. Chemicals - .61 .38

2. Labor 6.38 4.72 4.66
3. Custom work 5.07 .28 2.82
4. Interest @ 1% 20 17 .16

Total 20.19 16 69 16.56
D. Miscellaneous

1. Farm liab, ins. 8 .07 .14
2. Social security .04 .05 .01

Total .12 .15

Grand total 27.97 27.04 24,45

II. Weighted average returns
A. Yield (cwt,) (22.1) (25.3) (24.2)
B. Price 2,75 2.75 2.75

revenue 60.78 69.58 66.55

III. Residual returns 32.81 42.54 42.10

3 2 2

1.31 1.60 3.27
3.52 3.90 6.12
.05 .22 .46
.78 1.07 2.11

5.67 6.79 Il.

.58 .58 .58

.26 .26 .26

.84 .84 .84

4.92 4.20 3.86
4.19 6.62 10 14
-* .61 .47

4.01 3.44 5.74
3.44 2.10 --

17 17 .20
16.73 17.14 20.42

.29 .17 .11
.01 .04 .04
.30 .21 . 15

23.54 24.97 33.37

(22.3) (18.0) (22,2
2.75 2.75 2.75

61.32 49.50 61.05

37.78 24.53 27.68
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was planted generally to fill government wheat acreage allotments

where a spring grain crop was needed in the cropping system or

where conditions were not favorable for the production of fall, wheat

The cultural practice were similar to those of fall wheat ax-

capt that the seedbed was more difficult to prepare in the spring.

On the average there was one re diskfng and one more harrowing

required,

Eighty-five percent d with nitrogen at a level of 44

pounds per acre. This is only slightly under the level for fall

wheat. Fifty-nine p cint sprayed for weeds. The normal seeding

rate was 110 to 120 pounds per acre.

Tiling was less extensive than for fall wheat on both Woodburn

and Amity soils.

Pall and Spring Oats

Costs and returns summaries for fall and spring oats appear

in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

There were about 23,000 acres of spring and fall oats produced

in Marion County in 1958. About 47 percent of the total acreag. was

fall oats. Like wheat, oats can be found on nearly all of the Marion

County soils. The percentage distribution of fall oats was highest

on th well drained terrace soils. As moisture conditions increased,

due to poor drainage or higher rainfall, the percentage distribution

of spring oats in relation to fall oats increased. On soils such

as Concord or Dayton, where drainage was a real problem, spring oats



Table 3. Fall oat costs and returns summaries as related to Marion County Oregon, soils.

Itemm Wapato C

No. o recor.s

I. Weighted average costs
A, Machinery

1, Non-powered
Powered
Autos and trucks
Interest 0 5%
Total

B. Improvements
Machinery housing
Tiling
Interest 0 5%

Total
C. Cash type expenses

1. Materials
Seed 3.00
Fertilizer 5.17
Chemicals .41

2, Labor 3,41 2.80
3. Custom work - 7.04
4. Interest 0 1% .12 .13

Total 12.11 13.10
D. Miscellaneous

I. Farm liab, ins,
2. Social security

Total .05

Grand total 19.38

.05 .36

3.13

Table 1.

16,90

dburn Mi Aiken Pálk
9 9

(dollars)
(ncr acre)

1.44 1.11

4.70 3.58

.24 .24

1.26 .87

1.35
4.80
.22

1.15

6

106
4.95
.60

1.28

7.65 5 81 7 53 7.8

.58 .58 .58 .58

.78 3. 44

1. 09 1.78 .26 .26

2.45 3.80 .84 .84

2.97 2.99 3.12 2.94

4.13 4.17 6.64 3.75
.25 .18 .27 --

3.88 4.08 5.27 4,34
2,05 1.75 1.37 1,44

.13 .13 .17 .12

13.41 13.3f 18.84 12,60

.14 .18 .15 .

.02 .01 .01 .01

.19 .16 .12

23.67 23.11 25.37 21.45

(24.5) (18.3) 16.4) (16.1)
2.17 2.17 2.17 2,17

53.16 39 71 35.59 34.94

29.49 16.63 10 22 13.49

II. Weighted average returns
Yield (cwt.) (20,0) (16.9)
Price 2,17 2 17

Gross revenue 43.40

esidual returns 24.02

For a complete descriptioii o indivisua

1,27 .74
3 43 1.54
.60 --

1.03 .32
6.38 2.60

.58 .58

.26 .26
4

38 67

19.77



Table 4. Spring oat costs and r suimnaries as related to Marion county, Oregon, soils.

Willa- Wood-
Itema Newber1 Wapato mette burn Amity Dayton Gravelly Aiken Polk

No, of records 2 2 3 7 7 3 5 5 3

(dollars)
I. Weighted average costs ('er acre)

A. Machinery
1. Non-powered 2.11 1.46 1.45 1.18 1.71 2 06 1.39 1.44 1.38

2. Powered 4.12 3,55 4.90 3.19 3.70 5.39 5,18 4.27 5.34

3, Autos and trucks .36 .13 e36 .08 .33 .20 .48 .14 .21

4, Interest 5% 1.18 .95 1.31 .70 1.02 1.13 1.04

Total 7.77 6.09 8.02 5.15 6.76 8.18 6 89

B. Improvements
1. Machinery housing .58 .58 .58 .58 .58 .58 .58 .58 .58

2. Tiling - .31 -- -- .52

3. Interest @ 5% .26 .58 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26

Total 1 1.47 .84 .84 .84 .84 .84 .84

C. Cash type expenses
1. Materials

a. Seed .10 3,10 3.17 3,18 3.32 3,10 2.74 3.10 3.08

b. Fertilizer .57 4.14 1.59 3.85 5.84 5.69 3.43 4.88 4.98

c, Chemicals .53 -- .05 -- .42 -- -- .22 .59

2. Labor 4.14 3.62 5.50 2.96 3.72 5.75 5.31 5,08 5.72

3. Custom work -- .43 2.22 4.45 1.13 .39 .89 -- 1.45

4. Interest @ 1% .15 .11 13 .14 14 15 12 .13 .16

Total 14.49 11.40 12.66 14.58 14.57 15.08 12.49 13.39 15.98
D, Miscellaneous

1. Farm liab. ins. .08 .11 .1.7 .25 .08 .16 .18 .14 .08

2. Social security .05 -- .01 .02 -- .01 .03 --
Total 13 .11 .18 .25 .10 .16 .19 .17 .08

Grand total 23,23 19.07 21.70 20,82 23.33 24.91 21,70 21,20 25.01

II. Weighted average returns
A, Yield (cwt,) (24.0) (15.8) (14,7) (17.8) (25.6) (19.3) (14,0) (15.4) (14.3)
B, Price 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24

Gross revenue 53.76 35.39 32.93 39.87 57.34 43.23 31.36 34.50 32.03

III. Residual return 30.53 16.32 11.23 19.05 34.01 18.32 9.66 13.21 7.02

a. For a complete description of individual items see Table .
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The cultural practices La:
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for most of the individual terrace
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as appear in Table 5.

a and distribution per-

barley occupied the largest

in the county. Tb.. same is true

and riverbottom soils except those

is not as tolerable to poor drain-

tolerable than wheat. The larger

.rc no different than for fall and spring wheat respectively.

The average pounds of seed sown per acre for fall and spring

oats was 100. Sixty percent of those producing fall, oats nd 78

percent of those producing spring oats fertilized using an average

of 37 and 35 pounds N per acre, respectively. There were not

sufficient observations on each soil t measure soil difference.

Porty-thi nt sprayed for weeds; the percentage wa lightly

higher for fall than spring oats.

Sixty-seven percent of the Am fall oat f tiled

while on the same soil only 28 percent of the spring oat fields were



Item5
No. of records

I. Weighted average costs

New- Willa- Wood-
Chehalis 3erg Wapato mette burn Amity Dayton Gravelly Aiken

11 9 9 10 15 l 3 5 5

(dollars)
(-'er acre)

For a complete description of individual items see Table 1.

A. Machinery
1, Non-powered 1.48 1.67 1.84 1.92 1.75 1.67 1.74 1.40 1,36
2. Powered 3.18 3,90 4.77 4,82 4,37 5.53 437 4,22 2.96
3. Autos and trucks 22 31 41 38 11 57 64 81 10
4. Interest @ 5% 92 1.05 1.08 1.25 .98 1 41 1.17 1 14 75

Total 5.80 6.94 8.10 8.37 7.20 9 18 7 92 7 57 5.15
B. Improvements

1. Machinery housing .58 .58 .58 .58 .58 .58 .58 .58 .58
2. Tiling .06 -- .49 1.19 .33 --
3. Interest @ 5% .26 .26 .33 26 .78 1.51 .26 .61 26

Total .84 .84 97 Th 1.85 3.28 .84 1.52 .84
C. Cash type expenses

1. Materials
a, Seed 3.78 4.46 4.32 3.90 3.47 3.46 3.55 3.47 3.32
b. Fertilizer 4.97 5.23 4.78 4.49 4.67 6.63 13,31 3.91 7 32
c. Chemicals .49 .48 .18 .70 .35 .21 .46 65 --

2. Labor 3.18 3.25 5.65 4.00 5 31 5 35 4.88 5.17 3.57
3. Custom work 4.19 1.90 5,39 2.24 3.67 2.36 1. 36 .68 6.35
4. Interest @ 1% .17 .15 .20 15 17 18 23 14 .20

Total 16.78 15.47 20.52 15.49 17.64 18.19 23.80 14.02 20.76
D. Miscellaneous

1. Farm liab. ins. .10 .10 .18 .16 .20 .17 .14 .17 .0
2. Social security 05 03 .03 .01 -- 04 -* 02 .01

Total 15 13 21 .1.7 .2C .21 .14 .19 .21

Grand total 23.57 23.38 29,80 24.87 26.89 30.86 32.70 23.30 26.96

II. Weighted average returns
A. Yield (cwt,) (28.9) (30.1) (27.6) (26.8) (26.7) (24.4) (20.5) (22,2) (19.9)
B. Price 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2,25 2.25

Gross revenue 65.02 67.72 62.10 60.30 60.08 54.90 46.12 49.95 44.78

III. Residual return 41.48 44.34 32.30 35.43 33.19 24.04 13.42 26.65 17.82

Table 5. Spring barley costs and returns summaries as related to Marion County, Oreg ,
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number of 0 at ions on barley enables one to see the effect of

drainage conditions upon net urna.

The cultural. practices Liar to those described for all.

wheat. However, there were vent barley observations to in-

dicate differences which existed between the cultural. practices on

spring and fall small grains. Ssedbd preparation operations began

with plowing. Almost all. of the operators surveyed followed the

plow with field disk; the average number of diskings was 2.5. The

soil was then harrowed with a spike or springtooth harrow equally

as many times or other tillage operations were substituted. A large

percentage of operators pulled a harrow behind the disk. There was

no obs*rvable difference in the number of operations required to

prepare an adequate aeedbed on the different sotls although reason

wou1d indicate fewer operations would be required on the fine tex-

tured soils.

Fortysix percent drills ten foot ills while 36 percent

used eight foot. Seeding rates fluctuated btwe.n 100 and 120

pounds per acre with the average using a little undsi 110 pounds.

Eighty-two percent applied fertilizer at an average rate of 40 pounds

per acre. There was some indication thst the fertilizer application

rate was higher on the rLverbotto. soils and lower on the bill and

gravelly soils than on the fine-textured terrace soils. Sixty-two

and 64 percent of the fields were sprayed for weeds on the river

bottom and fine-textur,d terrace soils, respectively; none of the

Aiken fields were sprayed. Thirty-two percent of the producers
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employed commercial sprayers.

Twenty-three percent of the fields were harvested by pull-

type combines; most of these were 5-7 feet. The self-propelled

combines were generally 12 feet, About 40 percent of the fields

were harvested by custom operators.

One of the nine fields of Wapato was tiled and one ditched.

Twenty and 63 percent of the Woodburn and Amity fields were tiled,

respectively None of the Dayton fields were tiled and only one

of the two Clsckaaias fields were tiled.

The average total labor used, over all soils, was 3.9 hours er

acre.

Field Corn for Grain

Grain field corn costs and returns summaries are presented in

Table 6.

There were about 4,500 acres of field corn grown in Marion

County in 1938. These were located on the well drained nyc

bottom soils and the imperfectly or better drained terrace soils.

Corn can, however, be produced on the more poorly drained soil

because its growing season cones at a tire when the amount of na:

fall La low snd these soils are relatively dry.

The practices followed in establishing a seedbed were

similar to those of barley. In addition to the esdb*d preparation

operations on barley, many operations rolled or leveled their land

once or twice.

Seeding was usually accomplished with a two-row planter. The
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Por a complete description of individual items not footnoted
here see Table 1.

b. Irrigation costs include depreciation, taxes, power and repair;
for this crop depreciation on the well is also included here.

Table 6. Field corn costs and returns ai
Marion County, 0regon, soils.

related to

Chehalis WiUamette Woodburn Ami
No. o records

I. Weighted averag

3 4

(do liars)

(ner acre)
A. Machinery

1. Non-powered 2.90 3.20 3.02 2.81
2. Powered 7.28 7.42 6.05 6.08
3. Autos and trucks 1.10 .67 1.09 .94
4. Irrigation1' 8.80 2.57 1.48 2.85
5e Interest 0 5% 4.89 2.49 1,77 2.18

Total 24.97 16.35 13.41 14.86
B. Improvements

1. Machinery housing 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05
2, Corn crib .44 .44 .91 1.50
3. Tiling - -- 1.17 2.04
4. Interest 5% .84 .91 2.39 3.69

Total 2.33 2.50 8.28
C. cash type cx:

1. Materials
a, Seed 1,56 1.64 2.07 1.66
b. Fertilizer 12.62 11.39 7.54 11.16
C. Chemicals 1.93 .97 2.24 1.06

2. Labor 13.03 14.78 12.08 13.46
3. Custom work 19.66 18.62 17.58 16.32
4. Interest 0 1% .49 .47 .41 .44

Total 49. 29 47,87 41.92 44.10
Miscellaneous
1, Farm liab. ins, .07 .13 .13 .22
2. Social security .14 .10 .05 .04

Total .21 .23 .18 .26

Grand total 76.80 66,95 61.03 67.50

II. Weighted average returns
A. Y.e1d (cwt,) (48.8) (31.6) (35.0) (38.2)
B. Price 2.60 3.60 2.60 2,60

Gross revenue 126.87 82.28 91.00 99.38

Residual returns 50.07 15.33 29.97 31,88
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standard seeding rate was 10 pounds per acre. About two-thirds

used a pre-eznergence weed spray. All operators except two used

commercial fertilizet and one of these two applied manure. The

average application was 45 pounds N, 32 pounds P205 and nine

pounds K0 per acre.

The average number of cultivations was three; all except two

of the cultivators were two row.

AU of the fields on Chebalis and Ne'wb.rg soils, half of the

fields on Willamette, one-third of th, fields on Amity and Woodburn,

and the one Clackamas field were irrigated.

Harvesting methods were so varied and information so sca

that, in general, commercial cost rates were used. Six o the 19

operators picked tnd shelled in the field. Half had their corn dried

commercially and the other half used corn cribs. Those that hauled

their corn in 1.5 or 2-ton trucks drove an average of eight miles

per acre. In addition, some producers indicated they used their pickup

trucks in support of the corn crop.

Several of the producers indicated they cover cropped.

On those fields that were irrigated, 13.6 total hours of labor

were used per acre; 11.3 hours per acre used on non-irrigated fields.

Red Clover S

Red clover seed costs and returns sumiiarjes are presented in

Table 7.

Most of the red clover seed grown in the Willamette Valley was

of the medium type and thus, was generally considered a biennial.



For a complete description of individual items see Table 1.

These three records represent two on Chehalis and one on Newberg. The two
chehalis records reported no hay yield.

Custom work includes baling and seed cleaning for all producers.

One producer on each of these soils sold his bay standing by the acre. In
these cases the estimated yield was reduced to bring the value per ton to
$22.00.

Table 7. Red clover seed coats and returns summaries as related to Marion County,
Oregon, soils.

Item5 Ohehalis Willamette Woodhurn Amity
'No. of records 3D 4 11 7

(dollars)
I. Weighted average costs (-''r acre)

A, Machinery
1. Non-powered .60 1.92 1,59 1.67
2. Powered 2,73 5.68 2.89 6.20
3. Autos and trucks .23 1.29 .32 .19
4. Interest 5% .76 1.83 .81 1.62

Total 4.32 10.72 5.61 9.70
B. Improvements

I. Machinery housing . .1 1 .61
2, Tiling .77 1.36
3. Interest @ 5% .32 .2 1.13 1.75

Total .93 2,51 3,72
C. Cash type expenses

1. Materials
a, Seed 4.73 3.50 3.28 3.69
b. Fertilizer 3,44 7.42 2.25 1.85
c, Chenu.cals 3.82 -- .28 .33
d, Other md, sacks 1.93 .68 1.03 1.35

2. Labor 2.07 5.71 5.07 6,95
3. Custom workC 17.62 11.05 22,27 20.77
4, Interest @ 1% .34 28 .34 .35

Total 33,95 28,64 34.52 35.29
D. Miscellaneous

1. Farm liab. ins. .08 .14 .15 .17
2. Wor1en's comp. ins. .03 10 .13 .18
3. Social security .01 .03 .05 .06

Total .12 .28 .33 .41

Grand total 39.32 40.57 42,97 49.12

II. Weighted average returns
A, Hay yield (tons) (0.8) (1,6)d (2,5)d (2,2)d

Price 22.00 22.00 22.00 22.00
Revenue 17.60 35.20 55.00 48.40

B. Seed yield (lbs.) (386) (136) (206) (289)
Price .32 .32 .32 .32

Revenue 123.52 43.52 65,95 86,08

Gross revenue 78.72 120,92 134,48

III. Residual returns 101,80 38,15 77 95 85,36
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The usual practice was to sow red clover with either spring or fall

grain. Under this procedure, a grain crop wa.s harvested the first

year and red clover seed the second. It was assumed in this study

that the grain crop paid for the seedbed preparation and returned a

payment to the land for its use. If the grain stubble and young

clover were harvested the first year it was assumed that the bay

value was worth just the cost of removal.

Twenty-nine percent of the red clover producers fertilized.

An average of 36 pounds P205 per acre was applied. One operator

applied 60 pounds 2° per acre. About half applied gypsum; 42

percent of this was borated. Only 28 percent sprayed or dusted.

Harvesting methods varied from producer to producer. Most

producers harvested both a forage crop and a seed crop but there

were some who elected to harvest a sesd crop only. Those who did

not harvest a forage Crop were hoping for an increase in seed harvest

and possibly to reduce harvest costs by not having to swath prior to

combining. Most producers using the seed-only-harvest method

clipped the clover early in the spring to reduce weed infestations.

Porage was harvested usually as hay but some producers preferred

silage. When hay was harvested operations consisted of mowing and

raking or swathing. Three operators used hay crushers. The hay was

then baled and hauled. Custom baling was assumed for all hay. When

silage was harvested a custom rate was assumed in accordance with

Appendix I.

Seed harvest varied also, Most produce to



combining but some producers combined t

chemical defoLiant was sometimes used i

last method. Most of the aombinea used
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crop while standing. A

njunction with this

were self-propelled.

An average of 3.3 hours of labor was expended per scr

Crimson Clover eed

Crimson clover seed costs and returns stmmaries are presented

in Table 8.

There were approximately 3,000 acres of crimson clover

in Marion Cou y which is just a little under the total red clover

seed acreage. Crimson clover can be found growing on all of the

well drained soils and to a more limited extent on the imperfectly

drained ones.

Crimson clover is considered a winter annual and thus the seed-

bed preparation operations were very similar to fall whiat except

that most all producers rolled their fields in addition to theotber

tillage operations, Seeding methods were varied; two producers

seeded with commercial fertilizer spreaders, four broadcast and

ten used grain drills. The grain drills probably had snail seed

attachments. About half of the producers followed the seeding oper-

at ion with a roller. The average seeding rate per acre was 16

pounds, Bight of the 17 Operators fertilized applying an average

of 17 pounds N, 53 pounds P205 and 2 pounds L20 per acre. Pour

producers applied borated gypsum at an average rate of 130 pounds.

Pour producers sprayed; two of these sprays were IPC and two were

defo 3 iants.



Table 8. Crimson clover seed costs and returns summaries as related
County, Oregon, soils.

I tern
No, of records

II. Weighted average returns

Newber1 Willamette Woodburn Amity Polk
2 1 5 3

(dollars)

a. For a complete descriptioá of the individual items see Table 1.

112112112

I. Weighted average costs (ret acrfr)
A. Machinery

1. Non-powered 1.67 .96 1,36 1.68 1.75
2. Powered 6.86 3.94 6.37 4.49 5.33
3. Autos and trucks .59 .36 .22 .31 .22
4. Interest © 5% 1.41 1.10 1.64 1.25 1.55

Total 10.53 6.36 959 7.73 9.35
3. Improvements

1, Machinery housing .53 .53 .53 .53 .53
2. Tiling .35 204 -
3. Interest 0 5% .30 .30 .67 2.45 .30

Total
C. Cash type expenses

1. Materials
a. Seed 4.89 3.38 4.16 3.96 6.28
b. Fertilizer 7.23 -- .91 6.09 4.91
c Chemicals -- -- 3.75 --
d. Other (sacks, etc.) 3e48 2.50 2.34 2.86 2.50

2. Labor 7.61 2.43 4.15 4.87 4.50
3. Custom work 31.50 15.00 17.68 19.82 18.00
4, Interest @ 1% 1.01 .47 .66 .75 .73

Total 55,72 23.78 33.65 38.35 36.92
P. Miscellaneous

1. Farm liab, ins. .23 .19 .19 .17 10
2. Social security .33 --
3. Workmen's comp. ins. .11 .01

Total .72 .19 .20 .17 .10

Grand total 67.80 31.16 44.99 51.27 47.20

A. Yield (lbs.) (695) (500) (468) (571) (500)
B. Price .21 .21 .21 .21 .21

Gross revenue 145.95 105.00 98.28 119.91 105.00

III. Residual returns 78.35 73.84 53.29 68.64 57.809 68.64 57.80
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The normal harvesting operations included mowing and swathing

and threshing; both pull and self-propelled combines were used, The

seed was then cleaned. Many operators had their seed tested and

inspected t the time of cleaning.

An average of slightly over four hours of labor was used per

acre.

Tiling was indicated on all of the Amity fields and half of the

Woodburn fields,

Oats and oion Vetch

Oats and vetch costs and returns swmaries are presented in

Table 9.

There were about 6,000 acres of oats and vetch produced in

Marion County in 1958. Over 90 percent of these were of the common

variety; henc*, cost and returns are in terms of common vitch.

Oats and vetch can be found growing on the same soils as fall oats.

The cultural practices followed in producing oats and vtch

are the same as for fall oats. Th. average seeding rate was 70

pounds of oats and 30 pounda of vetch per acre. Only 11 percent

applied fertilizer and the lev*l of application was not very high.

Three of the 23 operators dusted with DOT.

Twelve of the 23 operators mowed and twathed prior to threshing;

two of these used self.propelled windrowers, After thr

seed was cleaned and tested. The average percentages of oats, vetch

and screenings were 48, 30 and 22, respectively.

Tim out of five and four out of nine of the fields on Amity and



Table 9. Oat and coon vetch costs and returns summaries as related
to Marion County, Oregon, soils.

Chehalis Wiliamette WoodbuI

No. 0 recordi

I. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

Non-powered
Powered
Autos and trucks
Interest 5%
Total

B. Improvements
Machinery housing
Tiling
Interest 1 5%
Total

C. Cash type expenses
1. Materials

Seed
Fertilizer

c, Chemicals
2. Labor
3. Custom work
4. 0ther

5. Interest 0 1%
Total

D. Miscellaneous
Farm liab, ins,
Social security
Total

Grand total

II. Weighted average returns
Yield (cwt)
Price

Gross revenue

III, Residual returns

4

14

5

For a complete description of the individual items see Table 1.

There was only one Chehalis record; to give more reliability to
the Chehalie estimate a Newberg and a Wapato record were added.
In this case the Wapato record showed the greatest net return.

The "other" in this case refers, in the main, to cleaning,
testing and sacks.

-

(dollars)
(per acre)

1.48 1.49 .74

4 29 2.59 2.34
.60 .22 .11

1.13 .69 .51
7 50 4.99 3.70

.58 .58 .58
.77

.26 .26 1.07

.84 .84 2.42

4 14 4.02 4.65
3 85 .97 1.78

.31

4 38 3.92 2.75
1.49 6.62 9.04
9.71 8.20 9.04
.24 .24 .28

23.81 23.97 27.85

.09 .26 .33

-- .01

32.24 30.07 34.33

(23.7) (20.0) (22.0)
3.08 3.08 3.08

73.00 61.60 67.76

40.76 31.53 33.43

1,37
3.50
.14

.87
5.88

.58

1 50
1.85

3 93

4.43

3.36

1.72

10.25
.19

19.95

.22

.22

29.98

(25.0)
3.08

77.00

47.02



Woodburn soils were tiled, respectively.

The amount of labor required per acre would be just slightly
higher than for the grains.

common Ryegraas Seed

Common ryegrass seed costs and retu presented

in Table 10.

Ryegrass was produced primarily on imperfectly and poorly

drained soils. Major production in Marion County was located south

of Turner and in the Ankeny Bottom area on Dayton and Reed soils.

There were approximately 3500 acres of common ryegrass produced

in Marion county in 1958.

Cropping systems varied from farm to farm. The common system

indicated were: one, continuous ryegrass with a fallow year between

harvests; two, continuous ryegrass with a seed crop every year; and

three, alternating oats and ryegrasg. Pour of the five ryegrass

producers surveyed who were farming Dayton soils used the fallow

system for a seed crop every other year. On th. other band, all

four of the producers Surveyed on the Reed soils alternated oats

with ryegrass. This seems contrary to reason since Reed soils are

considered less well drained than Dayton soils. The one producer

on Wapato also alternated grain with ryegrass for a crop each year.

In addition, many producers obtained pasture by grazing sheep after

the crop had been harvested.

The seedbed preparation operations are the same for ryegraas as

for spring grains except that the fields were usually rolled; there



Table 10. Common ryegrass seed costs and returns summaries as
related to Marion County, Oregon, soils.

a. For a complete description of the individual items see Table 1.

Item Wapato Dayton Reed

No. of records

I. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

1 5

(dollars)

(er acre)

4

1. Non-powered 2.21 1.85 1.61

2. owered 4.48 5.59 4.32

3. Autos and trucks .12 .69 55

4. Interest @ 5% 1.14 1.21 1.05

Total 7.95 9.34 7.53

B. Improvements
1. Machinery housing .37 .3? .37

2. Fencing -- 34

3. Interest 0 5% .39 .28

Total .55 1.37 .99

C. Cash type expenses
1. Materials

a. Seed 1.12 1.59 2.22

b. Fertilizer 9.00 9.88 8,35

c. Chemicals 2.03 .30 .07

d. Other mci. sacks 2.00 2.28 2,64

2. Labor 8.26 5.63 6,46

3. Custom work 7.76 6.58 9.23

4. Interest 1% .30 .26 .29

Total 30.47 26.52 29.29

D. Miscellaneous
1. Farm liab, ins. .10 .08 .11

2. Social security -- .05 .05

3, Workmen's comp. ins. -- .13 .14

4. Crop insurance .10 .12 .14

Total .20 .38 .43

Grand total 39.17 37.61 38.24

II. Weighted average returns
A. Seed (lbs.) (800) (911) (1099)

Price .06 .06 .06

Revenue 48,00 54.66 70.34
B. Pasture (TDN) (149.5) (42.4)

Price .02 .02

Re venue 2.99 .85

Gross revenue 48,00 57.65 71.19

Residual returns 8.85 20.06 32,97

Average residual return 8.85 10.69 25.06



may have been an additional tillage operation since a number of

producers springtooth harrowed. Ryegrass was usually seeded with

the grain crop where production was alternated. A large percent

of the tractors used were diesel powered wheel types

Most of the plows were three bottom moldboard. Almost with-

out exception the soil was harrowed and/or roiled after seeding.

The average seeding rate was 20 pounds per acre. All of the

producers fertilized. The average fertilizer application per acre

was 63 pounds N and 8 pounds Vour out of ten sprayed with

2, 4-D.

Harvesting

and hauling.

ations included mowing and swathing, threshing

o used self-propelled $ athers and three used pull-

type combines, Three of the 10 producers had their crop custom

hauled; the balance used 1,5 and 2-ton trucks. The average miles

driven per acre by those who hauled their own seed was 4.7 In

addition, an average of three miles per acre was charged against

pickup trucks.

None of the fields on which the ryegrass crop was grown was

tiled but nearly all operators plowed drainage ditches to remove

surface water,

Three out of the five Dayton fields were grazed with the

sheep; the average T1 harvested was 279 pounds per acre.

The average residual return represents that portion of the

total which, considering several fields, can be expected each year.

Since all did not fallow, this does not equal one-half of the total

117
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residual; data were collected only on those fields which were har-

vested the year of the survey.

Highland Bentgrass Seed

The Highland bentgrase costs and returns summary is presented

in Table 11.

There were over 16,000 acres of Highland bentgra.a grown in

Marion County in 1958. These were located mainly in the Sublimity-

Silverton hills.

Highland bentgrasa is so well adapted to the bill soils that

producers wishing to produce other grass seeds have a difficu
time getting rid of it, Many of the producers contacted in this
survey indicated there was no cost of establishment because the

bentgraas had crowded out other crops. However, there was indication

that in order to have a high yielding stand proper establishment

was necessary. or this reason, and also due to lack of direct

survey information, a standard procedure was estimated or estab-.

liahing a stand of bentgrass. Seedbed preparation included plowing,

disking twice, harrowing twice, field cultivating three times and

rolling twice, The field cultivations were for weed control pur-

poses. The bentgraas was seeded during the fall. Six pounds of

seed and 3.12 hours of labor per acre were also budgeted. A 15

year production period

ment of $26.74 per acre excludiflg any land or land tax costs.

The annual production operations, in general, consist of burn-

ing, spraying, fertilizing and harvesting. During the late summer,

eumed. Tbs resulted in a crop invest-
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No, 0

Table 11. Highland bentgraaá costs and
to Marion county, Oregon, so

1. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

C. Cash type expenses

summary as related

(

Polk

r acre)

119

or a complete descriptIon of the individual items see Table 1.

1, Materials
a. Fertilizer 12.69
h. Chemicals 4.61
c, Other mci. sacks 2 70

2, Labor 3.70
3. Custom work 16.35
4. Farm share utiltjes .10
5. Interest @ 1% .40

Total 40.55
D. Miscellaneous

1. Farm liab. ins. .09
2. Social security .03
3, Workmen's comp. ins. .09
4. Crop insurance .14

Total .35
B. Crop investment

1. Depreciation 1,78
2. Interest @ 5% 67

Total 2.45

Grand total 50.44

1. Non-powered 86
2, Powered 4.15
3. Autos and trucks .44
4. Interest @ 5% .95

Total 640
B, Improvements

1. Machinery housing .47
2. Interest @ 5% 22

Total 69

II. Weighted average returns
A. Yield (ibs) (354)
B, Price 20

Gross revenue 70, 90

III. Residual returns 20.46



after the crop was harvested, the old dead grass was burned. This

was usually a joint operation of several farmers who could have

tsndby spray equipment available in case the fire got out of con-
trol, The average burning labor required .36 hours per acre.

Moat of the producers sprayed twice - once with chloro IPC and once

with 2, 4-D, All producers fertilized once and 38 percent twice.

The average application was 86 pounds N and 19 pounds P205 per acre.

Only t out of the 13 producers swathed their bentgrass prior

to combining it. The most common combine size was 12 feet. Some

producers sacked the unc]eaned bentgrasa seed in the field while

others bulk handled it. The average clean-out was 65 percent. A

standard cleaning and testing and inspection charge was made for

all producers.

The average total labor required was 2.9 hours per acre. The

average miles driven for 1.5 and 2-ton trucks was three per acre.

In addition, moat producers indicated they drove their pickup

truck or auto another three miles per

Chewings Pesque Seed

Chewings fesque seed costs and retux ies are presented

in Table 12.

hewings feaque and Highland bentgrass were the most important

gr seeds produced in Marion county, There were over 9,000 acres

of chewinga fesque in 1938.

Although chewings fesque can be found growing on the terrace

in the county it is primarily produced in the hills. It



Table 12. Chewings fesque seed costs and returns summaries as related to Marion County,
Oregon, soils.

For a complete description 0 the odividual Items see Table 1.

b. There were two rental coats included in the total costs; hence, the grand total
cost does not add up to the sum of its components.

Item dburn Amith Gravelly Aiken Polk

No. of records 4 5 1 6 10

(dollars)

I. Weighted average costs (per acre)

A. 4achinery
1. Non-powered .56 .81 .88 1.39 .89

2, Powered 1.60 3,51 4,60 3.34 3.60

3. Autos and trucks .09 .30 .28 .40 1,05

4. Interest © 5% _.39 .76 .95 .85 .90

Total 2,64 5.38 6.71 5,98 6.44

B. Improvements
1. Machinery housing .57 .57 .57 .57 .57
2. Tiling 1.65 2.13
3. Interest ' 5% 1.98 2.45 .23 .23 .23

Total 4,20 5.15 .80 .80
C. Cash type expenses

1. Materials
a. Fertilizer 18,08 20.54 18.05 18.64 14.71
b. Chemicals 4.92 5.60 4.12 6.04 4.58
c Other mci. sacks 1,14 1.12 1,06 .86 1.08

2. Labor 2.26 3.27 2.82 3.60 4.34

3. Custom work 35.58 24.56 24.51 17.91 23.38

4, Farm share utilities .08 .16

5. Interest .62 .55 .51 .47 .48
Total 62.60 55.64 51.07 47.60 48.71

D. Miscellaneous
1. Farm liab. ins. .06 .06 .12 .10 .08

2. Social security .04 .08 .03 .04

3, Workmen's comp, ins. .12 .25 .10 .11

4. Crop insurance .28 .22 .23 .17 .22

Total .34 .68 .40 .45

B. Crop investment
1. Depreciation 3.13 2.53 25.00 3.57 2.98

2. Interest @ 5% .63 .51 5.00 .71 .59

Total 3.76 3.04 30.00 4.28 3.57

Grand total 73 .54 69.65 89.26 59.06 5785b

II. Weighted average returns
A. Yield (lbs.) (558) (444) (457) (235) (396)
B. Price .25 .25 .25 .25 .25

Gross revenue 139.41 110.98 114.25 83.78 9.10

III. Residual returns 65.87 41.33 24.99 24.72 41.25
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probably made its inroads on the terrace 80iJ.$ when seed prices

were much higher than when this survey was rade.

A good seedbed is necessary in establishing chewinga fesque.

There was sufficient information to calculate individual producer

costs, The typical seedbed operations were plowing, disking three

to four times7 spike and/or springtooth harrowing four to eight

times and rolling or floating. Seeding was accomplished with grain-

type drills. The typical seeding rates were 10-15 pounds per acre.

Most producers fertilized the young crop with N and/or P205 and

indicated they sprayed with 27 4-D. On the terrace soils many

operators seeded their chewings fesque with a grain nurse crop. In

this case there was no seedbed preparation charge made. Land and

tax charges were made where there was no grain crop for the year re-

quired to establish the chewings fesque crop. An eight year life

which was based upon survey data, was used in calculating depre-

ciation. Half-life was assumed for investment purposes.

The growing and harvesting operations were very similar to those

of Highland bentgrass. The old dead grass was burned after harvest;

some producers indicated the straw was first bucked off the field

or baled, Most producers sprayed twice - once with IPC and once with

2, 4-D. All except a few fertilized twice applying an average of 103

pounds N and 28 pounds P25 per acre; the average on the terrace soils

was 121 pounds N and 15 pounds P205 and on the hill soils 91 pounds

N and 34 pounds

About half of the producers swathed prior to combining. Normally,



* self-propelled swather wa

fine-textured terrace so

the crop in a Standing pos

combines averaged 1.4 acres

used, Several of the producers on the

applied a defoLiant and then combined

ion. Producers ha vesting w th 12-foot

per hour. Acres per høur varied some

what depending, to some extent, upon whether or not the crop was

first swathed. Custom rates were charged for the Cleaning and test..
ing of the seed, The average cleanout was 56 percent clean seed.

The average hours of labor per acie requited to grow and harvest

the crop was 2.7. The average le5 or 2-t*n truck miles wa.s 2.4 per
acre; in addition, about half of the producers indicated they drove

their pickup truck or auto an average of two miles per acre,

Pour out of five of the Amity fields and all of the Woodburn

fields were tiled.

The crop investment cost for gravelly soils was a resul f

one producer's estimate; thi re probably land clearing co S

involved. The reason why the grand total costs on Polk does not

equal the sum of the individual Costs is due to the inclusion of
t rental payments which were averaged in at this point.

Red Pesque Seed

The red fesqus coats and return; summary is presented in Table
13.

Red fesque was not grown so extensively as chewings

At the time the survey was taken Pennlawn and Illahee strains

just beginning to be recognized by growers; it was too early to

establish production estimate;, The red fesque here L. probably



Table 13. Red fesque and alta fesque seed costs and returns
summaries as related to Marion County, Oregon, soils.

I te

No, 0 records

Red fesque Alta fesque
Aiken Amity

a. For a complete description of the in ividual items see Table 1.

I. Weighted average costs
A, Machinery

(dollars)

(per acre)

1. Non-powered .90 .80
2. Powered 3.43 4.26
3. Autos and trucks .36 .58
4, Interest 5% 80 84

Total '49 6.49

B. Improvements
1. Machinery housing .57 .57
2. Tiling 1.50
3. Fencing .44
4. Interest @ 5% .23 1.96

Total .80 4.47

C. Cash type expenses
1. Materials

a. Fertilizer 11.50 14.09

b. Chemicals 5 00 6.61

c. Other mci. sacks 1 64 3.48

2. Labor 3.78 4.88

3. Custom work 33.42 15.61

4. Farm share utilities .11

5. Interest @ 1% .56 .45

Total 56.01 45.12

D. Miscellaneous
1. Farm liab. ins. .09 .07

2. Workmen's comp. ins. .21 .04

3. Social security .07 .01

4. Crop insurance .33 .18

Total .70 .31

B. Crop investment
1. Depreciation 5 37 4.81

2. Interest @ 5% 1.34 1.24

Total 6.71 6.22

Grand total 69.71 62.61

II. Weighted average returns
A. Seed yield (lbs.) (636) (748)

Price .26 .125

Revenue 165.41 93.46
B. Pasture (TDN) (293)

Price .020

Revenue 5 86

Gross revenue 185.41 99.32

III. Residual returns 95.70 36,71

3 3
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the common strain,

Costs of establishment for red fesque are very similar to

citewings feaque; in fact, chewinga fesque is a variety of red feaque.

The average coat per acre, including a land charge and taxes, was

$56.63. A ten year life i tiaated by the three producers

furnishing establishment coat

The normal production operations were very similar to those

of chewings feaque, All three of the producers surveyed sprayed

with IPC and 2, 4-D. AX]. three of the producers fertilized once;

t fertilized twice. The average fertilizer application per acre

:a 74 pounds N and 27 pounds

Two of the three groducers indicated they swathed prior to

combining. The same seed clean-out was assumed as was determined

for chewinge feeque. The average 1.5 or 2-ton truck miles driven

per acre was 2.2.

The average total labor was 3.2.

Alta 1esque Seed

The alta fesque seed costs and returns summary is presented in

table 13.

The information concerning alta fesque production was very

limited. Only one of the survey records indicated establishment

coats, On this record the cost amounted to $49.80 per acre in-

cluding a land and tax charge; thie is comparable to similar oper-

ations on other grass seeds.



urning, spraying and harvesting operations were the same as

for Highland bentgraae and chewings fesqui

In addition to the seed crop one of the three producers mdi-

cated that he also received 1,318 TDN's pasture per acre.

n SLiMe

Silage corn costs and returns saries are presented in Table

14.

The cultural practices followed in producing silage corn, except

for harvest operations, are the seas as for field corn. All four

the producers surveyed fertiii

fertilizer at an average rate of 80 pounds N and 12 pounds P205 per

acre; one added commarclaj fertilizer and manure, and one indicated

he applied 22 tons of manure. All four producers sprayed one

with pre.-eaerge and three with 2, 4-D. None of these producers

irrigated.

Because of lack of harvest input costs from survey data a

determined in connection with a forage harvesting study conducted

by the Department of Agricultural Economics in 1957 was used. (35,

p. 46-49)

The large custom costs include harvest operations as exp1ain

above.

Alfalfa

Alfalfa costs and returns summaries are pre nted in Table 15.

Two producers added commercial

According to determinations made In this study thtre were be-

tween 2,500 and 3,000 acres of alfalfa grown in Marion County in 1958..



For a complete description of the individual items ee Table 1.

I. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

(dollars)

(per acre)

1. Non-powered 2 32 1.43

2. Powered 3.71 4.49

3. Autos and trucks .18 28
4. Interest 5% .83 .86

Total 7 04 1.05
B. Improvements

1. Machinery housing 1.05 105
2. Tiling .34 --
3, Interest @ 5% .91 .55

Total 2.30 1.60
C. Cash type expenses

1. Materials
a. Seed 2.83 1,72
b Fertilizer 9.83 14.72
c. Chemicals .45 .13

2. Labor 6.43 7.94
3. Custom work 26.88 30,70
4. Interest 1% 46 '55

Total 46.88 55.75
D. Miscellaneous

1. Farm liab, ins. .26 .17
2. Social security .10
3. Workmen's comp. ins. .32

Total .26

Grand total 56,48 64.99

II. Weighted average returns
A. Yield (tons) (11.4) (10 6)
B. Price 8.00 8,00

Gross revenue 91.20 84.80

III. Residual returns 34.72 19.81
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Table 14. n silage costs and returns summaries as related to
Oregon, soils.



I. Weighted average costs
(dollars)
(er acre)

a. For a complete description of individual Items see Table 1.

A. Machinery
1. Non-powered 3.51 3 40 6.24 4.32 7,01 5.19
2. Powered 2.54 2.63 2.68 2,68 3.093 4.94
3. Autos and trucks 3.00 3,24 - 1.22 2,92 1.36
4. Irrigation 12,88 -- 6.53 3,06
5. Interest ' 5% 3,73 .74 1.53 2.59 1,75 2.28

Total 25.66 v.11 10.45 17.34 15.61 17.33
B. Inproveinents

1. Machinery housing 1.51 1 51 1 43 1.51 1.51 1.51
2. Tiling 2.04 1.14 .72
3. Well .28 , 19
4. Fencing - .27 -
5, Interest @ 5% 1,07 .8 2,94 2.10 1.76

Total 2.36 2.33 6.44 2.33 5.0 4.18
C. Cash type expenses

1. Fertilizer 7.80 2.07 6.00 5.52 7.08 3.91
2. Labor 21,58 10.32 4.34 9.29 13.42 14.38
3, Custom work 22,50 19.84 32.50 52.87 26.71 28,45
4. Farm share utilities .71 .71 .71 .71 .71 .71
5. Interest @ 1% .53 .34 .44 .48 .48 .48

Total 53.12 3328 4399 68.87 40 47.93
D. Miscellaneous

1. Earn liab, ins. .22 .12 .13 .29 .09 'Is
2. Social security .20 12 .04 .17 .18
3. Workmen's comp, ins, .59 .34 .12 '49 .48

1.01 57 .13 .45 .75 .84

7.20 11.02 12.35 10,93 10.77
1.09 1.65 1.38 1.64 1.62
8.29 12,67 14,23 12.57 12.39

Grand total 82,65 54,59 73,68 103.22 82.36 82.67

II. Weighted average returns
A. Yield, hay equlv. (tons)(5.0O) (4.55) (5.00) (5.19) (3.24) (5.25)
B. Price 26.00 26.00 26.00 26.00 26.00 26.00

Gross revenue 130.00 118.30 130,00 134,94 136.24 136.50

III. Residual returns 47.35 63.71 56.32 31.72 53.88 5.3.83

Table 15, Alfalfa costs and returns summaries as related to Marion County, Oregon, soils,
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The aeedbed preparation operations were about the same as for

grain except that there were required additional tillage operations

ch as harrowing and rolling. Most producers seeded with a grain

drill. Seeding rates per acre fluctuated between 10 and 15 pounds.

Only two out of the 13 producers who gave establishment cost inform-

ation indicated they irrigated the new seedlings. Five of the 13

producers surveyed fertilized with P20, four added boron, three

&dded gypsum, and ten added lime. The average fertilizer appli-

tion rates per acre were 45 pounds P205, 30 pounds boron, 150

pounds gypsum and 2.3 tons lime. The average establishment costs,

excluding land associated costs, were $30 per acre. Excluding the

year required to get the alfalfa established it was estimated to

have a productive life of six years.

Annual production costs are associated with fertilizing, irr

gating and harvesting, Fifty-eight percent of the producers fart-

13ized with P205 at an average rate of 41 pounds per acre. Thirty

two percent irrigated; which represents one out of one on Qiebalis;

none on Newberg, Wapato or Amity one out of tWo on Willamette and

four out of eight on Woodburn.

Most of the producers harvested three or more times; six of

the 19 producers indicated four cuttings. Three producers har.

vested one cutting as silage and one sold his crop standing.

order to dry their hay many of the producers raked twice, three used

hay conditioners, A standard charge was used for harvesting silage

which was determined from outside sources due to the lack of survey



coat information. (35, p. 4649) A commercial rate was charged

for all baling. Moat of the producers hauled their bay by truck;

loading was generally done by hand. In addition to the cost asso-

ciated with miles driven, a $2 per hour truck charge was made for

time spent in the field. The $2 rate was determined from outside

sources.

Ths average total labor used on non-irrigated fislds was 9.1

hours per acre and on irrigated fields 12.9.

Tiling was indicated on the one Wapato field, one of the three

Amity fieldi and four of th. eight Woodburn 1i

Grass and Clover Forage

Grass and clever forage costs and returns susasri*s are pre-

sented in Table 16.

The determination of costs and returns of forages represent-

ative of the various soils was a most difficult problem and one

which was not entirely solved. It would have been desirable to

separate the hay and silage from the pasture, the irrigated fields

from the non-irrigated fields, the legumes from the grasses and

the annuals from the perennials but this was not possible. It was

found that a given field nay be harvested as hay, silage and pasture

and that all combinations of grass.. and legumes entered into the

seed mixture. Therefore, after much deliberation it was decided

that with the information available concerning costs and returns

and crop distribution, thi best that could be done was to separate

the irrigated fron the nonirrigated crops for costs and returns



a. For a complete description of individual items see Table 1.

Table 16. Grass and clover forage costs and returns summaries as related to Marion County, Oregon, soils.

Itema
Wapato Willamette Woodburn Amity Dayton Gravelly Aiken Polk

Dry Irrigated Dry Irriqated Dry Irriqated Dry Irrigated Dry Irriqated Dry Irriqated Dry Dry
No. of records 4 4 1 2 2 3 5 4 3 2 4 2 14 4

(dollars per acre)
I. Weighted average costs

A. Machinery
1. Non-powered .04 .59 .12 .49 1.66 .14 .31 .31 .12 .07 .58 .46 .56

2. Powered .10 1.76 .40 .46 2.76 .15 .45 .58 .05 .13 .50 .22 .29

3. Autos and trucks .17 .14 .24 .22 .14 .24 .06 .08 .26 .01 .71 .10 .04

4. Irrigation -- 7.02 -- 21.05 -- 18.64 -- 16.34 17.68 -- -- --

5. Interest 4 5% .04 2.11 .12 4.85 .67 5.69 .14 6.52 5.25 .03 .17 .11 .11.

Total .37 11.62 .88 27.07 5.23 24.87 .96 23.83 23.36 .24 1.96 .89

B. Improvements
1. Machinery housing .15 .07 .23 .43 .23 -- .06 .22 -- .04 .60 .06 .09

2. Tiling -- .10 -- -- -- 1.07 .76 1.80 -- -- -- -- -- --

3. Well -- .05 1.23 .62 -- 1.49 -- 2.64 -- 1.00 -- --

4. Fencing 1.13 1.44 -- 2.07 -- 1.33 1.01 2.63 .80 1.64 1.38 2.35 1.54 1.13

5. Interest 4 5% .45 .64 .11 2.03 .11 2.22 1.16 4.51 .27 .71 .45 1.09 .50 .40

Total 1.73 2.31 .34 5.76 .34 5.24 2.99 10.65 1.07 4.99 1.87 5.04 2.10 1.62

C. Cash type expenses
1. Fertilizer 1.35 8.32 4.30 6.14 1.68 6.83 .49 6.51 -- -- 3.44 3.49 4.45

2. Labor .17 5.83 1.87 11.38 6.07 7.19 1.05 7.31 2.93 .27 5.88 .86 1.77

3. Custom work 1.32 3.94 30.60 9.29 9.15 2.71 3.14 3.49 2.05 1.80 3.60 1.13 2.52

4. Farm share utilities .01 .01 .52 .06 .20 .18 .05 .21 -- .01 .08 .07 --

5. Interest © 1% .03 .18 .37 .26 .17 .17 .05 .18 -- .05 .02 .13 .06 .09

Total 2.88 18.28 37.66 27.13 17.27 17.08 4.78 17.69 5.03 2.10 13.13 5.61 8.83

D. Miscellaneous
1. Farm liab. ins. .08 .18 .12 .18 .50 .10 .16 .24 .05 .17 .22 .17 .13 .23

2. Social security -- -- -- .01 -- -- .01 -- -- -- .02 --

3. Workmen's comp. ins. .01 .01 -- .04 -- .03 -- -- .06 .01 --

4. Crop insurance .07 .04 .32 .14 .19 .07 .07 .02 .08 .02 .03

Total .15 .23 .44 .38 .69 .10 .27 .32 .05 .17 .24 .33 .16 .26

3. Crop investment
1. Depreciation 4.13 2.13 6.26 4.77 6.07 4.86 3.57 5.44 2.90 .86 1.96 2.31 1.17

2. Interest 4 5% 1.03 .53 1.57 1.19 1.52 1.21 .89 1.36 .73 .15 .49 .57 .29

Total 5.17 2.66 7.83 5.96 7.59 6.08 4.46 6.79 3.63 1.01 2.45 2.88 1.46

Grand total 10.30 35.10 47.15 66.30 31.12 53.37 13.46 59.28 1.12 37.18 5.46 22.91 11.64 13.17

II. Weighted average returns
A. Yield, hay equiv. (tons) (1.83) (1.73) (3.33) (3.58) (1.85) (3.65) (1.67) (3.12 (.49) (1.77> (2.2c) (2.04) (1.57) (1.13)

8. Price 21.00 22.00 22.00 22.00 21.80 22.00 21.00 22.00 21.00 21.00 21.00 21.00 21.00 21.00

Gross revenue 38.43 38.06 73.26 78.76 40.33 80.30 35.07 68.64 10.29 37.17 46.20 42.84 32.97 23.73

III. Residual returns- 28.13 2.96 26.11 12.46 9.21 26.93 21.61 9.36 9.17 40.74 19.93 21.33 10.56

Weighted average returns 17.50 13.37 27.58 18.41 8.05 36.81 21.33 10.56
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determinations snd then to average the net of these two, as they

would relate to individual soils, in relation to the acres of each

in the survey. The assumption behind this method being that the

survey accurately reflected the percentages of the soils in hay

and pastures and irrigated and non-irrigated crops.

There was such a variety of combinations entering into the

final averages that no attempt will be made to discuss separate

input categories; such an attempt would be meaningless. The same

general calculating procedures were used as on other crops pre-

viously discussed.

Of the four non-irrigated Wapato fields ti were straight pa

ture and two combined hay with pasture; three ur irrigated

fields was pasture and one was a combination of bay and pasture.

The non-irrigated Willasnette field was oats and peas cut for silage;

of the two irrigated fields one was pastured and the others combined

hay and pasture. Two of the fivt Amity fields were pastured, one

combined hay and pasture and two were harvested for hay only; three

of the irrigated fields were pastured and the other one warn harvested

for hay and pasture. Both of the non-irrigated Woodburn field.s were

harvested for hay only; the three irrigated fields were harvested

as pasture. All of the Dayton fields were harvested as pasture; the

non-irrigated fields ware native grasses. Three of the four non-

irrigated gravelly soils fields were native grasses harvested as

pasture; the other one was harvested as hay. Both of the irrigated

gravelly soils fields were sub-irrigated; one was harvested as hay
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and pasture and the other was just pastured. Two of the 14 Aiken

fields were harvested as hay, two combined hay and pasture and the

balance were pastured. Three of the four Polk fields were pastured

and the other one was harvested as hay and pasture.

Where bay and pasture were both harvested from a field the bay

was generally harvested first. Some of the pure pastures were

clipped to remove old dead grasses and weeds; also, some were har-

rowed to distribute the manure piles.

Silage and pasture yields were converted into hay equivalent

on the basis of the estimated TDN's in each.

Strawberries

Strawberry returns stsries are presented in Table 17.

There were over 4,000 acres of strawberries produced in Marion

County in 1958. These were grown mainly on th, well to moderately

well-drained riverbottom and fine-textured terrace soils. There

was indication, however, that Amity, an imperfectly drained soil,

would produce equally as well as its better drained associates

It were tiled. Very few strawberries were found growing on the

gravelly soils. There were several hundred acres produced in the

Silverton Hills aces north-west of Silver Creek Palls.

The initial investment in strawberries is rather high.

this reason many of the commercial processors loaned money

through contractural arrangements whereby the producer sold only to

the processor who held his contract; the loan was retired over the

productive lif, of the strawberries which was normally three years.



Table 17. Strawberry costs and returns summaries as related to Marion County,
Oregon, soils.

Itema
No, of records

1. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

Non-powered
Powered
Autos and trucks
Irrigation
Interest @ 5%

Total
B. Improvements

Machinery housing
Tiling
Well
Carts and carriers
Interest @ 5%

Total
C. cash type expenses

1. Materials
Fertilizer
Chemicals

2. Labor
Harvest
All other

3. Custom work
4, Farm share utilities
5. Interest @ 1%

Total
D. Miscellaneous

Farm liab, ins.
Social security
Worknen's Camp. ins.
Total

B. Crop investment
Depreciation
Interest © 5%

Total

Grand total

II. Weighted average returns
Yield (cwt.)
Price

Gross revenue

III. Residual returns

Newbe rg WillaxRette Woodburn Amity Polk
7 7 15 7

(dollars)
(per acre)

6

5.17 4,18 4.68 3 47 4.21

9 99 7, 7.3 7
79

12.96 8 78
9.53 10.88 9.10 19.33 15.30

10.62 8.26 9.79 14.67 23.05
540 5,60 5.47 8.54 9,86

40 71 36.70 36 83 58.97 61.20

2,28 2,28 .2.23 2,28 2.28
- -- .59 .55 --

.09 .17 .83 .74 2.54
1.50 1.50 1,50 1.50 1.50
1.38 1.43 2,76 2.50 3.47
5.25 5.38 7.96 7.57 9.79

25.14 19.84 19.50 24.00 23.64
21.53 3.38 15,83 14.67 10.59

370.88 490.64 397.50 421.58 386.74
48.04 80 63 37.73 95.44 116,67
12.06 6,17 1.36 9,23 1.06
1.65 1 65 1.65 1,65 1.65
4.79 6.07 5,23 5 67 5 40

484.09 613.38 523.80 572,24 545.75

.15 .36 .28 .37 .17
1.92 2.30 2.86 2.12 2,26

10.63 13 70 14.09 12.97 11.87
12,70 16.36 17.23 15.46 14,30

82.92 94.39 97 25 83.12 82.51
6,22 7.06 7 30 6.22 7.39

39.14 101.45 104.55 89.34 89 90

631.89 773.27 695.37 743,58 720.94

(76.5) (101.1) (81.9) (36.9) (79.7)
12.54 12.54 12.54 12.54 12,54

953.94 1268.58 1027.75 1090.02 999,95

327.05 495.31 332.38 346.44 279,01

or a C mpl pt d vdual i.tems see Table 1.



The availability of contracts was a major deteruitnan

P205 was highest on the terra

total acres of strawberries produced.

The seedbed for strawberries was prepared in much the same way

as for other crops previously mentioned which required a Smooth,

well tilled setdbed. About half of the producers fertilized with

a regular ten foot spreader prior to planting; the balance side-

dressed shortly after planting in connection with cultivating.

Many did both. The average total fertilizer application per acre

was 47 pounds N, 135 pounds 23 and 45 pounds The level of

N was very near the same on the riverbottom, terrace and bill soils;

is with an average of 148 pounds

and lowest on the bill soils with an average of 112 pounds. The

level of K20 was near 55 pounds on the riverbottom and terrace soils

but dropped to eight pounds on the hill soils. About half of the

producers added aidrin or heptachior to their fertilizer or applied

it separately as a soil sterilant.

The young strawberry plants were planted with a one or two-row

strawberry planter; for lack of a better cost estimate this machine

was charged at a rental rate of $2 per acre, The average labor

required to plant the strawberries was ll.5hours per acre. Several

producers bad their strawberries planted on a custom basis. The

average planting rate was 7,000 and 9,000 plants on irrigated and

non-irrigated acres, respectively.

The young strawberry plants were next cultivated and irrigated

where irrigation was practiced. The average number of cultivations
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were five; this varied widely on all soils from t to ten. Bghty-

six percent of the riverbotton plantings, 73 percent of the terrace

plantings and 33 percent of the bill plantings were irrigated; the

average ntmber of irrigations was 3.5. In addition to the machine

Cultivations, most producers reported hand hoeing and weeding; the

average was 54 hours per acre but this vari*d from none to 200.

The average total labor required per acre to establish the

strawberries, excluding planting, hoeing and weeding and irrigation

labor, was 14 hours.

The establishment period began with the seedbed preparation

and ended with the last operation performed during the first fall.

The average total cost per acre for establishing strawbe us,

excluding a return to the land and land taxes, was $232 on the river

bottom soils $270 on the terrace soils and $276 on the bill soils.

Most producers reported that Lt took one year to establish straw-

berries. A few growers indicated a fallow year in addit ion to the

year required for the young plants to develop. The average pro.

ductive life was estimated at three years on the riverbottom and

terrace soils and 3.7 years on the hill soils.

After the crop was established, the first operation after har-

vest was topping; most producers used a tractor mower but some used

beaters, rotary mowers or shredders and one burned the tops with

a propane burner. During the interval between harvests, the river-

bottom producers averaged rotovating two times, cultivating four

times, spraying two times, irrigating four times, and weeding and



times, spraying and/or dusting three tIms

irrigated, irrigating three times and ho.ing and weeding 54 hours.

The hill producers averaged cultivating and/or rototilling eight

times, spraying and/or dusting three times, for the 50 percent that

irrigated0 irrigating four times and hoeing and weeding 65 hours.

Twenty-one percent of the producers indicated they cut the plants

back with a trimmer disk.

Fertilizer was applied by side dressing it during cultivations

through the irrigation water. The average fertilizer application

per acre of N, P205 and 0 was 41 pounds, 135 pounds and 71 pounds

on the riverbottom soils; 46 pounds, 88 pounds and 60 pounds on

the terrace soils; and 60 pounds, 115 pounds and 43 pounds on the

hill soils, respectively. A sary of the chemicals applied can

be found in Appendix J.

The harvest operation was by far the most expensive; costs

were nearly proportionate to the yield.. Bven though there was

some indication that the picking cost rate varied with the yield

and price received, a flat average was used over all soils. Picking

costs did not seem to vary with the soL1s Individual producer

records were not complete enough in all cases to calculate the cost

of picker supervision and yard help; therefore, on th. basis of the

data available a cost of $.60 per cwt. was determined and Used as

a standard estimate. Twenty-five percent indicated they hauled

pickers. The average silts driven excluding the hauling of pLckers

3

boeing 18 hours. The terrace producers averaged cultivating seven

76 percent that
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per cwt. of crop harveeted was 1.8 for pickup trucks and .9 for 1.5

or 2-ton trucks. The average hauling tim exclusive of hauling

pickers,was 8.7, 8.5 and 14.4 hours for the riverbottom, terrace

and the hill soils, respectively. This averaged .12 hours pe

for 1.5 and 2-ton trucks, .08 for pickups and .06 for automobiles.

A standard charge per acre was made for carte and carriers.

Two out of seven of the Amity soils and six out of 15 of the

Woodburn soils were tiled.

Everreen Blackberri

Evergreen blackberry costs and returns summaries appear in

Table 18.

Even though the total acres of blackberries was small in re-

latien to the county and indvidua1 soils, crop costs and returns

summaries are presented. It was felt that the information gathered

and the importance of this rap to individual farm warranted this

inclusion.

There were two investments made in establishing blackberrLea -

the crop was planted and nurtured during the first season and a

yard was constructed, 0 the 23 survey records collected, only

seven had itemized establishment costs; these were on Amity and

Woodburn soils. Remarks will be directed toward these seven.

The seedbed was prepared the same a.. for other crops previously

mentioned. Pour of the seven fertilized prior to planting applying

an average of 45 pounds N, 25 pounds P205 and 8 pounds K20 per acre.

There were no chemicals applied. Planting was accomplished by hand



Table 18. Evergreen blackberry cost and returns summaries as related to Marion
County, Oregon, soils.

Willamette Woodburn Mit
No. o records 6 7 7

a. For a complete description of individual items see Table 1.

ly

I. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

(do liar

(per acre)

1. Non-powered 6.64 9.70 3.05 8.27

2. Powered 21.71 8.96 9.95 12.68

3, Autos and trucks 12.01 8.30 4.96 10.71

4. Irrigation 8.95 13.80 5,63 8.76
5. Interest 5% 7.47 7.67 3.01 5.74

Total 56.78 48.43 26.60 46.16
B. Improvements

1. Machinery housing 4.39 4.39 4.39 4.39
2, Tiling - 1.38 1.14 --
3. Well .46 1.73 .3 --
4. Blackberry yard 16.50 16.50 16.50 16,50
5. Carts and carrierS 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
6. Interest 6 5% 5.73 8.79 7.18 5,35

Total 31.08 36.79 33.84 30.24
C. Cash type expenses

1. Materials
a, Fertilizer 22.28 30.33 12.72 17.75

b. Chemicals 11.73 11.53 10.07 6.66
c, Other, cover crop seed 1.48 -- 2.3 --

2. Labor
a. Harvest 423,27 356.86 279.45 272.28
b. All other 190.38 91.87 114.18 101.20

3. Custom work 2.00 2.98 .59 --
4, Farm share utilities 2,70 1.62 2.06 1.50
5. Interest 6 1% 6.32 4.77 4.08 3.86

Total 660.21 499.99 426.08 43.25
D. Miscellaneous

1. Farm liab. ins,
2. Social security

.47
1.42

.16
2.86

.36
2.15

.33
2.24

3. Workmen's comp. ins. 9.81 13.21 10.12 10.11
Total 11.70 16.23 12,63 12.68

B. Crop investment costs
1. Depreciation 13.20 14.45 11.32 12.59
2. Interest 6 5% 3.30 3.62 2.85 3.15

Total 16.50 18.07 14.17 15.74

Grand total 776.27 619,51 513.32 508,07

II. Weighted average returns
A. Yield (cwt.) (112.9) (93.7) (74.7) (89.1
B. Price 9.10 9.10 9,10 9.10

a revenue 1027.39 852.67 679.77 628.81

III. Residual returns 251.12 233.16 166.45 120.74
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and averaged 16.5 hours per acre. The number of plants varied

between 300 and 500 and averaged 435 per acre. The new plants

were cultivated an average of four times and in addition, eight

hours were Spent hoeing and weeding. Labor, other than planting

and hoeing and weeding, averaged 19 hours per acre.

The average total cost excluding land charges and land taxes

was $103 per acre. The average roductive life was estimated at

ten years. These average costs and productive life estimates were

used as a basis for calculating crop depreciation and investments

in all cases where individual estimates were not available.

An average cost for erecting an acre of blackberry yard was

determined to be $66. This was based upon 200 posts at $35 each,

$25 for wire, $1 for staples and $30 for labor. Yard investments

varied considerably due to variations in field size, new and used

wire, etc. The average length of life was estimated at 15 yea

Yard repair averaged $8 per year which consisted of replacing

posts, tightening wire, etc.

The yard costs established by the above procedures were applied

to all blackberry records regardless of soil.

The usual annual production operations consisted of grape

hoeing both directions; disking, rotovating or cultivating 5 to

20 times with an average of 10; fertilizing with a short co

spreader or by hand; spraying or dusting one to four times; irri-

gating where practiced; hand hoeing; and cutting, training and

pinning or tying the canes back. The average per acre fertilizer
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application was 5,5 pounds N, 64 pounds P205 and 44 pounds
2

for

the 80 percent fertilized. Chemicals were applied as indicated

in Appendix J. Sixtyatwo percent irrigated an average of 3.5 times.

The average hand labor was 82 hours per acre.

The picking operation was by far the most expensive; a standard

rate per cwt, was used for all producers. Supervisory and yard help

averaged $.22 per cwt.; this average was used whenever the survey

data were not complete in this regard. The average trucking miles

per acre was 75 for 1,5 to 2-ton trucks or 117 for pickups when

used. The average trucking labor was 11.6 hours per acre.

A standard charge was made for carts and carriers.

Forty-two percent cover cropped which consisted of drilling,

in the case of grains or hand seeding, in the case of crimson clover.

The average total hours labor, excluding vine hand work, hoeing

and weeding, irrigating, harvesting and hauling, was 28 per acre.

Sixty-two percent of the Amity fields and 43 percent of the

Woodburn fields were tiled.

Boysenberries and Loganberries

Boysenberry and loganberry costs and returns summaries appear

in Table 19.

The practices followed in producing boysenberries and logan-

berries are so near the same that they will be grouped for the pur-

poses of this Study. These two crops, even when combined, are less

extensive than Evergreen blackberries. They were found growing on

the same soils, although there was indication that Evergreen



Table 19. Boysenberry and loganberry costs and returns summaries as related to Marion county,

Oregon, soils.

Itema
ette Amity Woodbu

90 sens Lóans 30 sens LoanS Bo Sen o ans
No. of

I. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

4 2

(dollars)
(per acre)

1

1. Non-powered 1.63 3.49 1.63 2.07 4.27 2.88

2. Powered 6.67 9.01 3 86 10.15 10.21 19.49

3. Autos and trucks 4,30 4.56 5.37 3.73 5.34 2.82

4. Irrigation 12.23 5 86 3.48 24.32

5. Interest @ 5% 1.67 5.13 2.19 1,82 3.62 11.29

Total 14 27 34.42 18 71 17 77 26.92 60.80

B. Improvements
1. Machinery housing 4.39 4.39 4.39 4.39 4 39 4.39

2. Tiling - 1,81 2.04 .86

Well - 1.14 2.03 .12 2.56

4. Berry yard 22.00 22.00 22.00 22.00 22.00 22.00

5. Carts and carriers 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4,00 4.00

6. Interest 5% 5.75 6.72 9.83 7.90 6.70 7.83

Total 36.14 38.25 44.06 40.33 8.07 40.78

18.15 29.63 10.62 14 51 5, 33

C. Cash type expenses
1. Materials

a. Fertilizer
b. Chemicals .75 4.24 1.74 10,31 3 20

c, Other .44 -- -- 6.12 3.52

2. Labor
a. Harvest 233.09 278.98 212.29 230.83 214.18 139.23

b. All other 93.27 136.70 93.29 109.68 116.94 97.09

3. custom work 5.67 10.54 - 6.67 -
4. Farm share utilities 3,57 3.57 3.57 3.57 3.57 3.57

5. Interest @ 1% 3,55 453 3.32 3,75 3.59 2.43

Total 358.49 457,65 335.37 373.77 382.45 245.57

P. Miscellaneous
1, Parri liab, ins. .50 .50 .34 .24 .32 .50

2. Social security 2.48 3.28 1.37 2 66 1.63 1.59

3, Workmen's comp. ins.. 10.37 13.41 6.72 10.83 7.76

Total 13.35 17.19 8.43 13.73 9.71 2.09

B. Crop investment costs
1. Depreciation 23.17 28.17 28.62 31.13 24.16 28.67

2. Interest © 5% 4 25 4.25 4.32 4.69 3.63 43O
Total 32.42 32.42 32.94 35.82 27.79 32,91

Grand total 454.67 579.93 439.51 486.42 464.94 382.21

II. Weighted average returns
A. Yield (cwt.) (56.7) (79.5) (50,2) (63.3) (52.2) (35.3)

B. Price 11.30 11.30 11.30 11.30 11.30 11.30

Gross revenue 640.71 898.35 567.26 715.29 589.86 398.89

III. Residual returns 186.04 318.42 127.75 228.87 124.92 16.68

Average retu: 275.09 184.

For a complete description o the individual items see Table 1.
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blackberries were more tolerant to poor drainage conditions.

The establishment procedures were very similar to those of

Evergreen blackberries. An average of 20 hours per acre was util-

ized in planting the new seedlings according to the five complete

records in this regard. About 600 plants were planted per acre.

Only one of the five fertilized and none irrigated,

Based upon these five records, plus supplementary information

from the Evergreen blackberry records, the average cost for estab-

lishing young boysenberries or loganberries, exclusive of land

charges and land taxes, Was $140. This cost per acre was applied

to all records as a standard. The average productive life was esti-

mated at six years.

The estimated average cost for erecting an acre of yard was

$142; this represented $37.50 for poets, $17 for iire, $1.50 for

staples, and $36 for labor. Average life was estimated at ten

years. Yard repairs were estimated at $8.

Annual production operations again were similar to those of

blackberries. On the average they were grape-hoed both directions,

diaked, cultivated and/or rotovated an average of seven time

hand hoed or weeded 13 hours and 68 hours were spent in cutting,

training and pinning back the canes. Eighty percent fertilized

with commercial fertilizer or farm manure. The eight that applied

commercial fertilizer averaged 43 pounds N, 64 pounds P205 and 45

pounds K20 per acre. The average application per acre for the

four applied farm manure was 12 ton. Sixty-seven percent indicated
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they applied pesticides; application rates can be found in Appendix

J. Only six of the 15 indicated they irrigated.

Standard picking rates were used in accordance with Appendix

J. Supervisory arid yard help averaged $.52 per cwt.; this was used

as a standard where no rates were indicated. The average hauling

time was 7.6 hours per acre.

There were only two that indicated they cover cropped.

The average total labor requirement per acre, excluding hand

labor, irrigation labor and harvest labor, wee 18 hours,

The average residual for boysenberries and loganberries com-

bined was weighted in terms of the number of acres of each crop

in the survey.

Sweet cherries

Sweet cherry cost and returns summaries appear in Table 20.

There were over 1,100 acres of sweet cherries in Marion County.

About 40 percent of these '.r:ere produced in the bills; the balance

were located on the fine-textured terrace soils and, to e lesser

extent, the riverbottom soils.

The data in the survey were not te enough to es

orchard investment costs. Therefore, it was necessary to revert

to older departmental studies for an estimate. Since there

not an estimate available for sweet cherries, one was developed

from the cost of establishing filberts. (20, p. 38) It was

assumed that establishment costs, except tree costs, were the same

for cherries as for filberts and that the yearly coats associated

comple



or a complete description of individual items see Table 1.

b. Includes two Chehalis records and one Newberg record; the orchard on Newberg was
old enough to be considered depreciated out.

Yard equipment consisted of ladders, picking pails, etc.

d. Other labor refers to tillage, pruning and brush removal, hauling and other
miscellaneous.

Table 20, Sweet cherry and prune cost
county, Oregon, soils,

Lnd retur manes as related to Marion

Itema
Sweet cherries Prunes

Chehalis Wlllamette Aiken Woodburn Aiken
No. of records 30 4 4 3

(dollars)
I. Weighted average costs (per acre)

A. Machinery
1. Non-powered 5.12 6.80 5.61 3.70 1.84
2, Powered 7.00 8.67 12.68 10.90 3.92
3, Autos and trucks 5.76 4.90 10.16 3.20 1.23

4, Interest 5% 3.07 3.60 5.18 2.80 1.13
Total 20.95 23.97 33.63 20.60 8.12

B. Improvements
1. Machinery housing 5.02 5.02 5.02 1.46 1.46
2. Yard equipmentC 6.08 6.08 6.08 -- --
3. Interest ° 5% 4.65 4.65 4.65 .89 .89

Total 15.75 15.75 15.75 2.35 2.35
C. Cash type costs

1. Materials
a. Fertilizer 8.62 22.16 21.56 6.84 9.45
b. chemicals and bees 34.16 25,75 46.83 .70 3.17
c, Miscellaneous 2.24 1.11 .87 3.93 1.64

2. Labor
a. Harvest 206.45 323.34 229.64 89.99 39.52
b. Other'1 37,74 46,15 37.06 42.15 17.04

3. Custom work - 2.07 .92 11.07 6.23
4. Interest 0 1% 2.89 4.21 3,37 1.55 .77

Total 292.10 424.78 340.24 1156.23 77.31
D. Miscellaneous

1. Farn liab. ins,
2. Social security

.15

.98

.35

.31

.44 .21

.43 .90

.14

.64

3. Norkmen's comp. ins, 5.75 5.40 4.43 3.57 2.22
Total 6.88 6.06 .5.30 4.68 3.00

B. Crop investment costs
1. Depreciation 25.14 46.90 33.00 46.00 14.28
2. Interest @ 5% 12.62 23.45 18.85 23.00 7.08

Total 37.76 70.34 56.85 69.00 21.36

Grand total 373.44 540.90 451.77 252.86 112.64

II. Weighted average returns
A. Yield (cwt.) (46.6) (74.5) (52.5) (116.9) (42.8)
B. Price 17.50 17.50 17.50 3.23 3.23

Gross revenue 815.50 1303.75 918.75 374.68 138.24

Residual returns 442.06 762,85 466.98 121,82 25.60
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with nurturing the cherry orchard to bearing age were also the

same. The first year's cost amounted to $159 per acre and each

successive year's cost was $50, excluding land charges and land

taxes. Land charges and land taxes were then added to these costa

and the total was compounded at 5 percent until an estimated bear-

ing age of eight years was reached. This amounted to $940 on

Willamette soil and $760 on Aiken soil. An etimated life of 20

years was used in determing depreciation; investment was based upon

half-life.

There are several problems associated with this method of es

mating orchard investment costs. Some may argue that producers

replace their worn out trees and thus the orchard does not depre-

ciate, This may be 80, but the replacement cost should approximate

depreciation rates. Others will point out that orchards are still

appreciating in value at eight years, which is also very true but

the investment must be retired and the depreciation method coin-

cides with loan procedures.

The 20 years life used in estimating depreciation is short of

the productive life which was determined from the survey data and

other sources. It was felt that the use of a 20 year life allowed

a margin of safety for uncertainty. Also, after the trees reach an

age where they are no longer productive, they have a negative value

in accordance with removal costs; a reserve would need to be put away

during the late producing years to accomplish this.

Considering a productive orchard, the annual cultural practices
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consisted of disking, harrowing or dragging an average of five times,

fertilizing once, spraying and/or dusting six or eight tLiea, prun-

ing and brush removal and perhaps seeding a cover crop0 The average

fertilizer application per acre

20 pounds 0 en Willamette and 110 pounds N, lii pounds P20 and

43 pounds K20 on Aiken, Spraying was in accordance with Appendix J.

An average of 11.5 hours per acre was spent in pruning and brush

removal. Only two out of the etght indicated they cover cropped.

Three of the eight paid an average of $7.50 per acre for bees.

A with other fruits, the harvest operation was the moat expen-

sive. A flat rate was used in determining picking costs. Super-

visory and yard help averaged $,35 per cwt, An average of eight

hours per acre was spent in hauling activities.

The average ount of labor per acre utilized in tillage oper-

ations, applying pesticides and other miscellaneous activities net

itemized was 14.

Prunes

Prune costs and returns summaries appear in Table 20.

The same orchard investment was assumed for prunes as was used

for sweet cherries. There ,cere three cases in which the orchards

were so old that no investment charge was made. Most of the orchards

in the study were past their prime.

Tillage operations were the sante as for sweet cherries except

that there wa.s additional land preparation for harvest operations

which consisted of floating two to four times. Two of the three

83 pounds N, 50 pounds P205 and
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producers on Woodburn and three of the five on Aiken fertilized

with the average applications per acre being 43 pounds N, 22 pounds

and 3 pounds O. One of the producers on Aiken added 1.3

tons of lime. There was an average of two chemical applications.

See Appendix .3 for chemicals used. None of the producers on Wood-

burn and four of the five on Aiken cover cropped; the common cover

crop was crimson clover, An average of 11 hours was spent inpruning

and brush removal.

Harvest operations consisted of shaking, picking and hauling.

Two of the eight producers used mechanical shakers. There seemed

to be a standard custom rate for shaking, picking and hauling. Two

of the eight producers used mechanical shakers. There seemed to

be a standard cuitom rate for shaking of thout $.25 per cwt. Picking

was charged on a piece work basis. Three of the producers reported

custom hauling; for two records the data were missing and custom

tea were used.

The average amount of labor per acre utilized in tiliage oper-

ations, applying pesticides, and miscellaneous activities not item-

ized was ten,

Filbert costS and returns suminarie appear in Table 21.

There were over 2,200 acres of filberts produced in Marion

County in 1958 which illustrates its importance to Marion County

farmers. Although there were a few orchards located on Amity soil

the majority were produced on the better drained fine-textured



Table 21. Filbert costs and returns sunaries as related to Marion County, Oregon,.
soils.

item
No, of records

I. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

Non-powered
Powered
Autos and trucks
Interest 5%

Total
B. Improvements

Machinery housing
Pruning equipment
Interest @ 5%
Total

C. Cash type expenses
1. Materials

Fertilizer
Chemicals
Otherb

2. Labor
HarvestC

All other
3. custom, mci. drying
4. Farm share utilities
5. Interest @ 1%

Total
D. Miscellaneous

Farm liab, ins.
Social security
WOrkmen's comp. £fl8,

Total
B. Crop investment

Depreciation
Interest @ 5%

Total

Grand total

II, Weighted average returns
Yield (cwt.,)

Price

evenue

Ill. Residual return

For a complete description of indLvidua1items see Table I

Other materials include cover crop seed and harvest sacks.

1-larvest labor includes picking and yard work.

ehalis Newberg W llametteWoodburn Aiken
2 2 4 3 5

(dollara
(ner acre)

4.60 3.17 2.89 2,16 2.43
10.10 8.08 4.92 7.36 6.23
2.09 .76 .75 1.13 2.80
3.67 2.45 1.45 1.81 1.36

20 46 14.46 10 01 12.46 13.32

1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63
.40 .40 .40 .40 .40

1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03
3.06 3.06 3.06 3.06 3.06

11.91 4.48 - 1.57 5.13
23.26 7.79 10.39 15.33 6.04
3.31 1.19 1.90 3.49 1.65

71.57 6448 63.08 70.63 40.63
27.30 23,76 21.51 21.01 25.72
21.25 22,91 15.94 17.01 9.82

.45 .45 .45 .45 .45

1.59 1.25 1.13 1.30 .90

160.64 126,01 114.40 130.79 90.39

.06 .18 .18 .37 .34

.95 .5.6 .19 .36 -
3,84 2,55 1.40 1.94 .50
4.85 3.29 1.77 2.67 .84

32,45 32.20 30.95 30.40 26.35
16.20 16.05 15.45 15.20 13.20
48.65 48.2 46.40 45.60 39.55

237.66 195.07 175.64 194.58 147.18

.7) (14.23) (13.62) (14.0) (7.98)
19.60 19.60 19.60 19.60 19.60

308.00 279.97 267.00 274.40 156.51

70,34 84.90 91.36 79.82



accordance with Appendix J. An average of 11 hours per acre was
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terrace soils, the well-drained riverbottom soils and the bill

soils.

The cost of establishing filberts were determined, like cherries,

from an earlier study made by the Department of Agricultural Econ-

omics, Oregon State College. (20, p. 38) According to this study,

the first year's cost amounted to $165 per acre; the yearly cost

thereafter until a production age of six years was reached was

To these costs were added land charges and land taxes according to

the various soil oncerned and the total costs were compounded to

establish the total investment at age six years. This amounted to

$649, $642, $619, $608 and $527 on Chehalis, Newberg, Willamette,

Woodburn and Aiken soils, respectively. Pot depreciation purposes,

a 20 year life was assumed; investment was date rmined on a half-

life basis.

Considering an established orchard, the average tillage oper-

one consisted of disking 6.5 times on the riverbottom soils,

5 times on the terrace soils and 3.5 times on the hill soils; harrow-

ing 2 times on the riverbottom soils, 3 times on the terrace soils

and 3,5 times on the hill soils arid floating and/or rolling 5 times

on the riverbottoin soils and 3 times on the terrace and hill soils.

Only about half of the producers fertilized applying an average of

81 pounds N per acre; one applied 4 tons chicken manure per acre.

All except two producers indicated they dusted or sprayed; those

which did averaged 2.5 application Chemicals applied were in
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spent in pruning, suckering and brush removal. About half cover

cropped.

Picking costs were determined on a standard piece work basis.

Yard work, consisting of supervising, raking, weighing, loading,

etc., averaged $.50 per cwt. An average of 1.8 hours per acre was

spent in hauling activttie. Drying costs were determined on a

custom basis. Picking and drying costs were determined on a green

weight basis. Green weight was 117 percent of dry weight according

to survey estimates end other sources; this estimate wee based upon

usual conditions and does not represent 1958.

An average of eight hours labor per acre was spent in tillage,

pesticide application and other miscellaneous activities not item-.

ized above.

Walnuts

Walnut costs and returns summaries appear in Table 22.

There were probably a few more acres of walnuts produced in

Marion County than filberts; this is due mainly to the large acre-

age of one producer. In general, walnuts were found on the same

soils as filberts; in many places, they were even on the same farm.

costs for establishing walnuts, like cherries and filberts,

were not available from the survey data; therefore it was necessary

to revert to an earlier walnut publication. (21, p. 38) Based on

these earlier data a coat of $137 per acre to prepare the seedbed,

plant the trees and nurture them through the first year is esti-

mated. Bach year thereafter the cost is estimated at $43. To these



Table 22. Walnut costs and. returns 8imimarieS a related to Marion

County, Oregon soils.

I. Weighted average costs

B. Improvements
Machinery housing
Tiling
Pruning equipment
Interest @ 5%
Total

C. Cash type costs
1. Materials

a0 Fertilizer
b. Chemicals
c, Other

2. Labor
Harvest
All other

3. Custom mci. drying
4, Farm share utilities
5. Interest @ 1%

Total
D. Miscellaneous

Farm liab, ins.
Social security
Workmen's comp. ins.

Total
B. Crop investment

Depreciation
Interest @ 5%

Total

Grand total

II. Weighted average returns
A. Yield (cwt.)

.91

(dollars)
(rer acre)

11,43 3.99 -
4.04 5.05 1.23

3.39 6.07 2.70

45,69 46.18 22.70

13.94 17.15 15,36

25.45 24.53 13,29

.45 .45 .45

1.09 1.04 .56

110.48 104,46 56.29

.22 .34 .17

.24 -- .19

1.32 .59 .88

1.78 .93 1.24

46.30 44.00 7.79
34.68 32.85 5.82
80.98 6.85 13,61

207.80 198.81 80.52

(13.22) (12.74) (6.52)
19.00 19.00

242.11 123.38

43.30 43.36

complete description of indiv4ual items see Table 1.

A. Machinery
1, Non-powered 2,64
2. Powered 6 94

3, Autos and trucks 1 10

4. Interest @ 5% 1 76

Total 12 64

4,09 1.83
5.03 3,80
3 26 .59

2.27 1.24

14,65 7.46

B. Price 19.00

Gross revenue 251,18

III. Residual return 43.38

.40

.61

92

.61
1.92



costs were added land charges and tax costs. A walnut orchard was

considered to reach bearing age in 12 years. Thus, these costs

were compounded over this period. The orchard investment per acre

calculated after this method amounted to $1,382 for Newberg, $1,314

for Willamette, $1,282 for Woodburn, and $1,047 for Aiken, Depre-

ciation was calculated on the basis of a 30 year life and invest-

ment was determined on a half-life basis,

Considering an established orchard, the average tillage oper-

ations consisted o disking 5 times, harrowing 4 times and f1oatii'g

or rolling 3,5 times. Thirty-eight percent of the producers fer-

tilized applying an average of 70 pounds N; one added boron.

Thirty-eight percent sprayed or dusted. Chemical applications are

in accordance with Appendix J. Fifty-four percent cover cropped

with grain and/or legume. One producer on Chehalis maintained a

sod crop. An average of eight hours per spent in pruning

and brush removal.

Bven though there was some variation in picking rates, a stand-

ard rate used. Supervision and yard work averaged $.40 per cwt.

An average of 1.7 hours per acre was spent in hauling activities.

Four producers reported custom hauling. Drying was charged at a

standard custom rate. Picking and drying rates were on a green

weight basis. Green weight was determined to be 154 percent of dry

weight considering usual Conditions.

An average of eight hours per acre was Spent in tillage, pea
cide operations and miscellaneous activities not itemized above.
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Pole Beans

Pole bean costs and returns summaries appear in Table 23.

Pole beans and sweet corn were by far the most important vege-

table crops produced in Marion County. There were over 3,500 acres

of beans and these were mostly of the pole types Pole bean pro-

duction was concentrated on the riverbottom soils along the North

Santiam River and the gravelly terrace soils in the same region.

Pole bean yards were found, however, scattered over the better-

drained fine-textured terrace soils and the Kaiser-Mission Bottom

riverbottom soils.

Seedbed preparations were very similar to those of other crops.

Cover cropping was practiced by about 85 percent of the produce

and was disked under prior to plowing. The average number of

diskinga was 3.5 on chehalia, 3 on Newberg, 4.5 on the fine-textured

us and 3 on the gravelly soils. Most all producers followed the

disking with a spike or epringtooth harrow. The average number of

harrowings in relation to individual soils was 2.5 on chehalis, 3

on Newberg, 2 on the fine-textured terrace soils and 3 on the gravelly
soils. Following the harrowing a large percentage either rolled or

floated and some did both; the average number of tims for this oper-
at ion was about 2,

Pole beans were seeded according to specifications of the pro-

ceasing plant with whom the producer held a contract. The process-

ing plant directed the variety to plant, planting time, the amount

of fertilizer to apply in many cases, the pesticides to use, etc.



Itear heba
No. o records

I. Weighted. average costs
A, Machinery

3.. Non-powered 9.38 7.58 8.60
2. Powered 16.35 14.57 11.81
3, Autos and trucks 20.62 12.47 5,33
4. Irrigati.or 16.70 18 17 13.27
5. Interest '' 5% 9 19 7.26 8.24

Total 72.24 60,03 47.32
Imp rove rient s

Machinery housing
Hired labor housing
Tiling

4, Well
5. Bean yard
6. Interest 0 5%

Total
Cash type expenses
1, Materials

Fertilizer
Chemicals
Seed
Other1

2. Labor
Hand 20.00 20.00 20.00
Yard 45.63. 45.63 45.63
Harvest 616.07 615.23 602.27
Other 47.79 35.91 25.15

3. Custom work 3.71 6.57 6.89
4. Farm share utilities 1.68 1.68 1.63
5 Interest 0 1% ).42 8.26 7 86

Total 350.26 834.36 794.00
B. Miscellaneous

Farm liab, ins. .33 .16 .14
Social security 2.65 2.92 2.69

3, Workien's corip. ins. 19.04 19.85 18.86
Total 202 22.93 21.69

Grand total 930.85 946 79 392.33

II. Weighted average returns
Yield (cwt,) (198.7) (198.9) (192.0)
Price 6.25 6.25 6.23

141.88 1243.12 1200.00

261.03 296,33 307.67Residual returns

Por a complete description o individual tems see Table

te Woodburn Amity Gravelly
2 3 2 15

(dollars)
(er acre)

5.50 5,50 5.50
7.44 1.17 -
.26 .03 .91

16.72 16.72 16.72
6.41 5.50 6.19

36.33 28.97 29.3

46.48 45.61 29.93
16.30 15.09 11.26
13.70 10.40 12,85
30.43 30.48 30.48

. Other cash expenses include the botton cord, twining string, sacks and buckets.

9.09 (3 59 773
15.71 12.82 18.68
9.24 13.52 13,11

22.66 15.07 18 95

12.05 9 46 9.07

67.15 59 46 67 54

5.50 5.50 5.50
-- -- 10.78

1.21 .08

1.90 1.11 .07

16.72 16.72 16.72
6.96 7.51 8.67

31.08 32.0 39.82

39.59 49.01 43.64
11.56 13.25 16.54
13.02 14.36 12.94

30.48 30.48 30.48

20.00 20,00 20.00
45.83 45.63 41.65

619.53 521.51 556.13
29.02 28.29 41.27
7.29 5.21 6.42
1.63 1,63 1.68

8.1' 7 30 7 71

825.98 736.72 773.46

23 .19 27

2.43 2.43 2.23
17.84 16.44 17 01
20.S0 19.11 19 56

945.31 847,34 905.38

(196.7) (166.1) (179.3)
6 25 6.25 6.25

1229.33 103..12 1120.62

284.07 190.78 215.24

Table , Pole bean costs and returns sununaries as related to Marion County, Oregon, soils,
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Most seeders were 1 and 2-row. The average seeding rate per acre

was 27 pounds. Most producers fertilized with a regular 10-foot

spreader prior to planting; those that did not side dressed at

planting time and many dd both. Almost all producers sprayed with

pre-emergence weed spray.

As soon as the beans were up the yard was erected. There were

several types of bean yards used, Some producers preferred the

permanent type in which the end posts and top wire remain intact;

the top wire was raised between production seasons for tiliage

operations, Some preferred the semi-permanent yard in which only

the end posts remain intact. Others completely removed posts and

wire each year. Although tt ** not tested, it is doubtful if there

was much difference in the costs associated with these three methods.

Since the data were not complete enough to establish yard construc-

tion Costs in relation to the individual records, a standard cost

was estimated, based upon the survey data and assuming a semi-

permanent yard. According to these calculations the per acre yard

investment amounted to $18 for 30 each end and anchor posts, $36

for 300 pounds of top wire, $18 for 450 supporting stakes and $45

for labor, These figures were based upon a 10 acre square field.

It was estimated that the posts iuld last 6 years, the wire 20

years and the stakes 4 years,

Yard Construction consisted of rolling out and stretching the

top wire, scattering and driving the support stakes, rolling out the

bottom wire or string, stapling these to the support stakes and
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putting on the vine string. Either wire or paper cord was used

to anchor the twining string at the bottom. Paper cord seemed to

be the moat popular so it was assumed for all producers. An aver-

age of 32 pounds of paper cord was required per acre. An average

of 3,5 hours per acre was required to roll out and tighten the top

wire, 5.6 hours to scatter and drive the stakes with the use of a

stakepress, and 4,2 hours to put on the bottom cord. Staples were

charged at $1.50 per acre. The vine string was ither put on with

a mechanical stringer or by hand on a per pound of string piece

work basis, Since there were not too many mechanical stringers

in use, hand stringing was assumed for all. An average of 23 pounds

of vine string was required per acre,

The cultural practices followed in nurturing the crop until

harvest consisted of cultivating; hand hoeing, weeding and training;

irrigating; fertilizing and controlling pests. Part of the pro-
ducers had shop-made cultivator tractors and the other part used

small factory tractors. The average number of cultivations was 4

on Chehalis fields, 3 on Newberg, 4 on the fine-textured terrace

soils and 3 on the gravelly soils, The data were incomplete in

cases in regard to hand weeding, hoeing and training. After visiting
with processing plant representatives and specia1its at Oregon State

College it was determined that this operation was becoming less time-

consuming due to weed sprays, better cultural practices and proper

timing o operations. On the basis of recommendations, survey tab-

ulations and non-published data, a flat rate of $20 per acre was
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used. Irrigations were frequent but light in comparison to other

crops. Producers on Chehalis, Newberg and the fine-textured ter-

race soils irrigated an average of 7 times while producers on

gravelly soils averaged 8 times. Fertilizer was applied during

the growing season by side-dressing it or through the water in

addition to that which was applied at seeding time. Th, average

total rates per acre were 201 pounds N, 177 pounds P205 and 57

pounds K20 on the riverbottom soils; 164 pound.s N, 144 pounds P205

and 50 pounds K20 on the fine-textured terrace soi1s; and 157 pounds

N, 183 pounds P205 and 65 pounds K20 on the gravelly soils. Many

producers applied N in the form of calciuM cyanimid. It was

assumed this also helped control weeds and acted as a soil steril-

ant besides increasing the p11. Pesticides were applied in accord-

ance with Appendix J. Most of these were applied as dusts; some

operators used Custom facilities in their dusting operations.

Harvesting was accomplished by hand labor and depended upon

the availability of transient labor and br labor from city centers,

Most producers either furnished transient labor housing or ran

busses to insure sufficient labor. There was indication that some

producers did neither of these and still obtained labor. The

location of the bean yard in respect to city centers and transient

labor Centers dictated the practices necessary to obtain sufficient

labor, Picking was on a piece work basis. Average costs for pick-

ing supervision and yard help, viz,, weigher., checkers, loaders,

etc., was estimated on the basis of $30 per cwt.; this was
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calculated on the basis of survey data and checked with unpublished

data available in the Department of Agricultural Economics. Beans

were picked in buckete and sacks and loaded into tote boxes which

were furnished by the processing plant. An average of .4 truck miles

and .04 hours labor was used per cwt. in hauling besne. In addition,

110 iilee per acre was charged against the family auto or pickup

truck during the whole season.

After the beans were harvested the yard was taken down and in

most cases a cover crop planted. An average of 5 hours per acre

was required to remove t1 vines, 3.2 hours to remove the top wire,

and 5 hours to pull and remove the support stakes.

Prior to planting the cover crop the field was disked an aver-

age of 2 times. omon cover crops were rye and crimson clover..

Rye was seeded at about 100 pounds per acre and crimson clover at

about 15 pOunds.

The average labor spent in preparing the seedbed, planting the

beans and nurturing them to maturity, putting in the cover crop and

in other unaccounted activities amounted to 19 hours per acre on

the riverbottom soils, 13 hours on the fine-textured terrace soils

and 18 hours on the gravelly soils. This does not include yard

construction or removal labor, harvest and hauling labor, hand hoe-

ing and weeding labor and irrigation labor.

For a more complete discussion of cultural practices and recom-

mended inputs see Bibliography 14.
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Sweet Corn

Sweet corn cost and returns summaries appear in Table 24.

There were about 4,000 acres of sweet corn produced in Marion

County in 1958, These acres were scattered over nearly all of the

soils in the survey. The principal production areas, however, were

located on the imperfectly or better-drained fine-textured and

gravelly terrace soils and on the well.drained riverbottom soils.

Sweet corn seemed to be moderately tolerant to poor drainage con-

ditions; two producers reported good yields on Dayton and Reed

soils, Like pole beans and strawberrisi, sweet corn was primarily

a contract crop; without a contract a market could not be assured,

The processer who held the contract dictated many of the production

operations.

Up until harvest time the production of swee corn was not

greatly different from field corn, The seedbed was prepared the

same as for field corn and other spring crops. The normal oper-

ations were to plow, disk 3 times, harrow 3 timee, and roll and/or

float 1 to 3 times. To these nay be added field cultivating,

chiseling or some other operation, There was rio measurable differ-

ence in the number or kind of operations as

soils.

Sweet corn was planted almost excju

The standard seeding rate was 10 pounds pe crc but there was some

fluctuation. Fertilizer was applied prior to planting with a regu-

lar commercial spreader and/or side dressed al he time of planting.



Table 24, Sweet corn costs and returns summaries

iillamette Woodburn
recoras 8 6 2 6

(dollars)
('er acre)

related to Marion County, Oregon, soils,

pJete description o individual items see Table

I. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

1. Non-powered 3.09 3.62
2. Powered 6.29 7.38
3. Autos and trucks 3,34 .94
4, Irrigation 6.77 10.32
5, Interest @ 5% 3.45 5.17

otal 22.94 27.43
ImprovementsB.

I. Machinery housing 2.15 2,15
2. Tiling --
3. Interest 5% .91 .91

Total 3.06 3.06
C. Cash type costs

1. Materials
a. Seed 7.92 4,65
b, Fertilizer 25.88 21.31
c. Chemicals 2.49 2.01

2. Labor 18.71 23.12
3, Custom work mci.

harvest 23.31 27.09
4. Farm share utilities .35 .35
5. Interest @ 1% .78 .79

Total 73.44 79,32
D. Miscellaneous

1. Farm liab. ins,
2. Social security

.22

.22
.27

.20
3. Workmen's comp, ins, .64 .60

Total .08 1 07

Grand total 105.52 110,88

Weighted average returns
A. Yield (cwt,) (128.2) (105.9)
B. Price 1,26 1.26

Gross revenue 161,52 3.49

Resid urns 56.00 22 61

3.06 3.27
4,78 4.82
.89 1.23

6.85 12,89
3.53 4.85

19.11 27.06

2.15 2.15

.91 1.47
3.06 4.15

3.85 3.36
22.39 21.53

-- 2.13
10.59 18.43

26.52 35.21
.35 .35
.64 .21

64.34 8l.2

.07 .13

.22 .25

.66 .76

.95 1.14

87,46 114.17

(107.5) (130.9)
1.26 1.26

135.45 164.97

47.99 50.80

Aaity Graveil'
3 9

2.98 3.60
6.31 5.94
2,17 1.91
7.74 11.02
3.88 3.05

23.08 25.52

2.15 2,15
-- 121
.91 2.19

3.06 5,55

3.13 4.27
21.39 28.67
3.17 4.01

13.80 15.69

25,03 20.68
.35 .35

.65 .74
67.57 74.41

.16 .14

.17 16

.52 .47

.85 .77

94.56 106.25

(109.3) (103.4)
1.26 1.26

137.76 130.28

43.20 24.03
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In addition to this, fertilize1- was applied during the maturing
stages of the corn stalks by side dressing it and/or applying it

through the irrigation water. The average total fertilizer appli-

cation per acre was as follow 91 pounds N, 83 pounds P205 and

29 pounds K20 on the riverbottom soils; 75 pounds N, 82 pounds

and 36 pounds 20 on the fine-textured terrace soils; and 110

pounds N, 106 pounds P205 and 35 pounds Z20 on the gravelly terrace

soUs. Porty-.one percent sprayed with p1-c-emerge weed spray and

2 sprayed with 2, 4-D. Twenty...fjye percent treated their soil with

a soil t of this was aldrin but 2 applied toxaphene,

There was only one producer who sprayed with DDT. Throughout the
growing Season the iverbotto producers averaged Cultivating 2.6

times and irrigating 3.6 times. These operations averaged 2 and

3,6 on the finC-textured terraci oiis and 3.2 and 4.3, respec-

tiv1y, on the gravelly terrace oils. In addition to machine
cultivations some of the producers indicated hand hoeing.

Since a large percentage of the producers had their crop custom

harvested and, also, due to the lack of other coating information

custom harvesting was assumed for all, About half of the producers

had their corn custom hauled.

Forty-one percent of the producers indicated there was a cover

crop chargable to sweet Corn.

In addition to irrigation and harvest hauling labor an average
of 10.1, 7.4 and 8.1 hours per acre was utilized on the riverbottom,

fine-textured te ace and gravelj.y terrace soils, respectively.
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Considering all vehicles an average of 13 miles per acre was driven

for other than harvest purposes.

None of the Amity fie1ds 2 of the 6 Woodburn field8 and 5 of

the 7 Clackamas fields were tiled.

Carrots

The carrot costs and returns summary appears in Table 25,

Even though there wre less than 400 acres of carrot8 pro-

duced in Iarion County i'fs concentration to a limited area on

one soil warrants its injluaion in this study. Carrot production

was Concentrated along t$e North SantiamRjyer on Newberg soil.

The total production was 'directed, to a large extent, by the avail-

ability cL a processing zlant contract since most carrots were grown
for processing.

The seedbed was preared the same as for other vegetable crops

previously mentioned and hence, will not be restated here. Prior

to planting, all produces surveyed fertilized with * 10-foot

commercial spreader, A1. but one producer indicated they applied
aidrin as a 'soil sterila4t; aidrin was usually added to the fertilizer.

Planting was accomplished with a 4-row seeder. Seeding rates varied

between 1.5 and 5 pounds per acre with an average of 3.

Throughout the growing season the carrots were cultivated 3 or

4 times, sprayed for weeds 1 to 3 times with an average of 2 and

irrigated an average of 6.5 times, In addition to the machine

cultivations and weed sprays all but two producers indicated hand
hoeing and weeding; the average hours per acre for those who did



Table 25. Carrot costs and returns summary as related to Marion
County, Oregon, aoi

No. 0 records

I. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

B. Improvements

II. Weighted average returns

9

(dollars)
(per acre)

a. For a complete description oUifldjjjd1 items see Table 1.
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1. Machinery housing
2, Well

3. Interest 5%
Total

C. Cash type expenses
1. Materials

5 30
.07

2.27
764

a, Fertilizers 30.15
b. Chemicals 21.06
c. Other 5.09

2. Labor 54.12
3. Custom work

a, Harvest 91.01
b. Hauling 66 24

4. Farm share utiliti .16
5. Interest 0 1% 2.68

Total 70.50
D. Miscellaneous

1. Farm liab, ins. .21
2. Social security .86
3. Workmen's comp. ins. 2.46

Total 3.57

Grand total 316.55

1. Non-powered 3,70
2. Powered 8 21
3. Autos and trucks 5.03
4. Irrigation 13.08
5. Interest 5% 4.87

Total .89

A. Yield (cwt.)
B. Price

(618.9)
.95

Gross revenue 587.95

111. Residual returns
271.40
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was 33. The weed sprays were either stove oil or cleaning solvent

or both; the average total application was 93 gallons per acre.

Single applications varied between 40 and 60 gallons. In addition

to the frtiljz&tj at or just prior to seeding there were addi-

tional side dressings and water applications. The average total

fertilizer applied per acre was 66 pounds N, 104 pounds P205 and

50 pounda K20; in addition, one-third applied borax and one manured.

Harvest operations consisted of beating off the tops, digging

and hauling. Since there were relatively few producers contacted

harvest machinery operation costs were considered unreliable and a

custom rate was assumed for all producers. About half of the pro-

ducers had their carrots CuStom hauled.

One-third of the producers indicated a cover crop should be

charged against the carrot enterprise.

The average total labor utilized, exclusive of irrigation and

hand labor, was 13.5 hours per acre for the five that had their

carrots custom hauled and 23.4 for the four that hauled their own.

Those producers who hauled their own crops drove their 1.5 or 2-ton

trucks an average of 123 miles per acre.. There were approximately

10 miles driven per acre in various farm vehicles in other than

harveat activities.

Onions

The onion costs and turns summary appears in Table 26.

Onion production was restricted to Lake Labish muck and peat

soils; these are the most valuable agricultural soils in the entire



No. o recorth

I. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

Non-powered
Powered
Autos and trucks
Irrigation
Interest 5%
Total

B. Improvements
Onion and machinery housing
Tiling
Tote boxes
Interest I 5%
Total

C. Cash type coats
1. Materials

Fertilizer
Chemicals
Other

2, Labor
3. Custom work
4 Farm sh*re utilities
5, Interest 0 1%

Total
D. Miscellaneous

Labish
9

(dollars)
(per acre)

13.83
22.54
15.17
11.17
10.96
3 .68

42 70
6.60

23.39
25 43
98.12

38.40

15.66
S 94

139.08
10.54

.74

2.13
215.49

For a complete description o the ndv ua1 teas see able 1.

1. Fare liab, ins. .41

2. Social security .64

3. Workmen's comp. ins. 6 68
4. Crop insurance 3 35

total 11 08

Grand total 398.37

II. Weighted averag
A. Yield (cwt.) (353.1)
B. Price 1.90

revenue 670. 89

Residual returns 272.52
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Table 26. Onion costa and returns summar to M*rion

Oregon soils.
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county. There were about 900 acres of onions produced; these were

of the Oregon Yellow Globe Daaver variety. Onions are so well

adapted to these muck and peat soils that few other crops were

grown on them.

Seedbed preparations started early in the year and continued

over a relatively long period. These operations consisted of plowing

once, disking 2 to 4 times, and harrowing, rolling, floating and/or

leveling an average of 10 times with a range of from 6 to 17.

All of the producers surveyed fertilized with a regular com-

mercial spreader prior to planting. In addition, there were pro

bably other fertilizer applications made early in the production

season either by banding it or applying it through the irrigation

water. The average total fertilizer application per acre ws 7

pounds N, 125 pounds P205 and 200 pounds KO; other minor elements

were indicated. Seeding was accomplished with a 4 to 8-row planter.

The average seeding rate per acre was 3.1 pounds. At the caine time

the seed was planted, a formaldehyde solution was trickled into

the plant rows to control smut. Approximately two gallons of form-

aldehyde was used per acre.

Six of the nine producers sprayed with a pre-emergence weed

spray; the usual chemical used for this was Randox. In addition

to chemical control an average of 57 hours per acre was spent in

hand weeding and hoeing. Other cultural practices consisted of

cultivating an average of 4 times, dusting 6 to 10 times with DDT

and for the five o the nine that irrigated, irrigating an average
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of six times. Irrigation varied greatly; the aiiiount of water applied

seemed to depend a great deal upon the location of the onion field

in respect to the lake bed. The lake bed is naturally sub-irrigated.

Harvest operations began with pulling the onions and placing

them in windrow. A 4-row pulling machine was used for this operation..

The onions were then left to cure. Frequently it was necessary to

turn the onions during the curing stage. The pulling machine was

used to turn the onions. The onions were then loaded onto 1.5 or 2-

ton trucks by a pickup machine and hauled to the storage shed. Most

operators loaded their onions into tote boxes for hauling and storage

purposes. Some, however, were still using a more permanent type of

storage bin. A warehouse tractor was used to move the boxes in and

out of the warehouse. The hauling-in operation required two or three

trucks. Operators usually hired the use of additional trucks or

exchanged with neighbors. The onions were stored until a sale could

be negotiated. The storage shed was ventilated by electric fans in

most cases, Hauling-out took place through the fall and winter

months.

Not many years prior to mi ng thi tudy onion producers

also topped their onions prior to selling them but this operation

has been assumed by the purchaser,

Onions were mostly sold through onion brokerage firms.

Following harvest operations, the onion fields were leveled

two or three times and in about half of the cases planted to a cover

crop. Rye was the most popular cover crop but crimson clover was

also used.
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All of the Labish soil was tiled, Part of this was with wood

box tile and part with regular clay tile. This aspect is discussed

in considerable detail in Appendix G.

Mint

Mint costs and returns summaries appear in Table 27.

There were about 4,500 acres of mint produced in Marion County

in 1958, The principle production area was located in the south-

west corner on cheha.lia and Newberg soils. The mint produced in

this area was pepermint.

Mint is propagated by stolons. As with crops previously men-

tioned, the first requirement in establishing a mint crop was to

prepare a good seedbed. After the seedbed was properly prepared

the new stolons were planted, Planting was accomplished either by

dropping the stolons into cultivator rows by hand, which was the

most popular method in the past, or by a planting machine. Planting

by machine is a more recent method requiring a planting machine, a

tractor and about four men. One producer indicated be scattered

the stolons with a manure spreader. The stolons were obtained from

a vigorous, healthy mint stand. The standard method for purchasing

the stolona was to purchase them by the field or portion of a field,

For example, a producer wishing to establish a mint field goes to

a mint producer who has a healthy stand of mint and purchases

atolona from him by the acre or field. The average cost per acre

for stolons was about $15. The average total cost for establishing

a mint field, which includes stolons and planting, was near $60



Table 27. Mint costs and returns summaries as related to Marion
County, Oregon, soils,

For a complete description of individual items see Table 1.

Itemd Chehalis Newbe
No. a records

I. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

1. Non-powered
2. Powered
3. Autos and trucks

8

(dollars)
(per acre)

3.03
3 36
1 44

2.06
2.76
1 44

4. Irrigation 14.69 15.37
5. Interest ' 5% 3.66 3.56

Total 26.18 25.19
B. Improvements

1. Machinery housing 1.05 I 05
2, Well 58 43
3. Interest @ 5% .74 .72

Total 2 37 2,20
C. Cash type expenses

1. Materials
a. Fertilizer 35.10 37.12
b. Chemicals and other 4.29 7.82

2, Labor
a. Hand 15,34 8.62
b. Other 19.32 28 47

3. Custom .45 .29
4. Harvest 59.89 57.85
5. Farm share of utilities .41 .26

6. Interest Q 1% 1.35 1.40
Total 136.15 141.83

D, Miscellaneous
1. Farm liab. ins,
2. Social security

.16

.65

.15

.43
3. Workmen's comp. ins. 1.95 1.28

Total 2.76 1.86
B. Crop investment

1, Depreciation 10 00 10.00
2. Interest 5% 1.50 1.50

Total 11.50 11.50

Grand total 178.96 182,58

II. Weighted average returns
A. Yield (lbs.) (59.9) (57.8)
B. Price 5.00 5.00

Gross revenue 299.50 289.00

III, Residual returns 120.54 106.42
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per acre. The machine method would probably coat a little less than

this. Once established a mint field will last indefinitely if pro-

perly cared for and if not affected by pecticides. However, due

to market uncertainty and the ever present hazard of insects and

disease a ix year life was assumed. This conforms with estimates

made by specialists working with mint, A half-life investment was

assumed,

Even though mint propagates itself each year the aeedbed was

prepared in much the same manner as for other crops. Pielde were

plowed late in the fall with a regular two or three-bottom inoldboard

plow. As soon as the soil could be worked in the spring, producers

followed with til1age implimants, Most producers either disked or

springtooth harrowed 1 to 3 times. All producers spiketooth harrowed

several times; the number seemed to depend to some degree upon the

number of diskings or springtooth harrowings and upon the soil.

Producers on Chehalis spiketooth harrowed an average of 4 times

while those on Nevberg averaged only 3. In addition, about two-

thirds rotary hoed. Again, producers on Chehalis went over their

field more times than producers on Newberg; the average being 4

and 2, respectively. This is not necessarily evidence that Chehalis

soils need more tillage than Newberg soils because many of these

operations were for weed control purposes; weeds were controlled

by tillage until the plants were several inches tail.

Fertilizer was applied with regular commercial spreaders and

through the irrigation water; about 40 percent made two applications
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with spreaders. The average total fertilizer ap per acre was

175 pounds N and 61 pounds P205. Only two of the 16 producers

applied K20. Two applied lime.

Chemicals were applied to control weeds and insects. Almost

all producers sprayed with a pre-emergence weed spray; either

dinitro amine or diuron was used -- two producers used both. One

producer sprayed for perennial grasses with dalapon. Troublesome

ects were controlled by applying wettable DIY through the irri-

gation water or dusting it. Not all applied DDT and those that did

applied it only once.

Hand hoeing and weeding was used to control weeds in addition

to the tillage operations and chemical weed sprays; an average of

13 hours per acre was required. Some operators used geese for th:

purpose.

Mint had a high consumption of water. The average number of

applications were only 5.3 hut these were of long duration.

Harvest operations consisted of mowing, raking and chopping;

hauling to the still; distilling of the mint oil; and returning the

waste to the fields. Since there was a standard custom rate estab-

lished for these operations it was assumed for all producers.

The average total labor required, exclusive of hand hoeing and

weeding, irrigating and harvesting, was seven hours per acre.

Sugar Beet Seed

Sugar beet seed costs and returns summaries appear in Table 28.

Sugar beet seed was not produced extensively on any one soil



I. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

1.83
5.81
2,18

13.86
4.6l

28.29

2.38
2.04
3.00
3.65

11.27

49.13
5.06
1.80

26.70

42.12
19.52

30.20
.11

1.75

176.41

215.89

(dollars)
(per acre)

(2603)
.15

390.45

174.56

87.28

1. Non-powered 3.24 3.47

2. Powered 4.82 8.33

3, Autos and trucks 1.85 1,30

4. Irrigation 22.98 21.70

5. Interest 0 5% 6.60 8.71

Total '39.49 43,51

B. Improvements
1. Machinery housing 2.58 2.38

2. Tiling .89 3.04

3. Well .93 --
4. Interest 0 5% 3.32 3.65

Total 7.72

C. Cash type costs
1. Materials

a. Fertilizer 33.26 23.34

b. Chemicals 7.16 --

c. Seed 1.73 1.29

2. Labor 23.33 29.56

3. Custom work
a. Harvest 46.99 38.85

b. Seed cleaning 18.83 18.75

c. Other 17.31 24,21

4. Ins, and social security .20 .93

5. Interest 0 1% 1.49 1.37

Total 150.30 138.32

Grand total 187.30 197.51 190.10

II. Weighted average returns
A, Yield (lbs.) (3000) (2512) (2500)

B. Price .15 .15 .15

Gross revenue 430.00 376.80 375.00

III. Residual returns 262.70 179.29 184.90

Average yearly residual 131.35 89.64 92.45
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Table 28. Sugar beet seed costs and returns aumma es as related

to Marion County, Oregon, soils.

For a complete description of individual Items Table 1.

The two records represented here as Willamette iil include one

Woodburn record.
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but was found scattered over the better drained terrace and river-.

bottom soils.

Sugar beet seed is a biennual crop, usually requiring two

years for a harvest.

The standard practices followed by the limited number of sugar

beet seed producers in this survey were to plow during the first

spring, fallow during the summer, plant in late summer, nurture

the crop over the winter, spring and early summer and harvest

during the late surnrier of the second year. There was indication,

however, that some producers were able to harvest another crop the

year the sugar beets were planted. A fallow, however, seemed to

be preferred.

The seedbed was prepared in much the same manner as for other

field crops. Due to the fallow year additional field cultivations

were performed. Three of the five producers interviewed fertilized

prior to planting. Seeding was accomplished with 2 or 4-row planters

which were either rented or furnished by the company holding the seed

contract. The average seeding rate was 12 pounds per acre.

The practices followed in nurturing the crop from planting to

harvest included cultivating an average of 4 times, hand hoeing an

average of 3 hours, spraying with IPC, dusting with DDT and irr

gating an average of 6 times including fertilizer applications.

The average total fertilizer applied per acre was 241 pounds N plus

about 30 pounds actual boron. Not all producers indicated they

sprayed, dusted, or hoed.
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Harvest operations included cutting and windrowthg, combining,

hauling and cleaning the seed. Custom rates were used for all of

these operations except hauling. An average of l0 miles per acre

was charged against the crop for the use of 1.5 or 2-ton trucks and

about the same for other farm vehicles.

The average labor required per acre, exclusive of irrigation,

hand'work and harvest, amounted to nine hours,

The Woodburn field and both the Amity fields were tiled.

The Chehalis cost figure presented was estimated by the pro-

ducer and was not built up by budget procedures as were the other

estimates.

The total residual returns were divided as if the net had been

evenly distributed over the two year period.

Hops

Hop costs and returns summaries appear in Table 29.

There were approximately 3,500 acres of hops produced in Marion

County in 1958. These were mostly of the Fuggles variety but there

were also some clusters produced. The discussion which follows will

have reference to Fuggles. Hops were found growing principally on

the riverbottoni and better drained terrace soils, although, there

were large acreages on Amity. All of the Amity and Woodburn fields

used for hop production were tiled which illustrates the need for

good drainage conditions.

In establishing the hop yard there were two related investments

made. First, there was an investment made in establishing the hops



Table 29, Hop costs and returns as related to Marion County, Oregon, soils.

I teina

No, of records

I. Weighted average costs
A. Machinery

Non- :,owered

Powered
Autos and trucks
Irrigation md, well
Interest Q? 5%

Total
B. Improvements

Machinery housing
Tiling
Interest 85%
Total

C. Cash type expenses
1, Materials

Fertilizer
Chemicals
Other1

2. Labor
Hand
Other

3. Custom work
4, Harvesting
5. Storage and inspection

Farm share utilities
Interest 1%
Total

D, Miscellaneous
Farm liab, ins,
Social security

3, Workmen's conp, ins.
Total

E. Crop and yard investhents
1. Crop depreciation
2, Yard dep. and repair
3. interest @ 5%

Total

Grand total

II. Weighted average returns
A. Yield (cwt,)
B, Price

Gross revenue

III. Residual returns

a. For a complete description o

b. Other materials include vine string, pegs and bu:

ndividual items see Table

lap,

Chehalis Newberg Woodburn Amity

7_

5 47

3 3

(dollars)
(per acre)

5.14 6.21

5

4.55

14.03 7.99 11.29 8,70

4.74 4.74 4.74 4,74

9.38 11.67 5.94 10 35

Se 26 4.16 6.73

38.88 34.98 32.25 35.07

2.23 2,23 2,23 2.23
1.33 2.04

.76 .76 2.17 2.91

2.99 2.99 5.73 7.1

24.09 29.06 32.92 34.39

14.28 4.18 6.44 2,72

40 20 38,48 38.15 37.16

65.00 65 00 65.00 65,00

28.69 22.29 24.85 19,46

2.02 4.87 1.96 2,10

240.37 225.60 215.12 199.16

4.43 4,16 3 97 3,67

.44 .23 .05

1 79 1.68 1,73 1.65

'421.31 395 32 390.37 365.36

.13 .07 .09 16

2 42 2 40 2.59 2 25

7.24 7.19 7.78 6.75

9.79 9,66 10.46 9.16

11.39 11.39 10.48 10.36

35,00 35.00 35,00 35,00

10.32 10.32 10.04 10.01

56.71 56.71 55.52 55.37

529.68 499,66 494.33 472.14

(13,6) (12,8) (12,2) (11.3:

43,42 43.42 43.42 43.42

592,14 555.78 529.96 490.65

62,46 56.12 35.63 18.51
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themselves and second, the cost of erecting the trellis. The annual

cost of production information was rather complete but the inform-

ation relative to the establishment of the hop yard was somewhat

sketchy. Therefore, a standard estimate was built up in reference

to the information available. There were eight records with estab-

lishment cost information.

The first requirement in establishing hops, like with other

crops, was a good seedbed. Typical operations ncssary to do this

consisted of plowing once, disking twice, harrowing twice, and rolling

once. The fields were then fertilized with N, P205 and K20 at the

per acre rates approximating 24, 80 and 80 pounds, respectively.

Following seedbed preparatione the field was staked off and

the plants planted. These were hand operations requiring approx-

imately 5 and 25 hours per acre, respectively. The average number

of plants required per acre was 700. Usually the new crop was then

irrigated once, cultivated eight times and perhaps hand hoed.

The above establishment costs totaled $100.36 per acre excluding

the costs for tile on Amity and Woodburn soils, trellising, land

charges and i.and taxes. It took one year to establish the crop and

it was estimated to have an expected productive life of 12 yea

This latter figure corresponds to the estimated life of the trellis

providing it was allowed to depreciate. Like with other perennial

crops, a half-life was assumed.

The component per acre costs arrived at for the construction

of the trellis were: 55 support posts at $1.75 each, eight anchor
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posts at $2.00 each, $100.00 for cross wire, $30.00 for band labor

and $30.00 for machine use for a total of $276.00. Annual repair

was estimated at 3 hours man labor, 15 hours machine work and 3

posts for a total of $11.85. As referred to earlier, the average

life of the trellis was estimated to be about 12 years. These were

all high-wire trellises.

In reference to an established crop, the annual tilisge oper-

ations usually began with plowing in the early sprin.. This was

generally accomplished with a hop or sloper niow but conuon mold-

board plows were also used. Following the plow most producers

disked 2 or more times with an average of 4. Only about half fol-

lowed the disk with a harrow. In addition to these initial oper-

ations the field was cultivated an average of 15 times; iegular

field-type cuitivator 'ere generally used but included under this

heading were diggers, drags, hoeing machines and rollers. All

impliments of necessity were about five feet wide. Since the

plantings were square tillage opperations were both directions.

Fertilizing usually began in late winter with hand appli-

cations of calcium cyanamid. Following this there was usually a

general application of a fertilizer mix applied with a 5-foot

spreader. Other fertilizer applications included additional hand

and spreader applications, anhydrous snonia applications and water

applications. It was not unusual for a producer to makt four or

five total applications of fertilizer. The per acre average total

rate ws 104 pounds N, 89 pounds P2Q5 and 62 pounds 0. In addition



there were four producers who applied manure snd two who applied

lime,

Soon after plowing and disking the yards were strung with coir

yarn. This was fastened from the trellis wires to pegs driven by

each plant. An average of 140 pounds of string and 680 pegs per

acre was required. As the hops matured the other hand operations

required included training and retraining, stripping and suckering,

arching and tieing and hoeing. A common figure quoted for this

total handwork was $65.00 per acre. This common custom rate was

used as a standard cost for all producers.

All hut two producers indicated they irrigated. In th

cases the yields were noticeably lower. The average ntber of

applications was only three but these were of long duration.

All producers either sprayed or dusted an average of 2.3 t

a few more sprayed than dusted. The common chemicals applied are

listed in Appendix J.

Harvest operations included picking, drying, baling and hauling.

There were two common methods of picking. In one case the picking

machine was stationary and the vines were cut and hauled to the

picker. In the other case the picking machine was portable and

went into the fields, thus saving the hauling operation. Since

there were many who harvested on a custom basis a custom rate was

assumed for all producers including hauling the hop bales to market

or storage. It cost an average of $2.00 per hale (200 pounds) for

string and burlap. In addition there was an inspection fee of $.35

179
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per bale and generally a storage fee of $.30 per bale,

ollowirig harvest operations the vines were disposed of and

usually a cover crop planted. Prior to planting the cover crop

the field was diaked or cultivated; four of the producers sub-

soiled. Common cover crops were small grains, vetch and crimson

clover,

During the winter it was usually necessary to do some re-

planting. The average number of replants required per acre was

eight.

Total annual labor per acre, excluding trellis repair, har-

vest, hand labor and irrigation labor, averaged 16 hours. An aver-

age of 19 miles for large trucks and 53 miles for pickups was

charged against each acre of hops.

Economic Productivity Ratins

It is now possible to bring together the information presented

in the last two chapters and the economic results of the soil-crop

combinations presented in this chapter into single economic pro-.

ductivity ratings for each soil. The productivity ratings for the

county as a whole appear in Tables 30, 31, 32 and 33. The aggre-

gation method used in adding together the net returns for the in-

dividual crops was the same as that presented in the physical pro-

ductivity section; i.e., the net returns of the individual crops

were weighted in terms of their djetrjbutjon on the soils being con-

sidered. The aggregate net returns for each soil was obtaLned by



The same net return was used for chehalis as was developed for Newberg.

This is a combined net return for Willamette and Woodburn soils.

This is a combined net return for Wii.lamette, Amity and Sifton.

Table 30. Economic productivity ratings of the riverbottom soils in Marion county --
Chehalis = 100.

Soil

Crop

Chehalis Jewberg I apato
Distri-
bution

Net Distri-
returns but ion

Net
eturns

Distri-

bution
Net

returns
a; C!'

'C, $

Fall wheat 8.7 56.65 2,6 55.41 :3.1 43.28
Spring wheat -- 1.5 32.81 1.2 42.54
Fall oats 1.9 24.02
Spring oats -- -- 2,6 :30.53 8.2 16.32
Spring barley 17.9 41.48 13.8 44.34 31.3 32.30
Field corn 5007a 1.7

5007a

Red clover seed 2.9 10180a 33 10180a

Crimson clover seed 2.0 7815b 1.3 78.15
Oats arid vetch 3.8 40,76a

Common ryegrass 7.0 3.85

Alfalfa forage 130.00 3.9 118.30 1.9 130.00
Other cultivated forage 2.6 2451c 5.7

24.Sl 34.4 17.50

Strawberries 3.3 27005b 7.0 327.05

Walnuts -- 3.3 43.38
F ilberts 2.9 70,34 2.6 84.90

Pole beans 6.0 261.03 6.5 296.33
Sweet corn 7.1 56.00 3.1 22.61
Carrots -- -- 4.1 271.40

Mint 12.1 120,54 16.3 106.42
Sugar beet seed 1.8 9029d
Hops 7.7 62.46 4.0 56.12

Fallow 2.4 0.00 3,1 0 00 2.0
88 2 86 4 91.0

Aggregate net returns 89 02 112.61 25.13

Productivity rating 100 0 126,5 28.2

is is a combined net return for Cheh and Newberg soils.



There was no estimate or crimson clover on the gravelly soils; this
combined net return for Woodburn and Amity.

b. The net return for Amity is a combined net for Woodburn and Amity.

net return represents th

Table 31. Economic productivity ra ings 01 :he terrace soils in Marion County -w Chehalis 100.

So i

Crop

4 ii.
D is t r 1-

bution

.amette

Net
returns

Woodburn
Distri-Net
bution returns

Amity Dayton Gravelly
Distri- Net Distri- Net Distri- Net
bution retur's bution returns but ion returns

$ $ $ $ $

Fall wheat 15.0 57.88 16.6 54.59 12.3 48.92 4.9 38.52
Spring wheat 3.0 42.10 1.0 32.17 0.9 34.06 2.3 37.78
Fall oats 3.8 19.77 6.1 29.49 9.0 16.63
Spring oats 2.9 11.23 2.3 19.05 6.7 34.01 5.0 18.32 7.8 9.66
Spring barley 18 6 35.43 13,9 33.19 16.6 24.04 2.5 13.42 12.8 26.65
Field corn 6.0 16.35 2.7 13.41 1.7 14.86 -- 4.5 14.00

Red clover seed 5.5 38,15 4.7 77.95 2.8 85.36
Crimson clover seed 3.9 73.84 3.3 68.64 2.8 53.29 3.6 6l.O0'
Oats and vetch 6.9 31.53 5.8 33,43 5.4 47.02

Common ryegrass -* 35.8 10.69
Chewings fesque - 2.2 65.87 6.7 41,33 4.5 24.99
Alta fesque -- -- 1,1 36.71

Corn silage -- - - -- 1,2 3154b
Alfalfa forage 1.0 134.94 1.8 136.24 1,5 136.50
Other cultivated forage 6 1 13.37 7 6 27.SR 3.1 13,41 24,0 8.05 21.8 3.81

Strawberries 5.7 495.31 4.3 332.38 1.6 346.44
Evergreen blackberries 0.5 251.12 0.9 233.16 0.5 166.45 2.1 120.74
Boysen and loganberries 1.1 275.09

Sweet cherri 2.6 762.85
Walnuts 1.2 43.30
Filberts 1.1 91.36 1. 79. 82

Pole beans 20 307.67 1.1 284.07 0.9 190.78 10.6 215.24
Sweet corn 2.9 47.99 4.8 50.30 1.7 43.20 12.5 24.03

Sugar beet seed 1.5 9.64 1.1 92.45
Hops 7.0 35.63 2.8 18.51

Fallow 0.6 0.00 1.0 0 00 9 0.00 2.5 0.00 2.0 0 00
91.9 00. 87: 69.8

Aggregate net returns 93.67 63.29 43.77 10,04 52.85

Productivity rating 110 8 71.: 49.2 11.3 59.4



a. The same net return wa
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ed or Aiken as was established o

Table 32. Economic productivity ratings of the hill soils in Marion
County - Chehalis 100.

Soils

Crop

Aikn Polk
Distri- Net
bution returns

Distri- Net
bution returns

$ S $

Fall wheat 4.7 19.61 1.6 30.15
Spring wheat 24.53
Fall oats 3.9 10.22 2.9 13.50
Spring oats 5.3 13.21 4.3 7.02
Spring barley 1.9 17.82

Crimson clover seed 1.1 57.80

Highland bentgrass 1.8 20.46 36.4 20.46
Chewings fesque 7.1 24.72 27,7 41.25
C. red fesque 15.5 95.70

Cultivated forage 26.6 21.33 8.6 10.56

Strawberries -- -- 1.5 279.01

Sweet cherries 1.4 466.98 -* -
Prunes 3,9 25.60 -- --
Walnuts 8.2 43.36 -- -*
Pilberta 2.4 9.35 -- --

Fallow 7.0 0.00 8.6 0.00
9 92.7

Aggregate net returns 40.23 27.81

Productivity rating 45.2 31.2



Table 33. Economic product
County - ChehaJ.i

Onions

Productivity rat in

Soil

y
1

306

ng for Labish soil, Marion

Labish

184

96.8 272.52
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dividing the sum of the products by the total percent of the soil

area accounted for by the crops presented. This assumes that the

returns to the crops not presented would average about the same

as the crops presented. The economic rating for each soil was ob-

tained by comparing the aggregate net returns on each soil with

the return on Cheha]js, This was the same comparison which was

made in developing the physical productivity ratings.

As was pointed out in the Chapter VII, the soil rating estab.-

lahed for the county may not represent any individual area of the

county and thua not fulfil its objective, This is illustrated in

regards to Chehalia, Newberg and Willamette soils in Tables 34, 35

and 36, respectively, it will be observed that for both chehalis

and Newberg soils the North Santiani riverbottom area was used more

intensively and thus bad the highest aggregate net returns, The

North Marion County riverbottom area was not used any more inten-

sively than were the terrace soils in the same area and thus rate

more nearly like Woodburn and Amity. The same thing can be seen

by comparing Willamette in the Howell Prairie area with Willamette

in the Mt. Angel ScS District. In this case the high returns asso-

ciated with th. berry crops influenced greatly the productivity

rating.

Before leaving the economic productivity section something needs

to be said about the reliability of the individual ratings estab-

lished. Emphasis was upon developing techniques; Marion County

served as the guinea pig. There are lessons to be learned not only



Table 34. Comparative economic productivity ratings of heha1
soil in three geographic area of Marion County -
Cheha1j

Pall wheat
Spring wheat
Spring oats
Spring barley
Field corn

Red clover seed 3.8
Crimson clover seed 0.1
Oats and vetch

Alfalfa forage 1.3
Other cultivated

forage 3.2

Strawberries 1.7

Sweet cherries -
Filberts 3.2 70.34

Pole beans 10.4 261,03
Sweet corn 6.9 56.00

31.5 120.54
2,4 90.29
7.1 62.46

_0.9 0400

Aggregate net returns 105.44

Productivity rating
118.4

Mint
Sugar beet seed
Hops

0.2 56.53
1.5

17.4 41.48
1.9 50.07

Ke iser-M i.e ion

Bottom

91.

61.4

North Marion
County

Diatri- Net
but ion returns

11.7

p4.4

aken from th

b. The Chehlis aggregate return here referred to is the one forthe whole county.hole county.

186186

62.4862.48

54.6854.68

12.3 56.53

2.3 30.5330.53
20.4 41.4841.48
13.8 50.0750.07

2.3 101.80101.80

14.2 40.7640.76

7.2 130.00130.00

5.9 24.5124.51

Distrj- Net
bution returns

14.7 56.53

186 41.48
2.2 50.07

2,8 101.80
4.5 78 15
3.5 40,76

3.1 130.00

0.7 24.51

5.8 327.05

1.3 442.06
3.8 70.34

3.1 261.03
7.8 56.00

2.2 90.29
6.3 82.46

1.8 0.00
S2

Area North Santiam
River

Distri- Net
Cro bution returns

101. 0
78.15

130.00

24.51

327.05
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Table 35, Comparative economic productivity ratings of Newberg soil
in three geographic areas of Marion County - Chehalis 100.

Area

Crop

North Sant
River

eiser-Mise 'on
Bottom

North Marion
County

Diatri- Net
bution returns

Distri-.

bution
Net Distri-. Net
returns but ion return

S

Pall wheat 1.1 55.41 4.3 55.41 6.2 55.41
Spring wheat 4.2 32.81 3.0 32,81
Spring oats 3.6 30.53Spring barley 12.8 44.34 16.2 44.34 13.5 44.34Field corn 8.9 50.07

Red clover seed 5.3 101.80 8.3 101.80
Crimson clover seed 2.0 78.15 1.0 78.15
Gate and vetch 1.8 40.7

Alfalfa forage 4.9 118.30 1.5 118.30 6.0 118.30
Other cultivated

forage 2.1 24,51 .9 24.51 23,5 24.51

Strawberries 4.7 327,05 14.5 327.05

Sweet cherries 3.0 442 06
Walnuts 9.4 43.38Filberts 4.9 84.90

Pole beins 11.1 296.33 1.0 296.33
Sweet corn
Carrots

4.5
3.7

22.61
271.40

2.1'- 22.61- 22.61

Mint 34.7 106.42 106 42Sugar beet seed
Hops

.6 90.29 1.0
8.9

90 29
56.12

1.5
5.3

90.29
56.12

Fallow 2.2 0 00 2 0.00 5.7 0.00

Aggregate net return 132.73 20,6 48.66

Productivity
rat ing 149.1 135,5 54 7
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Table 36, Comparative economic productivity ratins of Williamette
soil in two geographic areas of Marion County - Chehalis
= 100.

Area

Cr0

Howell Prairie

Mt. Angel ScS
District

Distri-
but ion

Net
return

Distri- Net

but ion returns

Pall wheat 14.5 57.88 3.1 57.88

Spring wheat -- - 3.9 42.10

Pall oats 5.5 19.77 1.4 19.77

Spring oats 3.6 11.23 3.9 11.23

Spring barley 22.5 35.43 8.9 35.43

Field corn 9.2 16.35 0.9 16.35

Red clover seed 6.4 38.15 3.1 38.15

Crimson clover seed 1.8 73.84 -- -"

Oats and vetch seed 5.1 31.53 6.3 31.53

Alfalfa forage 1.0 134.94 1.9 134.94

Other cultivated forage 4.5 13.37 13.7 13.37

Strawberries 5.1 495.31 11.4 495.31

Bvergreen blackberries - -- 2.8 251.12

Doysen and loganberries -- -- 7.0 275.09

Sweet cherries 1.8 762.85 -- -*

Walnut a 0.8 43.30 3.0 43.30
Filberts 0.8 91.36 3.6 91.36

le beans 2.2 307.67 1.7 307.67

Sweet corn 4.1 47.99 1.5 47.99

Sugar beet seed 0.6 89.64 --

Fallow 3.2 0.00 -

92.7 83.1

Aggregate net returns 82.02 133.

Productivity rating 92.1 105 3
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from the successes but also the failures of the study. The tech-

niques will be appraised in th, following chapter but some of the

limitations of the methods used will be pointed out here; a few

have already been mentioned in regard to crop yields and distri-

butions.

The soil-crop yields were extremely shallow and in many cues

cannot be relied upon as being representative. In the first placa

there were not always enough observations to give reliable estimates.

It was for this reason that the nu*ber of observations were always

indicated. Secondly, the usual yields were arrived at from farmers

estimates. According to offjcia.j, data published by the Oregon

Crop and Livestock Reporting Service the average usual yields

mated by the farmers participating in this study axe above by a

considerable amount, the average yield for the past 10 or more

years. This would not be serious if the net returns derived from

an acre of each crop were approximately the same but this was not

the case. For example, an error of similar magnitude on strawberries

and barley would not result in the same amount of change in their

gross or net returns.

Not only were yields ana, Itence, grose revenue subject to

error due to the lack of observations but so also were enterprise

costs. In many cases the observations were so few as to render the

individual estimates unreliable.

These errors were not unexpected. The survey technique dtctated

that where individual soil-crop combinations were not to be compar
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that three observations would be sufficient. The assumption under-

lying this procedure was that the net returns of crops to individual

soils were similar. This was not the case and, hence, the e era

were not compensating in all cases.

Pot the above and perhaps others,, some of the individ-

ual net returns are not to be interpreted as being representative

of soil-crop economic productivity. Also, the overall soil ratings

are, perhaps, not in the ct rel&tionship with one another In

all cases. This should not be interpreted as meaning the ratings

*nd the individual crop costs and returns data are wholly in error

and have no value. Rather than being exact measures of productivity

they are indicators of productivity which, in some cases, need

further Study.



QIAPTER X

Summary and Conclusions

Summary

This study was dedicated to the development of techniques for

characterizing Oregon soi1 for agricultural purposes in terms of
physical and economic product ivities, Physical productIvity was

defined in terms of crop yields associated with individual soils.
It was measured by comparing yields of a sng1e crop or group of

crops produced on one soil with tIse of another. Physical pro-

ductivity indices were used to rate ore soil against another.

Economic productivtty was defined in terms of net returns to the

soil from a single crop or group of crops. It was measured by

comparing the net returns of the single crop or group of crops of

one soil, with those of another, Economic productivity indices were

used to rate one soil against another.

Physical and economic pioductivity ratings find their greate
use among tax assessors, real estate agents and farm loan agencies.

Farmers are the focal point of all three of these agencies and thus,
they too find relevant areas of use, Behind the productivIty Indices

are input-output data relating to soil-crop combinations which have

many uses including fs.rm management decisions, resource allocation
and aiding technical advisors to agriculture,

Marion County, Oregon,was selected as the source of data for
testing and developing techniques which may be useful to Oregon as

191
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a whole. Marion County was important agriculturally, had a complex

of soils and crops and recent air photo soils maps were available.

Information concerning soils and crops was collected by a farm

survey. The nuziber of records necessary on each soil, to properly
characterize it ias determined on the basis of three enterprise

records for each soil-crop combination where it was not desirable

to test individual crop productivity differences as related to

individual soils and eight or more enterprise records where it was

desirable to test differences. The crops for which enterprise

information was to he obt*jned were determined from interviews

and meetings with county agents and soil and crop specialists plus

agricultural census and crop production data. The crops which were

most important to the county relative to individual soils were the

ones which were selected for more complete information. Crop

enterprj information was further limited in terms of the number

of soils in the survey. Ten of the most important soil series or

highly related soil associations were selected. urther, it was

decided that any one farmer should not furnish more than three

enterprise records. On the basis oi the above considerations the

sample size was Cho$n.

The sampling method used was a random point system. It was de-

signed to give random points over the entire county in order to eati

mate the distribution of individual soils arid also to furnish a

sufficient number of farms to give the desired number of soil-crop

enterprise records. The county ASC office in Salem furnished
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information which related the random points to farms and farmers,

There were three sets of data obtained Ln the farm survey;

one, land use data relating boils to crops and crop yields; two,

physical input data on selected soil-crop combinations; and three,

general costing and pricing data necessary in extenthng the physical

yields and inputs in calculating net returns, Crop yields were for

1958 and "usual". Usual yields were interpreted to mean thuie which

occurred most frequently, The interviewer selected the soil-crop

combinations for which enterprise cost of production information

was obtained on the basis of the ssmple desired.

At the completion of the farm survey 419 farmers had been inter-

viewed and records had been collected. The 419 farms accounted for

about 19 percent of the total area in farms in Marion county. The

686 enterprise records covered 30 crops.

The farm Survey records furnished information for four general

tabulations of which the latter three were essential for the calcu-

lation of economic productivity; one, a tabulation was made of the

distribution of soils in the county by geographic area including

the portion of each soil cultivated, irrigated and tiled; two, a

tabulation was made of the distribution of crops on soils; three,

a tabulation was made of crop yields as they related to individual

soil series; and four, tabulations were made of physical inputs and

Output costs as related soil-crop combinations contained on the

enterprise records.

It was determined that the soils selected to be rated in terms
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of productjyjtjes accounted for about 90 percent of the land area in

Marion County and included all of the major crops.

Essential to both physical and economic productivity indices

crop dietrjhutjons as related to the individual soils, Crop

tribution became the weighting factor when aggregating crop yields

or net returns on individual soils to determine the soil's produc-

tivity index. Crop distrjbutjon were determined by tabulating the

total acres of each crop found on each soil and then converting these

into percentages of the total cultivated acres. Only those crops

which occupied at lest one percent of the total soil area were

thought important enough to include when determining soil product-

ivities; these accounted for over 85 percent of the total cultivated
acres on all soils Studied,

It was concluded after studying crop yields and net returns

that the distribution of crops on the various soils was often the
most important criterjan of the level of productivity. For many

crops yields and net returns were very near the same level over the
us on which these crops were produced. Productivity differences

then became dependant upo intensiveness or extensiveness of

the crops produced on the several soils. In Marion County there

a broad selection of crops available for farmers to choose from.

The choje which the farniers ni*de in respect to land use relative

to intensive or extensive crops caused the productivity of some soils

to rise above othere. There was indjc&tj that some sojl were not

being used as intensively as their tharacteristics would warrant.
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Distribution of crops on soils over the county may he very

misleading in regard to geographic locations of the same soil series.

This was probably due to differences in market opportunity, the

continuance of existing cropping patterns, the availability of irri-
gation water, etc. For this reason distribution patterns were Cal-
culated for three soils in different geographic locations. On all

three soils the geographic location affected greatly the cropping

patterns,

Due to the iPultipiicLty and irregularity of crops relating to

the individual soils it was not possible to rate the soils in termi

of the yields from a few selected crops, The method arrived at

compared soils whose crops were most neatly the same. These single

soil comparisons were then transferred back in terms of one soil

chon as a base. The individj comparisons were treated as if

they accounted for 100 percent of the soil area. The assumption

behind this met1d being that those crops compared iou1d account

appropriately for those having no base for comparison. The physical

productjvjtjea calculated after this manner are presented in Table

1.
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Table 1. Physical prQductjvjtjes of selected soils or soil asso-.
ciations. Marion County, Oregon, 1958. Chehalis = 100.

Chehaije 100
Newbe rg 97
Wapato 81
W ii lame tt e 94
Woodburn 94
Amity 90
Dayton 51
Gravelly 81
Polk 76Ajkn 71

a. There w no means
Labish,

Statistical comparisons of crop yields as they related to

the several soil series revealed that yield differences, in general,

were significant only where there were wide separations b*tween

soils due to drainage, elevation, precipitation, texture or other
such reasons, The physical productjvjtjes did not meaSure the

differences due to the range of crops and thus the most important

element was overlooked.

Economic productjvjtj.5 were calculated in much the eajn manner

as were physical productivities except that net returns were sub-

stituted for yields. In the calculation of economic productjvjtjs

the ratings of individual soils were separate from all other soils.

The aggregate net return of a crop depended entirely upon the individ-

ual net returns and their corresponding distribution percentages.

Again it was assumed that those crops accounting for less than one

Soi Physical Productivity Index
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percent of the soil area would not greatly change the final rating

by their inclusion,

Input coats used in calculating total costs and investments
were based upon conditj.ong as they existed when the farm survey was

taken except that usual operations were alk.d for, Prices received

were based on a 1954.. adjusted average.

The soil productivjtjes and productivity indices appear in

Table 2.

Table 2, Economic produetjvjtjes and productivity indice, of
select4 soils or soil association, in Marion county,
Oregon, 1958. Chehalis 100.

Li

Economic
Economic roductivity

Product iv it a Index

The aggregate returns here presented include land
taxes. This 8hould net affect the index providedtaxes were proportionate to economic productivity.

In order to illustrate the importance of thi location factor

in rating soils by their productivity separate productivitieg we-r

calculated for Chehalis, Newberg and Willamette soil series in

Chehali, $ 89.02 100
Newbe rg 112,61 126
Wap&to 25,13 28
Willa.mett, 98.67 ill
Woodhurn 63.29 71
Anti ty 43.77 49Dayton 10,04 11.
Gravelly 52.85 59
Lab ish

Aiken
Polk

272,52
40,23
27.81

306

45
31



erent geographic areas. The resu1t appear in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Affects of geographic location on the productivity indices
of Chehalis and Newberg soils.

Total
Count

100 .0

Table 4.

Soi

125,6

Cts of geo
amette soi

Total
Cou

110.8

Nor
Sant iam
River

118.4

149.1

Keiser- North
Mission Marion
Bottom Coun

102.3

135.5
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phic location on the productivity index of

Mt. Angel
Howell SCS
Prairie Distr

92.1

Conclusions

There are several areas of improvement and liinitat ion which should

be pointed out in regards to the techniques and procedures used in
deriving the physical *nd economic productivities in this project.
In the first place, the yield data were not complete enough in

regards to the individual soil-crop combinations. In many cases

there were only two or three observations available from which to

estimate soil-crop yields. The assumption was made prior to gathering

the data that sampling errors associated with yields from the individ-
ual soil-crop combinations, when only three observations were made,

would be reduced in the aggregation process. This assumption was

150.3

Soils

Chehalis

Newbe rg

61,4

54.7
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partially in error because the distribution of crops on soils did
not give th same weighting to each of the soil-crops. In the
c*lculat ion of economic productivities thLs assumption error wa

compounded due to the large differencee in gross returns to
loi1..crop combinations, The conclusion can logically be drawn

that eight or more yield observations per soil-crop combination
would have returned more t1j&ble results, Bight observation.
were the number considered necessary when individual soil-crop

combinations were to be compared statistically.

Second, average usual yield. rived at through the survey
method were above, by a considerable degree, the official average

yield reported by the Oregon Crop and Livestock Reporting Service.

(31) This bias would not be serious providing it was approximately
the same on all crops and if the crops were equally distributed
on the individual soils. These two conditions were not fulfilled,
howevet, The biases were expanded when yields were converted into
gross returns. This can be seen easily by conaiderthg gross returns
which ranged between $30 and $600 per acre on the same soil series

and crop distribution percentages which ranged between one and 30

percent,

Since official yields are not available for the separate o

it would seem necessary to rely upon farmers to differentiate yields

between soils.

Perhaps this could be accomplished by using farmer estimated

yields relative to individual soil-crop combinations to differentiate



the official average crop yielda between the several soil

alternative to this plan would be to work through an informed

group consisting of leading farmers, County agents, processing

plant field men, etc.

Third, the conclusion is drawn that individual Soil-crop net

returns could be made more representative if, in addition to con-

clueion one and two above, the crop cost of production estimates

were built from a general set of data without reference to individ-

ual soils, rather than being developed for each &oil-crop combin-

ation. The method used in this study resulted in relatively large

total numbers o enterprise records for moat crops but when distri-

buted to the individual soils the number of observations are few.

It was observed that for moat production operations there were

greater differences associated with management than with soils.

There are, however, certain areas of coats which are associated with

soils which Should be &ccounted for. Tiling cost is an example of

a soil associated cost. The use of this method would result in the

collection of basic informatjøn concerning each crop which could be
expanded by budget techniques to individual soil-crop combinations.

There are some costs associated with certain crop yields which would
change from one soil-crop combination to the same crop on another

soil which would also need to be accounted for. This general budget
method would reduce tke collect ion of data greatly and also result

in greater reliability in the net returns estimates.

The fourth, and probably the most important, conclusion made

200
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ía that soil productjvjj5 measured after the manner used in this

Study did not measure productive potential. The productivity ratings

presented in this report measured only existent cropping patterns

and practices. Present cropping patterns are tied to existent crop

contracts, community and historical influences, lack of knowledge,

present tax structure, goverrunt programs and the like. Perhaps
a more realistic measure of soil productivity would measure pro
ductive potential disregarding many of these patterns and practices.
The measurement of productive potntj*l would involve market pre

dLctjo and the budgeting of land use relative to a selected set

of crops used in the rating process,

The suggested procedure for obtaining information for each

soil, relative to the intensity of land use, cropping patterns which

would maintain fertility, differ5ntjat yields relative to soils,
costs peculiar to apecifj,c crops etc. would be to work through a

group or groups of selected farmer unty agents, Processing

plant field men, extension specia1jst etc. After this basic data

had been gathered budget
techniques could be used in determining

the relative Productivity of the individual soils.

If soil productjvjje are to be developed which represent

present production patterns thee it would seem that the number of

crops entering into the process might be further reduced. This
reduction could take place within areas of similar crops, For
ample, in reference to this study, fall wheat and spring barliy

be used to represent all of the grain crops, chewings fesque and



Highland bentgrasa all of the grass seed crops, etc. where these
crops were prominent. The conclusion is that only the most important

crops in terms of distribution, need enter into tht soil rating

process, Each of these crops would be used to represent the cate-.

gory of crops to which they belonged. In connection with the other
Conclu$jon this method would further reduce the data gathering and

processing time and would not greatly change the results. This
procedure would reduce the influence of crops which were of minor
importce reltLve to the total soil area under condition of market
expansion resulting in high price,

The last observation to be made concerns cropping patterns
associated with geographic location. This has already been referred

to but needs further stressing. When productjvjtje are calculated

to represent present Conditions then more attention must be given
to the geographic differences of crop production on individual soils
at the series level. In this case, the same soil series in different

geographic locations needs to be considered separately if it were

a different Boil.

2



Department of
Agricultural Economics

MARiON CJMTT SOIL

Soil siiriei

6

Farm Survey Schedule

OREGON STATE CJLEGE
CORVALLIS, OREGON

Corrected t

Operator Address Date

Age Operational organizatien3

Ownr Addresl

Farm numbers4

Owned or rented

Cropland5

Orchard

number

tor

Department of Soils

Native pasture

Tarmstead

Other7

Tot*l acres

Tears farmed

Refers to the series which vu chosen in the sa'le.
Refers to the series found if different from the sale point.
Single operator father and son, partnership, etc.
Refers to AC? number on aU properties operated if available.

Land that is or has been cultivated and seeded or similarly iroved.

Land which has not been cultivated but ii si*table for grazing

purposes, does not include voids or other lands not suitable for

grazing purposes.
Fencelinse, roadways, ponds, woodland, and all other land which does

not enter into one of the above categories.

Interviewer' a ccnt5:
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the cc1ete use for all areas of the farm including
of farm by soil and field number.

List soils in order of iortsnce. Includ, only thosethe field.
Include the 1957 and 1958 use for all field.; include 193
ate taken.

caonn RIsTzy1

and. Yield sketch should show all

ting for more than 10 percent of

for crops where enterprise records



ANNUM. CROP ENTERflISE RECD 
Soil 

Crop Variety 

Cropping plan or rotcUon 

Preparation of S.edbed 

ous crop 

Iu.ber of ailes driven in support of crop: Auto true 

Record 11 operations, including cust work. The d 
in "Notes" eoluw indicate the nuaber of ails. truck. r. 
In "Notes" colu indicate ages, sex, etc. in relation t 

Include in l*bor required U apent in supervising, directing cuStom 

Yield 



lertiliser (l

Chsaical.

Other (4

Include manure.
sprays, dusts
Use only where
of elsewhere.
incLude sacks,
to crop.

1) Include tias spent i
obtaining nsterial.,

*eport fertiliasi
etc., for control o
water is purchased;

Additional

tiliser, Chawical

rator

Labor Xxpenaa

analysis rather thin brand n.e.
weeds, disease, insects, etc.

pwiping 1*tsr will be taken care

arranging for workers and custos operations:
ttending crop setinp, keeping records, etc.

tion of Cr (

wire, string etc, which are applied directly

ure o d



$oi.1 Crop held no.

6 Materials used Ui
Pert., etc.

s..d or p

Total cost per acre to bean
Lass reveaze i
Total net cost to
Tears of productive 1

11 APUAL flZCIATION cost

Units

12 If purchased, price per
Less value of bare 1

Value of stand
leasining life at purchase

AMIIJAL DUUC1ATIOI coat for stand

Tears needed to establish stand and bring

Leveling or other land work n.ded for this
May be performed over $ period of nor. than one year.
II farmer has cost of establishing stand already cuted
figure under "Motes" in this colume but ask .nough about ceonsat
coats to perait evaluation.
Value of anything harvested before full bearing is reached.

paid

Cost
un

Cos
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in the coinity for this type of pasture situation

incurred in producing and

atype,
If under 100%, list other feeds fed un"Notss."
Percent of feed available which a utiliged.
List any other thforution which asy aid in deteraining pastur

repairs

crop

GRAZIN azca

Type of pasture

Cra.sing situation

?sriod sr

No.
of
sad

of
full
Lead

Ave.
Vt.

gain

Field no.

or



Type and sizes-----

flak. and model---

Price a

Tear acquired------

Price paid'----

Tears of life from

fuel

--a

Cost of oil, and grease used-----
Licenses
Insurance------
Iapair., includinhtirea,

batteries, etc.

Work preparation ti

Only list those itei which wer, used for the production
aeU-powered itsom are to be included here.
List by item and frequency. Include abor and parts. 1958

----a__a--

PJERED MCH1NERY AND EJ1P,NT1

Tractors Autos 0

acceptable.

enterprise records. All.

Annual use: 1958------- a - ease

aTsar



Machine
Plows-s nan as* -

a_-sRake------ -_
Cultivator------ -s--s

Wagon-
Other

Iscord details in
From now.
Include in enmial re
of riser., etc

Shop ezipment--------

1) Includ. all items uc.d dir.ct]y on en
welding .quipmsnt and small tools which

e or model
size

r replacements

NDN-PJERED MACHINERY1

Year
new

Harrow, spike--a------
Harrow, spring-----a--
Roller--
Dril laa- anan -
Fertilizer spreader---
Manure spreader------

Life esual Acres
cc- from sun. ann.

id now cost use

record crops and items of a general nature such as
a support of crop.

GATION ECJIPMENT



tell

Irrigation: Weli
Other
Drainage: Tile(5

Idga. directly lep.(7
related to enter* cost
prLae crops(6

Bldg.. & other
iapro. indirecti
related to
pris. crops

Life
Orig. from Ann.
invest. no.c(2 depr.

COSTS

Percent chargeable
1958 Usual , , to enterpris, crops
repairs repairs

Refer. only to iopravements relat production of enterprise crops.
Farmer'. estiaste of total useful life, past and futare.
Present age from time of construction.
Farmer's estimate of usual annual repair.
Cat data by field f or enterprise fields.
Crap storage buildinga, hop driers, etc.
Bitimated coat of replacing building with one of co utility.
)Ischinr storage sheds, etc.

I Notes



Itea
Rant for land
fir. iusur*ncs prsai
Prsp.rty tax..
Telephone
Vork.n' a ccutpenaati
8ocia security
Orgenizat ion do..
Other

.L. .:.. . ..:. ....

Iten
a*tdcoparab1e to the fields used for enterprise

selling br Without buildings?

2.. Over a long period of year. whet do you think would be
the true agricultural valus of (a key .il on the fsr)?
If (the soil indicated under no, 2)1. worth that woch,
what value would you put on other soils?

Yield

Do .1 Value.?



Crops contracted? 
Acres of crops contracted? 

3,Whoiscontractwitb? 
Length of contract? 

Where do you deliver? 
Number of miles hauled? 

How does a new producer gath in a contract? 

8 Now binding is con 

9. Nov binding $ contr 

12. Are there farmers who des 

fi 

18. What would a contract be worth to you per acre? 

hon cc t 
11 What assistance does the processor furnish th. farmer with the c 

contracts but cannot get them? (IAdicate what crops. 

13 Can contracts be boughá io If so, or how auch? 
is there $ value which mey represent their worth? 

14. What are the advantages of a contract? 

10. Could these crops d 

For what crops does f mer desire ac 
Hes he tried to obtai contracts 
Why not obtained? 
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APPENDIX A

non County Soil

Jory and Aiken Series

The Jory and Aiken series consist of well drained, reddish

brown, fine textured soils developed in deep residuum and side-

slope colluvium from basic volcanic rocks. They occur on sloping

to steep uplands and in Marion County are mapped mainly in the

Salem Hills. Jory and Aiken soils are similar in appearance, but

Jory soils have a firmer subsoil than the Aiken soila.

The surface voile of both series are dark reddish brown silty

clay loams. They have granular structures and are friable.

The subsoils of both series are dark reddish brown clays, and

both have blocky structures. The subsoil is firm for the Jory

soils and friable for the Aiken soils. Depth to weathered basalt

is greater than 60 inches for the Jory soila and between 20 and 60

inches for the Aiken soils.

There are about 32,000 acres of Jory soils and 11,000 acres of

Aiken soils in the Salem Hill.. There are also approximately 7,000

acres of Aiken soils in the Waldo Hills. About two-thirds of the

Aiken and Jory soils are cultivated.

Aiken and Jory soils are used principally for grass seed and

zall grain production.

Steep slopes and the associated erosion hazard are the chief

limitation for cultivation. Stoniness and shallowness to bedrock
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also limit crop production on some of the Aiken soils. Water be-

comes 1miting in the summer and irrigation water is scarce. The

soils are strongly acid.

Polk and Sublimity Series

The Polk and Sublimity series consist of well drained, fine

textured soils developed in residuum and side slops colluvium from

basic tuff. They occur on gently to strongly sloping foothills

of the Cascade Mountains and in Marion County are mapped in the

uplands between Sublimity and Silverton. Polk soils are dark reddish

brown and occupy the tops of the hills and ridges, while the Sub-

limity soils are dark brown and occupy the lower footslopes.

The surface soil of the Polk soils is dark reddish brown silty

clay loam. It has granular structure and is friable. The subsoil

is dark reddish brown silty clay. It has blocky structure and is

firm. Depth to weathered tuff varies from 36 inches to more than

60 inches.

The surface soil of Sublimity soils is very dark brown silty

clay loam. It has a granular structure and is friable. The subsoil

is dark brown silty clay. It has blocky structure and is firm.

Depth to weathered tuff varies from less than 20 inches to 60 inches,

There are about 40,000 acres of Polk soils and 25,000 acres of

Sublimity soils in Marion County. About two-thirds of the acreage

is cultivated for each series, The cultivated soils are used

principally for grass seed and small grain production.

These soils have the same limitations in relation, to lsnd use



as the Jory and Aiken soils. Most have an erosion hazard, and some

are shallow and stony. They are strongly acid.

Salem Series

The Salem series consists of well drained, dark bro moderately

fine textured soils developed from old gravelly alluvium. They occur

on almost level terraces and in Marion County are mapped mainly In

the Stayton lasin. They are associated with soils of th* Siftan,

Clackamas, and Courtney series, all, of which are gr*veliy.

The surface soil of the Salse series is a grayish brown gravelly

clay Idam, It has weak blocky structure and is friable. Tb. subsoil

is a brown gravelly clay loam. It has a blocky structure and is

friable. Depth to loose, porous gravel and sand varies between 36

and 60 inches,

There are about 6,000 acres of Salem soils in Marion County.

They are used for the production of a variety of vegetables and

berries, small grain and forages.

Salem soils become draughty during the summers and need to be

irrigated when used for shallow rooted crops. The soils are moder-

ately acid.

Sifton Series

The Sifton series consists of very well drained, very dark

brown, light textured soils developed from old gravelly alluvium.

They occur in association with Salem soils on nearly livel terraces

and in Marion County are mapped mainly in the Stayton **Ln.

The surface soil of Sifton soils is nearly black when moist and
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has a gravelly fine sandy loa* texture. It is loose and very friable.

Depth to stratified loose sand and gravels varies between 10 and 36

inches,

Marion County has ibout 3,500 acres of Sif ton soils. They ar

used for the production of the same variety of crops as the Salem

soils.

Droughtiriess is the major limitation to plant growth for Sifton

soils. The soils are moderately acid,

Clackamaa Series

The Clackamas series consists of imperfectly drained, dark brown,

medium textured soils developed from old gravelly alluvium. They occur

on nearly level terraces in association with soils of the well drained

Salem and Sifton series and the poorly drained Courtney series, and

in Marion County are mapped mainly in the Stayton Basin.

The surface of the Clackamas soils is very dark brown, gravelly

silt loam. It has moderate blocky structure and is friable. The

subsoil is a dark brown gravelly clay. It is compact and massive

and is firm. Depth to loose sand and gravel is over 60 inches.

There are about 12,000 acres of Clackamas soils in Marion County.

Clackamas soils are used principally for small grain, forage, and

paeture production,but they are also used for a variety of vegetable

and berry crops.

The choice of crops grown on Clacksaas soils is limited by re-

stricted drainage. The soils become droughty in the summer, Cult-

ivation and seedbed preparation is affected by the gravelly condition
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of these soils. The soils are moderately acid.

Willamette Seties

The Willamette aeriee consists of well drained, very dark brown,

medium textured soils developed trout old silty alluvium. They occur

on nearly level to gently sloping terraces and in Marion County are

mapped mainly on the bench land north of the Salem and Waldo Hills.

They are associated with the moderately well drained Woodburn,

imperfectly drained Amity, and poorly drained Concord and Dayton aol

The surface of the Willamette soils is very dark brown, silt

loam. It has a weak blocky structure and is friable, The subsoil

is dark brown, silty clay loant, It hal moderate blocky structure

and is firm,

There are about 20,000 acres of Willa.xnstte soils in Marion

County. The soils are adapted to nearly all crops grown in the area.

Some of the Willamette soils are located on moderately sloping

to steep terrace escarpments and are subject to an erosion hazard.

Willantette soils arc slightly to moderately acid.

Woodburn Series

The Woodburn series consists of moderatelywell drained, dark

brown, medium textured soils developed in old silty alluvium. They

occur on nearly level to gently sloping terraces, and in Marion

County are mapped mainly on the bench land north of the Salem and

Waldo Hills. They are associated with well drained Willainette,

imperfectly drained Amity, and poorly drsintd Concord and Dayton

series.
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The surface soil of Woodburn soils is very dark brown, silt

loam. It has moderate granular structure and is friable, The sub-

soil is dark brown, silty clay loam. It has blocky structure and

is firm. Woodburn soils have a firm massive layer betw*en 30 and

30 inches that restricts root growth and water permeability.

There are about 60,000 acres of Woodburn soils in Marion

County. With proper management they are adapted to most of the

crops grown in the area.

Crop growth is limited on these soils by the restricted drain-

age in the subsoil. Some of the soils occur on strongly sloping

terrace escarpments and are subject to an erosion hazard. The soils

are slightly to moderately acid.

Amity Series

The Amity series consists of imperfectly drained, dark grayish

brown medium textured soils developed from old Silty alluvium. They

occur on nearly level to gently sloping terrices and in Marion County

are mapped on the bench land in all p of the county.

The surface soil is dark brown, silt loam. It has moderate

blocky structure and i friable. The subsoil is dark grayish brown,

silty clay loam, mottled with gray and yellowish brown. It baa a

blocky structure and is friable.

There are about 57,000 acres of Amity soils in Marion County.

They are used principally for grain and forage production, but when

artificially drained they are adapted to many other crops grown in

the area.



Restricted drainage is the most limiting factot for plant growth

in these soils. Some of the soils occur on moderately sloping topo..

graphy aid are subject to an erosion hazard. The soils are modir-

ately acid.

Concord Series

The Concord series consists of poorly draLnsd, dark grayish

brown, medium textured soils developed f rem old silty alluvium.

They occur on nearly level terraces and in Marion County are mapped

mainly on flat areas of the bench land north of the Salem and Waldo

Hills.

The surface soil is dark grayish brown, silt lose. It has a

weak blocky structure and is friable. The subsoil Li grayish brown,

silty clay loam, mottled with gray and yellowish brown, It has a

blocky structure and is friable.

There are about 11,000 acres of Concord soLls in Marion County.

Most of it is used for pasture, hay, and small grain production.

The major limiting factor for choLce of crops is poor drainage.

The soils are moderately to strongly acid.

Dayton

The Dayton series consists of poorly drained, grayish brown,

medium textured soils with a claypan, and are developed from old

silty alluvium, They occur on nearly level terraces and in Marion

County are mapped mainly in Ankeny Bottom, in the western portion

of the Stayton Basin, and in association with Concord soils in

French Prairie.



The surface soil is grayish brown, silt It has weak

blocky structure and i. friable. The subsoil dark grayish brown

clay. It has moderate prisriatic structure and is firm and very

sticky,

There are about 11,000 acres of Dayton soils in Marion County.

It is used mainly for ryegrass seed, pasture, and small grain pro-

duction.

Poor drainage is the major limiting factor for selection of

crops. These soils are strongly acid.

Chehalis Series

The Chehalis series consists of well drained, dark grayish

brown, medium textured soils developed from recent alluvium. They

occur on nearly level floodplains and in Marion County are mapped

mainly along the Santiam and Willamette Rivers. They are associated

with the well drained, sandy soils of the Newberg series and the

poorly drained, medium textured soils of the Wapato series.

The surface soil is dark grayish brown, silt loam to clay loam.

It has granular structure and is friable. Tb. subsoil is dark brown,

clay loam. It has a fine blocky structure and is friable.

There are about 22,000 acres of Chehalis soils in Marion County.

They are suited for the production of most of th. crops grown in the

area.

Some areas of Chehalis soils are subject to a flooding hazard.

Chehalis soils are moderately acid.
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Newberg Series

The Newberg series consists of well drained brown, light

textured soils developed from recent alluvium. They occur on nearly

level floodplains, and in Marion County are mapped mainly along the

Santiam and Willamette Rivers in association with soils of the Che-

halis and Wapato series.

The surface soil is brown, fine sandy loam, It has weak gran-

ular structure and is friable. The subsoil is yellowish brown, fine

sandy loam. It ha.. a weak granular structure and ii very friable.

There are about 15,000 acres of Newberg soils in Marion County.

They are used for the production of most of the crops grown in the

area,

Droughtiness is the most serious limiting factor to crop growth

for these soils, Some areas of Newberg soils are subject to an

overflow hazard, These soils are moderately acid.

Wapato Series

The Wapato series consists of poorly drained, very dark grayish

wn, moderately.heavy textured soils developed from recent alluvium.

They occur on nearly level to slightly depressional floodplains,

and in Marion County are mapped along all of the fLyers and creeks

except those within the hill land,

The surface soil Li very dark grayish brown, silty clay

It has a blocky structure and i. firm and sticky. Th, subsoil is

dark brown, silty clay loam mottled with gray and yellowish brown.

It has blocky structure and is firm and sticky.
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There are about 11,000 acres of Wapato soils in Marion County.

They are used principally for forage and sm*ll grain productions,

although when drained and irrigated they are adapted to a variety

of crepe.

Poor drainage is the most serious limiting factor for choice

of crops on these soils, These soils are moderately acid.

Muck Soils

The muck areas have very poorly drained, black soils developed

from decayed plant remain, and aUuvisl mineral material. They occur

on level and depressions], old 1se plains and floodplains, and in

Marion County are mapped mainly in Lake Labiab. The muck soils are

associated with soils of the poorly drained Wapato series.

The surface soil is black and contains from, 40 to 85 percent

organic matter. It is loose when dry and soft when wet. The subsoil

is primarily black, but contains some yellowish brown undecomposed

plant remsine.

There are about 2,000 acres of muck in Marion County. Most of it

is used for growing onions,

Very poor drainage L.a the first limiting factor for plant growth

on these soils. They are subject to a wind erosion hazard when dry.

These soils are moderately acid and are low in potassium,
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APPENDIX B

1941-1959 monthly means.
1948-1959 monthly means.
1951-1959 monthly means.
1950-1959 monthly means,

1941-1959 monthly means,
19494959 monthly means.
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Table 1. Normal monthly, seasonal and annual precipitation at
several weather stations in or near Marion County,
Oregon. (43)

Precipitation
egon° Silvere

Month Sal City StaytonC Silvertond Creek Mebaina
Falls

Inches

December 6.6 7.7 8,9 7.6 11,7 11.1
January 7.0 8.9 9.1 9.4 10.5 11.6
February 5.2 6.1 5.6 5.6 8.6 8.6

Winter 18.8 22.7 23.6 22.6 20.8 20.3

March 4,3 5,3 6.1 5.5 9.1 8.5
April 2,2 2.8 3.6 3.0 5.7 4.1
May 2.1 2.5 2.9 2.6 4.6 4.2

Spring 8.6 10.6 12.6 11.1 19.4 16.8

June 1.6 2.0 3.1 2.7 3.9 3.7
July .4 .6 .4 .4 .8 .7
August .5 1.0 .6 .6 1.1 .9

Sum*er 2.5 3.6 4.1 3.7 5.8 5.3

September 2,2 1.9 1.8 3.2 2.6
October 4.3 4.6 5.1 5.8 8.1 7.8
November 5,9 6.3 5.6 6.2 10.7 8.1

Fall 11.7 13.1 12.6 13.8 22.0 18.5

Year 41.6 50.0 52.9 51.2 78.0 71.9

Mean
anowfall 6.1 -- -- -- 13.5 15.6

Elevation
b. Elevation
C. Elevation
d, Elevation

Elevation
Elevation



Table 2, Frequency distribution of precipitation by monthly normals
for the years 1941-1959, Salem and Silver Creek Fall.,
Oregon. (43)

Month

Sa1ein

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

0- 1.1k- 2.1- 3.1- 4.1- 5.1- 6.1- Ovàr
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 60 7.0 7.1

Years

Silver Creek Falls:
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1

3

3

2
2

3

Inches Precipitation

a

2

1

2

5 1

2 3

3 1

2

1

a
2
1

2 4
3 6
4 7

14
14
13

6
4
2

8
14
16
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2
2
3

8 5
7 4
6 5

18 1 -
16 2 1

8 5 5
1 4 5
1 2

1 2
1 2 4
2 2 3 4

11 8

11 4 1
4

3

2

2

1
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Elevation 195 feet. 1941-1959 monthly averages.

Elevation 167 feet. 1943-1959 monthly averages.

Elevation 465 feet. 1951-1959 monthly averages.

Blevation 870 feet. 1950-1959 monthly averages.

Elevation 1,340 feet. 1941-1959 monthly averages.

Table 3. Norital monthly, seasonal and annual temperature at several
weather stations in or near Marion County, Oregon. (43)

Temperature
Orego&' Silver Creek

Month Salem5 Cit Sta tonC silvertond Pails

Degrees Pabre it

December 41 42 42 40 39
January 38 39 41 39 37
February 43 43 43 41 40

Winter 41 41 42 40 39

March 45 45 45 43 41
April 50 52 50 49 49
May 57 58 56 55 52

Spring 51 52 50 49 46

June 61 63 60 59 56
July 67 68 66 ,5 62
August 66 66 65 65 61

Summer 63 66 64 63

September 62 63 62 62 57
October 54 54 54 53 49
November 45 46 44 44 42

Pall 54 54 53 53 50

Year 52 53 52 51 49



Table 4, Frequencies for the last freezing date, the earliest
freezing date, length of growing season, yearly maximum
temperature and yearly minimum temperature at Salem and
Silver Creek Pails, Oregon, 1941-1959. (43)

Last freezing date:
Before April 1
April 1-15
April 16-30
May 1-15
May 16-31
After June 1

First freezing date:
Before September
September 16-30
October 1-15
October 16-31
After November 1

Length of growing season:
Under 100 days
101-120 days
121-140 days
141-160 days
161-130 days
181_200 days
20 1-220 days
221-240 days
Over 240 days

Yearly maximum temperature:
Below 90 degrees F.
91-95 degrees F.
96-100 degrees P.
Over 100 degrees F.

Yearly minimum temperature:
Below 0 degrees F.
1-5 degrees F.
6-10 degrees I.
11-15 degrees F,
16-20 degrees F.
Over 20 degrees P.

Data or the year 1950 is missing.

Data for the year 1949 is missing.

Data for the year 1952 is missing.

Number of years

9
2

3
7
S

19

1

2
3

9
3

19 1

3
ii

2
7

10
19

5
4
4

2
6

4
4
4

19 1

Identification Salem vet Creek
Pa is



APPENDIX C

Cost of Operating Powered ard Non-powered Farm Machinery

The collection of farm machinery costs was secondary to the

major purpose of this study. However, in order to have machinery

operation costs for enterprise cost analysis, relevant information

was collected during the farm interview. This was then categorized

and tabulated to reflect machinery costs per unit of use. This

section discusses the aisumptions, methods and items included in

arriving at these costs,

No attempt was made in this study to reflect inflationary

changes in the purchase price of machinery; rather, it was dc-

airable to preSent costs in relation to actual farm situations.

If prices had been adjusted to 1958 dollars then the Machinery val-

uations would be larger than the actual farm investment. However,

so that dollar valuation changes would not be too large and it keep

machine groupings in a sailiar technological framework, only machines

new after 1947 were used in this tabulation. Deviations from this

will be noted.

For most machinery groups there was a large number of farmer

quotations and estimates which could be used in arriving at total

costs; this is particularly true for the more common machines. For

the less common, where the Lnformation warn lacking for a reliable

estimate, the more coimon machines were used as a basis of adjustment.

Also, other machinery studies, published and unpublished, were used
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The prices paid for farm machinery were based on data from the

farm survey schedule. There were however, adjustments which needed

to be made. Since the methods used for making these adjustments

varies with the various categories of machines, they will be dis-

cussed separately.

The purchase price in relation to size of gasoline powered

wheel tractors closely fit a linear line. Therefore, a simple linear

regression equation was determined and the prices used are a result

of this fitting. Although the goodness of f it was not determined the

graphic comparison was impressive. The only sizes which were affected

to any extent by this procedure were the 5-7 H.P. and the 40-43 H.P.

groups. Size 5-7 H.P. was adjusted downward and size 40-43 H.P.

upward. In both cases there were only a small number of observations.

Attachments were probably included in the purchase price of size 5-7

H.P. tractors.

The diesel powered wheel tractors were all rather new and also

were purchaaed new. The number of price quotations here were much

smaller than for gasoline powered wheel tractors. A linear price-
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as guides and checks. Tractor horsepower was dete ned m the

Nebraska tests for field type tractors; the horsepower uaed was

"rated" drawbar horsepower. (41)

The following comments will be directed toward the tbu1s.tiOfl

of machinery operation costs presented at the end of the discuasion.

Purchase Price

size relationship was again asa except for size 20-23 H.P.
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there were only minor changes.

Gasoline powered crawler tractors presented a different price

pattern than any of the other tractor data. Different sized tractors

grouped themselves by different makes and ages; i.e., size 12-13 H.P.

were all small John Deers, size 16-19 H.P. were Oliver C].etr

size 20-23 H.P. were Cater'pill..r 22's, and sizes 24.27 H.P. and 28-

31 H.P. were Case 300* and 400's respectively. Th. prices used

here were the average for each size groupinge Although th* prices

paid do not follow a linear pattern, the total costs approach it

due to variable coats.

Only alight adjustments were madt in the purchase prices used

for diesel powered crawler tractors. The cause for the large price

jump which occurs between sizes 34-27 H.P. and 2831 H.P. were not

determined. There was a large number of size 24.27 H.P. tractors

but only a few size 28-31 H.P. tractors. The prices quoted for the

28-31 H.P. tractors were very close together.

The purchase prices used for autos and trucks are averages of

prices paid for vehicles which were relatively new when purchased.

The exception to this is school buses which were nearly worn out

when purchased; these are used to haul hand labor from the cities

and then for only a short time each year.

No adjustments were made in the prices paid for pull and self-

propelled type combines and swathers.

The warehouse tractor lifts used for handling onion storage

boxes generally were purchased used and most farmers surveyed did

not know when they were new; thus, only the year purchased is



indicated. The prices paid varied greatly.

The pole bean cultivator tractors were farm-shop constructed.

The year purchased also represents the year constructed.

The price paid for all non-powered machinery was th. average

price paid for new items; items purchased used were excluded. It

was thought that this would give greater reliability to the esti-

mates. Only minor adjustments were made where it was apparent

that a price was not in proper perspective to prices of related

items or sLzes0 Individual machines will not be singled out for

discussion.

Length of Life

The length of life of a machine is an iprtant item in deter-

mining fixed costs The length of life estimates arrived at in this

itudy were based upon farmer estimates obtained in the farm survey.

Adjustments were made to obtain uniform patterns. Where the number

of machines were email the estimate obtained was checked with similar

items in this study and information from secondary sources.

Por all powered machines it was assumed that the length of life

was a function of yearly use and not machine eire. There was no

acceptable means of testing this assumption but there were no ob

servable differences relating to size.

Por non-powered machines it was assumed that length of life was

a function of use and size.

Depreciation

The straight line method was used to calculate depreciation.
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It was assumed that the machines were used the year they were pur-

chased. The depreciation years were those remaining at the time of

purchasee There was no salvage value assumed; it would have been

somewhat arbi-rary figure and also would not change appreciably the

per unit cost, This method gives a higher depreciation charge but

is partially offset by the resulting decreased investment as used

in this 8tUdy.

Present Investment for Tax and Interest Purposes

A half-life situation was assumed for all farm machinery for

tax and intere8t purposes; that is, the machine was assumed to be

half uaed up. This does not present average conditions on the whole

where the use of machinery is on the increase; however, for individ-

ual machines it more nearly represents an average cost aver the life

of the machine. For buses, fork lifts and pole bean cultivator

tractors, half of the remaining life at the time of purchase or

construction was used.

Interest

Interest returns on machinery investments were not allocated to

individual machines as a part of the operating costs but were aggre-

gated in terms of the total machinery investment and presented in

the enterprise cost summcies. Nevertheless, an interest column is

included for those who wish to use the data for other purposes.

Interest was determined on the basis of five percent. The "limited

cost" column does not include an interest return.
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Property Tax

The valuation used for tax purposes for machinery in Marion

County was 20 percent of the estimated market v&lue. It was assumed

in this study that the depreciated present investment approached

market value. The average rural tax levy was determined to be 81 mills.

Insurance

The insurance coet used was on the basis of survey averages. For

many items this was too small to consider.

Housing

No estimate was obtained for housing costs applied directly to

individual items of machinery; buildings used for machine storage

were allocated directly against the enterprises. Therefore, this

cost was also left out of the "limited cost" column. However, in

order to have an estimate for farm machinery housing, the Depart-

ment of Agricultural Engineering at Oregon State College was con-

sulted and an estimate was arrived at. Table 4 reports these yearly

Cost estimates.

P us 1

Puel costs were based upon estimates made by the farmer

surveyed. Slight adjustments were sometimes made when the number

of observations was sma1l, In some categories it was possible to

assume a linear relationship of fuel consumption and mschine size.

This was done for gasoline and diesel-powered wheel tractors.

For farm sprayers no estimate was obtained in the survey for

fuel costs. Therefore, for the larger sprayers an estimate was made
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from secondary sources, Prices for fuel are reported Table 6,

Appendix J,

Lubrication

Lubrication per hour was assumed to vary only with machine

size. On a per hour or a per mile basis this may vary only a small

amount, Oil cost is the main contributor of lubrication cost and

within certain size categories the quantity of oil required may change

but little. No lubrication costs were allocated against non-powered

machinery. This was done due to lack of reliable estimates and be-

cause, for most mathines, the cost is rather negligible.

Repair

Of all the items of cost, repair was the aot difficult to

determine. The estimates obtained in the survey were extremely var-

iable as can be expected. The repair costs reported in the survey

schedule were on the basis of 1958 repairs or usual repairs. or most

categories the number of machines was large enough that the estimate

used in this tabulation is felt to be fairly reliable on the basis of

a half-life situation. Por those categories where the number of

observations were small, the repair cost was estimated on the basis

of similar machines in the study and/or from secondary sources. It

is believed that the final estimate approaches reality.

Per powered machinery, repair costa wre asaumed to be a function

of hours or miles of use and for non-powered machinery a function of

acres of use. That is, repair costs were assumed constant per unit

of use.
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For wheel-type tractors there was no calculated difference

between repair costs for different sized tractors. At first one

might draw the conclusion that this is not logical, but for thl fo

lowing reasons this nay be quite realistic

1, The major contributor of repair costs is labor and this may

not be greatly different for different sized tractors..

2. As machine use increases the cost per hour for repairs pro-.

bably decreases, The larger tractors on the average are

used more hours per year.

3, Major overhaul jobs were not counted as repair where the len-

gth of life of the tractor was greatly affected, but were

included as an investment item to be depreciated, This

type of repair is probably more characteristic of the larger

tractors and it is here the major cost differences appear.

For many of the non-powered machines repair alSo appears as a

constant over all sizes. For example, a constant repair of 25 cents

per acre was used for all moldboard plows, A constant repair cost

which is not related to size should approach reality since in this

example, the same number o furrows need to be turned per acre re-

gardless of the number of plow bottoms; for plows the major factor

of repair cost is the sharpening or replacement of the shares. The

same type of reasoning can be used for other machines.

Work P repa rat ion

Before a machine is taken into the field there are certain pre-

paratory operations which must be made; vis. fueling lubricating,
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etc. Farmers were asked to estimate the time Spent each machine work

dsy in preparing powered machinery for work, This time was convirted

to dollars on the basis of a labor charge $l,20 per hour, It was

assumed that the time spent in preparing non-powered machinery for

work was negligible or included with the powered machLnsry

Machiner7 Use

The amount of yearly use given to * greatly affects the

per unit cost of operation. For this reason an attempt was made to

measure the units of use of the several machines in such a manner as

would reflect the farm structure in the areas representing different

types of cropping systems, Since there was no attempt in thi, study

to analyze farm structure in and of itself the aise of the farm, the

size of the enterprise or the composition of the crops was not, looked

at in terms of machine use, However, the farm structure as it would

relate to enterprise production costs in respect to soil productivity

is important here In order to get at this aspect of macbinary costs

two different tabulation; were m*de, Pirst machine calcul-

ated in terms of individual soils and second, in terms of crop

groupings. Because machinery use is more closely associated with

the crops than the soils and to give uniformity of cost comp*risons

the latter method was settled upon. The reasoning behind this method

was that any differences in costè associated with individual crops

would be expanded by the percentage distribution of crops on soils.

This then would represent th, cost differential associated with the

farm structur, in relation to soils.
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Because crops tend to group themselves in terms of their inten-

siveness or exten*ivenes* individual crop computations were nade.

Aleo, there would not be sufficient observations on an individual

basis for comparative purposes. For these reasons atmilar crops were

grouped into categories for comparative purposes.

An analyzation of this data revealed that for the most part the

a&ount of use given a machine is not closely associated with the in-

tensiveness or extensiveness of the farming system, The amount of

m*chinery use within the several crop categories was fairly uni.forin

for individual machines. For the most part., large variations occurred

Only where there were not sufficient observations for a reliable esti-

mate. This leads one to the conclusion that farmers, on the average,

purchase the size and kind of mzchinery which they can use moat econ-

omically. Where the operation is more intensive the amount of work

done per unit of land is increased which results in about the 5

number of total hours or acres as on extensive operations.

Even though, on the whole, there were no large differences in

machine use yet there are a few machines which did show differences

which were felt to be significant. These may be seen when comparing

sprayers and commercial fertilizer spreaders. The many small differ-

ences which showed up were not considered great enough to change per

unit of use machinery costs. Only where the differences were large

enough to reach across the machinery use span used in developing per

unit costs were differences in costs made. Powered machinery costs

appear in Table 1. Non-powered machinery costs appear in Table 2.

Machinery use comparisons appear in Table 3.



Table 1. Cost per hour of operating powered farm niaGhinery.

(Hours) I, Tractors

(100) A. Gasoline wheel tractorsb

.31

.20

.31

.26

.53

.46

16-19 H.P
.25 .09

.19 .06 .02

20-23 H.P
.29 .10 .03
.23 .07 .02

24-27 H.P.;
.34 .1.2 .04

.28 .08 .03

36-39 H.P
.48 .17

.37 .11 .04

40-43 H.P
.19 .06

.41 .12 .04

8. Diesel wheel tractors

20-23 H
.11 04
.08 .03

24-27 H.P
.35 .12 T
.29 .09 .03

plow
.02 .36

.01 .36

plow

2-3 plow
1 .28

.01 .28

2-3 plow
.43

.01 .43

plow
.02 .48
.02 .48

.02 .61

.02 .61

5 plow
2 .65

.02 .65

p low

.03 .72

.02 .72

.32

.32

5 p10
.02 .48

.01 .48

5-6 plow
2 .52

01 .52

0-2 51 53 687 17 :2.79:
2-4 51 53 687 16 :1.28:

2-4 51 53 993 16 :1.92:
4-6 51 993 15 :1.05:

2-4 51 53 1298 16 :2.48:
4-6 51 53 1298 15 :1.40:

4-6 51 53 1604 15 :1.75:
6-8 51. 53 1604 14 :1.14:

4-6 51 53 1909 15 :2.03:
6-8 51 53 1909 14 :1.38:

4-6 51 53 2215 15 :2.38:
6-8 51 33 2215 14 :1.56:

4-6 51 53 2520 15 :2.73:
6-8 51 53 2520 14 21.80:

4-6 51 53 2828 15 :3.01:
6-8 51 53 2826 14 :2.04:

4-6 51 53 3131 15 :3,36:
6-8 51 53 3131 14 :2.22:

4-6 51 53 3437 15 :3.71:
6-8 51 53 3437 14 :2.46:

(100)

6-8 55 55 3000 14 :2,17:
8-10 55 55 3000 1 :1.69:

6-8 55 55 3400 14 :2.45:
8-10 55 55 3400 13 :1.88:

6-8 55 55 3800 14 :2,73:
8-10 55 55 3300 13 :2.03:

6-8 55 55 4200 14 :3.01:
8-10 55 55 4200 13 :2.34:

6-8 53 55 4600 14 :3.29:
8-10 55 55 4600 13 :2.54:

6-8 55 55 5000 14 :3.57:
8-10 55 55 5000 13 :3.01:

6-8 55 55 5400 14 :3.85:
3-10 55 55 5400 13 :2.99:

.04 .08 .04 .71:

.04 .08 .04 .'

.04 .08 .04 .79 : .67:

.04 .08 .04 .63 : .57:

.04 .08 .04 .96 : .81:

.04 .08 .04 .77 : .68:

.04 .08 .04 .91 : .80:

.04 .08 .04 .80 : .73:

.04 .08 .04 1.03 : .91:

.04 .08 .04 .92 : .84:

.05 .08 .04 1.17 :1.03:

.05 .0 .04 1.04 : .94.

.05 .08 .04 1.31 :1.15:

.05 .08 .04 1.16 :1.05:

.05 .03 .04 1.43 :1.26:

.05 .08 .04 1.27 :1.15:

.05 .08 .04 1.54 :1.35:

.05 .08 .04 1.38 :1.23:

.05 .08 .04 1.70 :1.48:

.05 .08 .04 1.48 :l.34

.05 .12 .04 .96 : .84:

.05 .12 .04 .87 : .73:

.05 .12 .04 1.06 : .92:

.05 .12 .04 .95 : .35:

.06 .12 .04 1.17 :1.01:
.06 .12 .04 1.05 : .94:

.06 .12 .04 1.27 :1.10:

.06 .12 .04 1.15 :1.02:

.07 .12 .04 1.37 :1.19:

.07 .12 .04 1.24 :1.10:

.07 .12 .04 1.48 :1.28:

.07 .12 .04 1.35 :1.19:

.07 .12 .04 1.57 :1.36:

.07 .12 .04 1.42 :1.26:

5-7 H..
.31 .05 .04 .19

.16 .06 .02 .02 .19

23-31 H.P.; -4 plow
.39 .14 .04 2 .36

.32 .10 .04 .01 .36

32-35 H- ; 4 plow
.43 .15 .05 .02 .40

.36 .12 .04 .01 .40

36-39 H.?.; 4-5 plow
.47 .16 .04 .44

.39 .13 .04 .01 .44

44*47
.19 .06

.15 .05

8-11 H. plow
.24 .10 .03 .02 .24

.15 .05 .02 .01 .24

1-2 plow

28-31 H
.39 .14 Th4
.30 .09 .03

32-35 H
.43 .15

.34 .10

3-4 plow
.02 .55

.02 .55

40-43 H..;
.51 .18 .06

.43 .15

.03 .30

.02 .30

Annual Year Year urch. Years Per Unit of Use Total Lirited

Use New rch.rrice Life Invest. Dep. mt. Tax Hous. uei Lub. kepa it re Cost Costa



Table , 1, continued.

Annual Year Year Purch. Yea
Use
(Hours)
(100)

New Purch.Price Life Invest. Dept. mt. Tax

C. Gasoline c

.71

.53

.74

.56

.83

.63

er tractors

Total Limited
Cost Cost

.44

Shop made)

:1.23:

.25 .12 .03 .08 .10 .03 .15

3. Warehouse tractor lifts - Onion
1.47 .45' .14 .08 .17 .05 .46

: .76:

:2.35*

2-4 51 53 2167 17 :4,08:
4-6 51 5 2167 1 :2,48:

2-4 50 51 2159 17 :3,82:
4-6 50 51 2159 16 :2.32:
6-8 50 51 2159 15 :1,65:

2-4 37 42 1628 17 :3.32:
46 37 42 1628 16 :2,40:

37 42 1628 15 :1.72:

4-6 57 57 2700 16 :2.72:
6-8 57 57 2700 15 :1.95:

4-6 57 57 4300 16 :4.32:
6-8 57 57 4300 15 :3.08:

(100)

4-6 47 48 2800 19 :2.94:
6-8 47 48 2800 18 :2.16:

4-6 48 50 3300 19 :4.75:
6-8 48 50 3300 18 :4,50:

4-6 50 51 3800 1 :3.99:
6-8 50 51 3800 18 2.38:

4-6 55 55 6300 19 :6.27:
6-8 55 55 6300 18 4.50

4-6 56 56 6700 19 :6.74:
6-8 5 56 6700 18 :4.77:

4-6 57 57 7000 19 :7.03:
6-8 57 57 7000 18 :5.04:

4-6 53 53 7900 19 :7.88:
6-8 53 53 7900 18 :5.67:

(1)

85 - 51 700 :4.03:

(1)

241 15 :2.00:

(1.)
104 53 1.745 :8.90:

.06 .11 .05 1,31

.06 .11 .05 1.02

.06 .12 .05 1.31

.06 .12 .05 1.05

.06 .12 .05 .93

.07 .13 .05 1.50

.07 .13 .05 1.25
.07 .13 .05 1.14

.07 .14 .05 1.22

.07 .14 .05 1.08

.07 .15 .05 1.73
.07 .15 .05 1.50

.06 .12 .06 1.08
.06 .12 .06 .95

.06 .13 .06 1.19
.06 .13 .06 1.16

.06 .14 .06 1.23

.06 .14 .06 1.10

.07 .15 .06 1.80

.07 .15 .06 1.51

.07 .16 .06 4.52
.07 .16 .06 1.59

.08 .17 06 1 97
.08 .17 .06 1.66

.10 .20 .06 2.32

.10 .20 .06 1.96

.03 1.47

.01 1.02

.04 2.88

12-15 H,i: plow
.48 .20 .02 .32
.31 .12 .04 .01 .32

16-19 H.P 2 plow
.45 .19 .06 .02 .36
.29 .12 .04 .01 .36
.22 .08 .03 .01 .36

20-23 H p
.45 .19 .06 2 .53
.30 .12 .04 .01 453
.23 .09 .03 .01 .53

24-27 H, 3-4 plow
34 .14 .04 2 .42
.26 .10 .03 .01 .42

28-31 II.. -4 plow
.54 .22 .07 2 .61
.41 .15 .05 .01 .61

D. Diesel crawler tractors

18-19 H.i:.; 2 plow
.31 .15 .05 .01 32
.24 .11 .03 .01 .32

20-23 H.P. 3-4 plOw
.39 .24 .08 1 .32
.29 .22 .07 .01 .32

24-27 H.P 3-4 plow
.42 .20 -:- .02 .32
.32 .14 .05 .01 .32

28-31 H.P -4 p19
.66 .31 .10 .43
.50 .22 .07 ,01 .43

32-35 H.P.; 4-6 plo
.34 .11 .43
.24 .08 .02 .43

36-39 H,P.; 4-6 p
35 .11 244

.25 .08 .02

48-55 H.P.; 6-8 plow
.39 .13 .58
.28 .09 .02 .58

pecialized

1. bean cultivator tractors

.20 .07 .04 14 .04 .27

Roto-tiller garden tractors

er Hour o Use
Hous. Fuel Lub. Repair

-1.09:
: .98:

:1.10:
: .92:
: .84:

:1,29:
:1.12:
:1.04:

:1.06:
: .97:

:..49:
:1.34:

: .83:

:1.04:

:1.10:
:1.04:

:1.47:
:1.28:

:1.54:
:1.33:

1.60
:1.39:

:1.90:
:1.66:



Table 1 continued.
nnual

Use
Year 'lear Purch Years
New Purcli.Prjce Life Invest.

Per Unt o Use Total Limited
ep. mt. Lisc. ins. Hous. Fuel tub. Repair Cost Cost

(Miles)

(1000)

II. Farm vehicles

A. Automobiles

6-8
8-10

10-12

54
54
54

55
55
55

2478
2478
2478

12
11
10

.192:
:.154:
: .125:

.032
.028
.025

.010

.008

.006

.001

.001

.001

.007
.006
.005

.002

.002

.001

.019

.019

.019

.003

.003

.003

006
.006
.006

.080

.073

.066

:.068:
:.063:
:.059:

(1000) B. Trucks

1/2 - 3/4 ton
4-6 54 54 1900 16 :.192: .024 .004 .021 .003 .007 .081 :.067:.100 .002.0l0
6-8 54 54 1900 14 :.133: .019 .007 .002 .007 .003 .02]. .003 .007 .069 :.059:
8- 10 54 54 1900 13 :.104: .016 .005 .001 .005 .002 .021 .003 .007 .060 :.053:

I ton
2-4 52 52 2100 18 :.351: .039 006 .016 .007 .026 .004 .012 .128 :.103:.018
4-6
6-8

52
52

52
52

2100
2100

16
14

:.208:
:.147:

.026

.021
.026
.007

.003

.003
.010
.007

.004

.003
.026
.026

.004

.004
.012
.012

.095

.083
:.081:
:,073:

1/2 tons
2-4
4-8
6-8

50
50
50

50
50
50

2600
2600
2600

18
1

14

:.432:
:.256:
:.189:

.048

.032

.027

.009
.006
.003

.016

.010

.007

.008

.005

.004

.033

.033

.033

.005

.005
.005

.013

.013

.013

.154

.117

.101

:.124:
:.099:
:.038:

.022

.013

.009

2 tons
2-4
4-6
6-8

53
53
53

53
53
53

3000
3000
3000

18
16
14

:.504:
:.304:
:.217:

.056
.038
.031

.011
.006
.005

.016
.010
.007

.008

.005
.004

.036
.036
.036

.003

.005
.005

.014
.014
.014

.171
.129
.113

:.138:
:.109:
:.098:

T025
.015
.c11

(1000) (Remaining) C. Busses

0-2
2-4

57
57

825
825

5
5

:.275:
:.137:

.110

.055
.014
.007

.008

.004
.016
.008

--
--

.047
.047

.005
.005

.041
.041

.241

.187
:.227:
:.160:



Table 1, continued,

Use New Purch.rrice Life Invest. Dep.
(Hours

:nt, Tax Hous. Puel Lub. Repair Prep. Cost Cost

The limited cost column includes all items included in the total cost column except interest on
investment and housing. In this study interest and housing were considered separately.

It was assumed that there was ro appreciable dif.terence between the cost of operation of general
purpose and standard type wheel tractors. For gasoline tractors the difference in original purchase
price was 100-200 dollars depending on size.

c The colons are used to set off the columns considered in the enterprise analysis relative to
machinery operations costs.

The rate of field performance is approximately 5 acres per hour,

The rate of field performance is approximately 6 acres per hour.

Lubrication included with fuel.

(10) III. Combines

A. Puiltype

5-7 feet
10-15 49 51 1222 14 5.67 .81 .09 17 .30 .08 07 .10 1.90 .1 45

15-20 49 51 1222 13 4,10 .63 20 07 .12 .30 08 .07 .10 1.57 1 25

8-9 feet
10-15 50 50 2100 14 40 1.20 14 23 .35 .08 07 12 2.61 1 96

15-20 50 50 2100 13 5.98 .92 30 10 16 35 08 .07 .12 2.10 1 64

B. Self-propelled

9 feet
15-20 55 56 4810 13 14 89 2 29 74 .24 17 45 .09 .07 1]. 4 19 3,28
20-25 55 56 4310 12 .11 64 1 94 53 .19 13 45 09 .07 11 3 59 2 83

25-30 55 56 4810 11 : 9.62: 1.75 .48 .16 .11 .45 .09 .07 .11 3.25 :2.66:

10 feet
15-20 54 55 5000 13 :15.47: 238 .77 .25 .18 .52 .10 .08 .11 4.42 :3.47:

20-25 54 55 5000 12 12 12 2.02 61 20 14 52 .10 08 11 3 81 3 06

25-3(. 54 55 5000 11 10 01 1.82 50 16 .12 .52 10 08 11 3.44 2.32

12 feet
15-20 53 54 5447 13 16 84 2.59 T4 .27 21 67 11 .09 .11 4.92 .87

20-25 53 54 5447 12 13.20 2 20 68 .21 16 .67 .11 .09 11 4 24 3 42

25-30 53 54 5447 11 .10 9 1 98 .54 .18 .13 .67 11 09 .11 3.84 3.17

14 feet
15-20 55 55 8065 13 24.964 3.84 r25 40 23 74 12 .10 .11 6 82 5 34.

20-25 55 55 3065 12 19 56 3 26 98 .32 18 74 .12 .10 11 5 84 4.68
25-30 55 55 8065 11 :16.12: 2.93 .81 .26 .15 .74 .12 .10 .11 5.25 :4.29:

(10) IV. Swathers

10-15 57 57 2962 10 :11.35: 2.37 .59 .19 .10 .35 .07 .26 .06 4.00 :3.31:

15-20 57 57 2962 10 3.45 1.69 .42 .14 07 .35 07 26 06 3 07 2 53

topper-sprayerV. Corn

140 58 58 3000 11 :10.00: 1.75 .50 .16 .17 .32 .03 .18 .13 3,30 :2,6

(Acres) VI. Farm sprayers

(100) A ra11 trailer tyned

1-2 54 54 356 15 :1.20: .16 .06 .02 .03 .06 c .10 .43 : .34:

2-3 54 4 356 14 .70 .J0 04 01 02 06 c 10 .33 : .27:

4-5 54 54 356 12 .24 .04 01 004 01 .06 c .10 .22 : .20:

(100 B. Medium trailer typee

1-2 52 52 735 14 :2,48: .33 .12 .04 .04 .09 c .10 -- .72 : .56:
2-3 52 52 735 14 p1.47 .21 07 .02 .02 .09 c .10 -- .51 .42
3-4 52 52 735 13 '1 04 .16 05 .02 .02 .09 c .10 -- 44 37
4-5 52 52 735 12 : .4: .14 .4 .01 .01 .09 c .10 -- .39 : .34:

(100) C. Large trailer type1

2-3 52 52 2700 15 :5.40: .72 .27 .09 .05 .12 C .10 1.35 :1.03:
3-4 52 52 2700 14 3.85 55 .19 06 .03 12 c .10 1.05 : .83:
4-5 52 52 2700 13 :2.99: .46 .15 .05 .03 .12 C .10 .91 : .73:

Annual Year Year Purch. Years Per Unit of Use Total Limited



Table 2, Cost per hour of operating non-powered farm machinery.

Acres Annual Year Year Purch. Years Per Acre a Use Total Limited

Per Hour Use New Purch. Price Life Invest. Dep.

(Acres)
Plows

C. Disk

2 disk
:2.16: .27

A. Moldboard, one way

Harrows
A. Spiketooth

One 14 inch

Two 14 inch
1.36 ° - 07

; .32: .11 .04

Two 16 inch
1 S4 - 09
1 12 .15 06

Three 14 inch
1.42 .18 06
1 05 14 05

Three 16 inch
1 52 .19 .0S

:1.05: .14 .05

Four 16 inch
2 00 .25 - tO
:1,42: .19 .07

Two 14 inch
1071 T6- .54
5 12 .45 .26

3 disk
1.52 .19 08
1.05 14 105

4 disk
1.20 - 15 16

: .2: .11 .04

Disks, field and covercrop

5-6 feet
:2.64: 75i .13

: .38: .11 .04

: .52: .07 .03

7-8 feet
1.12 T14 .06

: .68: .09 .03

9-10 feet
:1.04: .13 .05

: .75: .10 .04

12 feet
1,28 16 .06

: .90: .12 .04

2 section
27 ,03 .01

: .20: .03 .01

(10) 1.

8 5-10 52 52 205 16

.8 10-15 52 52 205 15

.1 5-10 52 52 276 16
1,1. 10-15 52 52 276 15

1.3 10-15 52 52 356 16
1.3 15-20 52 52 356 15

1.5 10-15 52 52 376 16
1.5 15-20 52 52 376 15

1.9 15-20 54 54 700 16

1.9 20-30 54 54 700 15

2.5 20-30 55 55 825 15
2.5 30-50 55 55 825 14

(10)

.4 0-5 52 53 215 17

.8 0-5 50 50 535 17

.8 5-10 50 50 535 16

(10)

.07 5-10 55 55 319 16

1.,1 10-15 53 53 380 16
1.1 15-20 53 53 380 15

1.5 15-20 52 52 406 16
1.5 20-30 52 52 406 15

(10) II.

1.9 0-10 51 51 263 17
1.9 10-20 51 51 263 1

1.9 20-30 51 51 263 15

2.5 10-20 51 51 335 16
2.5 20-30 51 51 335 15

3.4 20-30 53 53 513 1

3.4 30-40 53 53 513 15

4,5 20-30 56 56 650 16
4.5 30-40 56 56 650 15

III.

3.0 10-20 52 52 85 18
3,0 20-30 52 52 8.5 17

.02 09 .25 .60 44
b

.01 .05 .25 .46 : p37:

03 09 .25 69 .51

02 .05 .25 .53 42

.02 .08 .25

02 06 .25 52 41

02 .08 .25 .62 .46

.02 .06 .25 .52 : .41:

.03 10 25 73 .53

.02 .07 .25 .60 : .46:

.03 .09 .25 67 .50

.06 06 .25 53 . .42

.07 .12 .25 1.20 : .86:

17 .19 25 2.41 .1 68

0 .09 .25 1,13 .78

09 .25 .75 : .55:

.02 08 25 .62 46
102 106 125 152 .42

02 .10 25 58 .42
.01 .07 .25 .48 : .37:

.04 .12 .06 .66 : .41:

.01 .04 .06 .26 : .18:

.01 .02 .06 .19 : .14:

.02 .05 06 33 .22

.01 .03 .06 .22 : .16:

.02 .04 .06 .30 : .21:

.01 .03 .06 .24 : .17:

.02 .06 .06 .36 24

.01 .04 .06 .27 : .19:

.00 .01 02 11 .05

.00 .01 .02 .07 : .04:

Five 16 inch
-1.65 .22 .08

.1.05. .15 .05

Moldboard, way

:4.32: .54 22

epair Cost Costant. Tax Hous.



Table 2, continued.

Acres Annual
Per Hour Use

acreS

Year Year urch. Years Per Acre o Use

New iurch,'rice Life Invest. Deo. mt. Tax

Harrows

A. Spiketooth

ction
18 36 04 .02
17 .24 03 .00
16 : .16: .02 .01

4 section- .32 04 .02
.24: .03 .01

B. Springtooth

6 feet
20 .0i .08 .04
17 . 17 02 01
16 : .11: .0]. .01

8eet
18 - 39 .04 .02
17 : .23: .03 .01

10 feet
18 - - .06 C2
17 : 3O: .04 .02

12 feet
18 - 62 .07 03
17 : .37 .04 .02

Rollers

feet
20 'T1.90 09 10
13 4 06 .03
16 : .40: .05 .02

12 feet
18 .63: .07 .03
16 : .48: .06 .02

Levels, floats, drags (wood)

eet
10 : .30i .06 .02

6 feet
54 06 03

.32: .04 .02

feet
.72 .08 04
.40: .05 .02

.01

-4

C 10) III.

4.0 10-20- 52 52 115
4.0 20-30 52 52 115
4.0 30-40 52 52 115

5.0 20-30 52 52 145
5.0 30-40 52 52 145

(10)

2,2 0-10 52 52 SO
2,2 20-30 52 52 SO
2,2 30-40 52 52 80

28 10-20 52 52 115
2,8 20-30 52 52 115

3.4 10-20 5 52
3.4 20-30 5 52

4.0 10-20 52 52 185
4.0 20-30 52 52 185

(100) IV.

2.2 1-2 53 53 168
2.2 2-3 53 53 18

3.0 1-2 51 51 203
3.0 23 51 51 203

3.6 1-2 53 53 269
3.6 2-3 53 53 269
3,6 3-4 53 53 269

4.2 2-3 54 54
4.2 3-4 54 54

(100)

2,0 56 56 30

3.0 1-2 5 56

4.0 1-2 5
56 40

(100) VI.

1.7 0-1 55 5 5
1.7 1-2 55 56 85

1.5 0-1 53 53 450
1.5 1-2 53 53 450

100) VII.

2.0 12 53 53 165
2,0 1-3 53 53 165

01 02 .02 .11 07
.02 .02 .02 09 .05

.00 .01 .02 .07 .04:

.00 .02 .02 (9 06

.00 .01 .Q2 .07 : .05:

.0]. .04 .03 .20 : .16:

.00 07 03 07 05

.00 .04 .03 .06 : .05:

01 01 03 .10 08
.00 .01 .03 .08 : .06:

01 02 03 .14 .09
.00 .02 .03 .1 : .07:

.01 02 .03 .14

.01 .02 .03 .12 : .09:

01 02 .03 .15 .10
.01 .01 .03 .11 .08:

01 03 .03 .19 12
.01 .02 .03 .13 : .09:

03 04 .03 .29 15
.01 .02 .03 15 .10
.01 .02 .03 .1 : .09:

.01 .03 .03 .18 .11:
.01 .02 .0.3 .14 0:

.06 .02 .16 : .08:

.02 .02 .08 : .05:

.02 .02 .08 : .03:

.01 .04 .06 .25 : .17:

.00 .01 .06 .13 : .10:

.07 .05 .06 .93 : .66:

.02 .02 .06 .38 : .28:

.01 .04 .10 .26 : .19:

.01 .03 .10 .21 : .16:

12 feet
8 : .13: .01

Subsoilers

3. prong

17 : .83: .10 .04
15 t .30: .04 .02

prong
17 :4.50: 53 .22
15 :1.30: .20 .08

Field cultivators and chisels

6 feet
14 7 .56: .08 .03
13 : .32: .05 .02

Total Limited
Hous. Repai Cost Cost



Table 2, continued.

Per Hour Use New lurch, rice Life Invest. Dep. mt. Tax
acres

3 feet
267 14 T .91: .13 .05

10 feet
340 14 T .70: .10 .04 .01

Rotary hoes

Rod weeders

Row cultivators

Rotovators

650

Planters

A. Grain drills

row

4 row

XIII. Fertilizer spreaders

o feet
227 16 72 09 .04 01
227 15 .45; .0 .02 .01

12 feet
220 20 : .73: .07 .04 .01

row (also o1e bean)
130 15 - 12 .04

1 row
375 13 .58 .19 .06
880 10 :2.95: .59 .15 .05

6 ieet
293 19 T2.00: .21 .10 .03 .06 .0? .47

feet
443 19 2.94 .31 .15 .05 .08 .07

10 feet
539 18 2 16 .24 .11 .04 .07
539 17 :1.53: .18 .08 .02 .05

2 row
17 T4 .48 .20 .07 .25 .12 1.12 : .67:
1 :1.38: .17 .07 .02 .08 .12 .46 : .31:

206
206

A. Commercial fertilizer

.53 ; .35:

.40 : .27:

.12 .75 : .48:

(10)

1.9 5-10 51 51

2,6 5-10 51 51

10-15 51 51
15-20 51 51

3.8 10-15 51 51
3.8 15-20 51 51

(10)

0-5 52 52

1.4 0-5 52 52
1.4 5-10 52 52

3.0 15-20 55 55

(100)

2.0 0-1 53 53

2,7 1-2 52 52

3,4 2-3 53 53

4,1 3-4 55 55

(100)

1,8 1-2 53 53
1.8 Z_3 53 53

(100)

4.0 50 50

(1.0)

5-10 52 52

1.5 5-10 52 52
1.5 10-15 5 52

(100)

8 0-1 56 56
1-2 56 56

bus.
Total Limited

Pepair Cost Cost

.06 .10 .35 : .24:

.06 10

.05 .10 .29

05 20 39 30
.03 .20 .32 .27:

.05 .02 .20 : .10:

.04 .15 .37 : .28:

.08 .15 .47 : .33:
.05 .15 .35 : .27:

03 .50 1 36 1.14
.04 .75 1.58 :1.39:

Per Acre of UseAcres Annual Year Year Purch, Year

.01
12 feet

475 13 - 65

.06 .02

.04 .01

2 row
184 15 :1.20:
184 14 : .77:

12 feet
:2.52:
:1.78:

.13
U

.28631 18
631 17

B. Corn and bean planters

.21
.04 .09 .07 .61 : .37:
.03 .06 .07 .46 : .31:

148 :2.98: .3517 .05 .12 .12 .79 : .52:

.56 : .50:.25 .09 .03 .0715 :1.88:

6 feet
15 :2.32: .3 .08 .02 .57 : .37:



Table 2, continued.

Acres Annual Year Year Purch. Years Per Acre of Use Total Limited
Per Hour Use New Purch.Price Life Invest. Dep. mt. Tax Hous. Repair Cost cost

acres
8 feet

2.7 0-1 53 53 250 15 2.48 33 .12 04 .09 02 60 .39
2.7 1-2 53 53 250 14 . .12 .04 01 03 .02 .22 15

10 feet
3.4 0-1 53 53 278 15 7.73: .37 .14 .05 .12 .02 .70 : .44:
3.4 1-2 53 53 278 14 .91: .13 .05 .01 .04 .02 .25 : .16:
3.4 2-3 53 53 278 13 : .58: .09 .03 .01 .02 .02 .17 : .12:

12 feet
4.1 12 55 55 317 14 7L05: .15 .05 .02 .06 .02 .30 : .19:
4.1 2-3 55 55 317 13 65 10 03 .01 .03 .02 .19 .13

(10) B. Manure (average size)

.5 5 48 43 345 17 :3.48: .41 .17 .06 .23 .10 .97 : .57:

.5 10 43 43 345 15 :1.72: .23 .09 .03 .12 .10 .57 : .36:

(Field) (100) XIV. Sprayers tractor mounted

4 0-1 53 53 156 13 :1.56: .24 .08 .03 .02 .10 .47 : .37:
4 1-2 53 53 156 13 . .52 .08 03 .01 01 10 23 19
4 2-3 53 53 156 12 : .30: .05 .02 .00 .01 .10 .18 : .15:

(Field) (100) XV. Dusters (average size)

5 0-1 52 52 353 15 :3.76: .47 .19 .06 .12 .07 .91 : .60:
5 1-2 52 52 353 15 .1 28 16 06 02 04 07 35 25

(10) XVI. General farm equipment

Tractor mowers, 5-7 feet

1.8 5-10 51 51 300 13 :2.02: .31 .10 .03 .04 .36 .84 .70:

Side delivery rakes

2.4 10-15 53 5.3 421 12 :1.68: .28 .08 .03 .10 .12 .61 : .43:

Wagons (average size)

10 53 53 160 18 :1,62: .18 .08 .03 .19 .06 e54 : .27:

Trailers (average size)

5 53 53 160 18 :3,24: .36 .16 .05 .31 .06 .94 : .47:
10 53 53 160 18 :1.62: .18 .08 .03 .15 .06 .50 : .27:

B. Tractor lifts or loaders

-- 2 57 57 580 12 :14.52: 2.42 .73 .24 .15 .25 3.79 :2.,91

(1) XVII. Specialized machinery

Pole beans

Stake driver
.4 24 56 56 202 17 :4.21: .49 .21 .07 .10 .12 .99 : .68

Stake puller- 22 5 57 55 8 :3.52: .36 .18 .06 .10 -- .70 : .5Z

Stringer
.4 35 57 57 310 12 :4.43 .75 .22 .07 .04 .76 1.84 :1.58:

Hops

low
1.6 100 46 48 242 14 :1.43: .19 .07 .02 .16 .38 .82 : .59:

Stringing cart
-- 30 43 48 264 20 1.70 17 08 03 .06 .14 .48 .34

Onions

lanter

1.2 26 52 53 295 14 :6.12: .87 .31 .10 .42 .53 2.23 :1.50:



Table 2, continued.

cres unual Year Year Putch. ears Per crc o Use TotalL te
Per Hour Use New Purch.Price Life Invest. Be., mt. Tax flous. Repair Cost Cost

acres
Puller

1.0 30 51 51 384 15 :6.37: s5 .32 .10 .30 1.11 2.68 :2.06:

Pickup machine
.4 22 48 49 :22.00: 2.75 1.10 .35 .58 2,63 7.41 :5.73:

B. Cane berrie

Grape hoe
:1.80:

Forages

!.! !us
100 57 57 840 10 :4.20:

The limited cost column includes all items included in the total cost column except interest on
investment and housing. In this study intereatand housing costs were considered separately.

The colons are used to set off the columns considered in the enterprise cost analysis relative
to machinery operation costs.

/

.28:

.91:



Table 3. Annual farm machinery use comparisons as related to grouped enterprises.

I. Tractors
Gasoline wheel
5-7 H.P.
8-11 H.P.
12-15 H.P.
16-19 H.P,
20-23 H.P.
24-27 H.P.
28-31 H.P.
32-35 H.P.
36-39 H.P.
40-43 H.P.
Diesel wheel
20-23 H.P.
24-27 H.P.
23-31 H.?.
32-35 H.P.
36-39 H.P.
40-43 H.P.
44-47 H.P.
Gasline crawler
12-15 H.P.
16-19 H.P.
20-23 H.P.
24-27 H.P.
28-31 H.P.
Diesel crawler
16-19 H.P.
20-23 H.P.
24-27 H.P.
28-31 H.P.
32-35 H.P.
36-39 H.P.
40-43 H.P.
44-47 H.P.
48-55 H.P.

Farm Machines

Grains Tree
and fruits

legume Grass Small and Vege-
seeds seeds Forages fruits ruts tables Hops Mint

2-4
2-4
4-6
4-6

4-6
4-6
4-6
4-6
4-6
4-6

4-6 4-6
4-6
4-6
6-8
6-8

4-6
6-8
6-8
6

6-8
6-8

6-8

4-6

6-8

10

8-10 --- -- 4-6 --- 6

6-8 --- --- 8-10

Crop Groupings

L00 hours)

(100 miles)

(10 acres

6-8

6-S

6-8

6-8

100-120 100-120 100-120 100-120 100-120
. Autos, Trucks, Buses

A. Automobiles
B Trucks

100-120 100-120 100-120

1/2-3/4 Ton 60-30 60-80
1 Ton 40-60 40-60
1 1/2 Ton 20-40 20-40 2040
2 Ton 20-40 20-40 20-40

C.Bus

combines
A. Pull type

5-7 ft. 10-15 15-20
8-9 it. 10-15 15-20

B, Self-propelled
9 ft. 15-20 25-30
10 ft. 15-20 25-30
12 ft. 15-20 25-30
14 ft. 15-20 25-30

IV. Swathers 10-15 15-20

V. Plows
A. Moldboard, one way

2 bottom 5-10 5-10 5-10
3 bottom 10-15 10-15 10-15
4 bottom 20-30 20-30
5 bottom 30-50

B. Moldboard, two way
1 bottom -5 --- -*-
2 bottom 5-10 5-10 5-10

C. Disk
2 disk 5-10 5-10 5-10
3 disk 10-15 10-15 10-15
4 disk 20-30 20-30 20-30

VI. Disk, field & cover crop
5-6 ft. 10-20 10-20 10-20

5-10 5-10 5-10 5-10
10-15 10-15

20-30
20-30

-s -5

5-10 5-10 5-10 5-10

5-10 5-10 5-10 5-10 5-10
10-15 10-15 10-15 10-15 10-15
20-30 20-30 20-30 20-30 20-30

(100 acres)
20-30 -10 10-20 20-30

2-4 2-4
24 4-6
4-6 6-8

4-6 4-6

4-6 6-8
4-6 4-6
4-6 4-6

4-6
6-8

4-4

-4 2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4
4-6

4-6

6-8
6-8

6-8

6-8

4-6

4-6
4-6

4-6

80-100 60-80

60-80 20-40
60-30 20-40

60-80 60-80 80-100
40-60 20-40 40-60
40-60 20-40 40-60
40-60 20-40 40-60

-20 --- 20-40

2 -- 2-4
2-4 2-4 4-6
4-6 2-4 4- 4-6 2-4
6-8 4-6 6-8 6-8 4-6

6-8 4-6 -8 6-3 4-6

4-6 4-6 -8 4-6 4-6

4-6 46 (,-8 4-6

4-6 --- 6-8

--- -- 6-8



Table 3.. continued.

X. Held cultivators
5-6 ft.
7-8 ft.
9-10 ft.
11-12 ft.

y hoe
ft.

cultivators
row
row

XI Grain drills
5-6 ft.
7-8 ft.
9-10 ft.
11-12 ft.

XIV. Corn & bean planters
1 row
2 row
3 row
4 row

chisels
1-2
1-2
2-3
2-3

(100 acres)
1-2

(100 acres)
2-3 1-2

1-2
2-3
3-4

3-4
1-2

3

2-3

1-2

XV. Commercial fer izer spreader (100 acres)
5-6 ft. -1. -1
7-8 ft. 1-2 1-2 -1 -1
9-10 ft. 1-2 2-3 2-3 1-2 -1 1-2 1-2 1-2

11-12 ft. 1-2 2-3 2-3 1-2 1-2 2

XVI. Farm sprayers (100 acres)
Tractor Mtd. 1-2 2-3 1-2 -1
Small trail 2-3 4-5 1-2 1-2 1

Medium trail 3-4 4-5 3-4 2-3 1-2 1-2

Large trail

xvi: Rotovato r

3-4 4-5 2-3 4-5

(100 acres)
1 row -1
4-6 ft. L-2

(10 acres)
XVIV. Farm trailers 10

5-10

5-10
5-10

10-20
15-20

5-10
5-10
10-15

(10 acres)
5-10
5-10

(10 acres)
5-10 5-10

5-10

5-10
10-15

20-30

5-10
5-10 5-10

10-15
--

10-15
10-15

(10 acres)

machines

crop Groupings
Grains
and

legume
seeds

Grass
seeds

Tree
fruits

Small and
Forages fruits Nuts

Vege-
tables

VI. Disks, field & cover crop (100 acres)
5-6 ft. 1-2 1-2 1-2 2-3 -1 1-2

7-8 ft. 2-3 2-3 3 2-3 1-2 2-3

9-10 ft. 2-3 2-3 2-3 23--
11-12 ft. 3-4 3-4 3-4

VII. Harrows (100 acres)
A. Spiietooth

2 section 2-3 3-4 2-3 1-2 1-2 1-2

3 section 2-3 3-4 1-2 1-2 2-3

4 section 2-3 3-4
B. Springtooth

5-6 ft. -1
7-8 ft. 2-3 1-2 1-2 2-3

9-10 ft. 2-3 2-3 2-3

11-12 ft. 2-3 2-3

VIII. Rollers (100 acres)
5-6 ft. 1-2 1-2

7-8 it,
9-10 ft.

1-2

2-3 3-4

2-3

2-3
11-12 ft. 2-3 3-4 3-4

IX. Subsoilers (100 acres)
1 prong 1 1-2

2 prong 1-2

Hops Mint

2-3
2-3



Table 4. Batimated cost of housing farm machinery.5

The following estimates were used in arriving at a cost per
square foot of storage space: Cost P1

253

I. Powered Machinery

A. Wheel tractors
7 H.P. 50 6.00

8_li H.P. 60 7.20
12-15 H.P. 70 8 40
16-19 H.P. 80 9.60
20-23 H.P, 85 10 20

24-27 H.P. 90 10.80
28-31 HP. 95 11.40
32-35 H.P. 100 12,00
36-39 H.P. 104 12.48
40-43 H.P. 108 12 96

44-47 LP. 11.2 13.44

B. Crawler tractors
12-15 H.P. 46 5.52
16-19 H.P. 51 6.12

20-23 H.P. 56 6.72
24-27 H.P. 66 7.92
28-31 H.P. 76 9.12
32-35 LP. 86 10.32
36-39 H.P. 96 11.52
48-55 H.P. 108 12.96

C. Autos, trucks, buses
automobile 126 15.12

Sq. Pt.
1. Depreciation ($1.25 per sq. ft. original cost,

20 years life) $.062
2. Interest (half-life value, 6 percent) .037
3. Taxes (half-life value, 20 percent taxable, Si m 1 is) .002
4. Maintenance ($10 per year on a 30 x 50 ft. build ng) .008
5. Insurance (half-life value, $.47 per hundred) .003
6. Land ($500 per acre, 5 percent interest) .005

Total annual cost per square foot .12

Estimated Cost

Space per

I Required Year

q. t.



Table 4, continued,.

Estimated
Space

Item Re'uired
ft.

254

Cost
per
Yea

18 00
21,50
24.96
24,96

D, combines
pull type

5-7 ft. 21.60
8-9 ft.

self-propelled
9 ft.

28.80

30.00
10 ft. 32.00
12 ft. 36.00
14 ft. 40.00

E. Swathers, 5.?. 12.00

P. Warehouse tractor lifts 70 8.40

G. Pole bean cultivator tractors 30 3.60

H. Garden rototiliera 14 1.68

II. Non-powered machinery

A. Seedbed preparation
1. Plows

a. moldboard, one way
2 bottom 55 6.60
3 bottom 84 10.08
4 bottom 140 16,80
5 bottom

b. moldboard, two way
1 bottom

187

35

22,44

4.20
2 bottom

c. disk
2 disk

55

55

6.60

6.60
3 disk 84 10.08
4 disk 140 16.80
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Table 4, continued.

Item

Estimated
Space

Required

Cost
per
Year

sq. ft. $
2. Disks (cover crop and field)

5-6 ft. 49 5 88
6-8 ft. 63 7 56
9-10 ft. 88 10 36
12 ft. 117 14.04

3, Harrows
a, spike

2 section 15 1.80
3 section 20 2.40
4 section 23 3.00
5 section 30 3.60

b. springtooth
6 ft. 15 1.80
8 ft. 18 2.16
10 ft. 24 2.88
12 ft. 30 3.60

4. Levels, drags, floats (wood)
8 ft. 26 3.12
10 ft. 28 3.36
12 ft. 30 3.60

5. Rollers
5-6 ft. 30 3.60
8 ft. 38 4.56
10 ft. 46 5.52
12 ft. 34 6.48

6. Subsoiler
1 prong 16 1 92
2 prong 20 2.40

7. Field cultivator
6 ft. 36 6.72
8 ft. 80 9.60
10 ft. 108 14.40
12 ft. 140 16.

8. Rod weeders
12 ft. 68 8.12



Table 4, continued.
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ilstilated
Space

It em Rsuired

Colt
per
Year

sq.ft.
B. Planting

1. Grain dr
6 ft. 36

$

4 32
8 ft. 48 5 76
10 ft. 72 8.64
12 ft. 112 11.04

2. Corn and an planters
1 row 26 3.12
2 row 52 6.24
3 row 78 9.42
4 row 103 12.60

C. Fertilizer and chemtca,l
application equipment
1. Commercial fertilizer spreaders

8 ft. 33 3.84
8 ft. 38 4.56
10 ft. 50 6.00
12 ft. 70 8.40

2. Farm sprayers
tractor mounted 10 1,20
small trailer 36 4.32
medium trailer 48 5.76
large trailer 100 12.00

3. Farm dusters 48 5.76

D. Crop Cultivation equipment
1. Row cultivators

1 row 25 3.00
2 row 49 5.88

2. Rotovators
1 row 12 1 44
4.6 ft. 49 5 88

3. Rotary
8 ft. 7.20

B. Crop harvest equipment
1. Tractor mowers 25 3.00



Table 4, continued.
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Bstiiitated Coat
Space pet

Item Required Year
- sq.ft. $

2. Side rake 100 12.00

F1 Misc, type equipment
1. Wagon 80 9.60

2. Trailer 64 7.68

3. Tractor lift 25 3.00



APPENDIX D

Component Costs of Irrigating Parm Crops the Sprinkler Method

Infonnat ion was available on 75 of the farm schedules which

could be and was used to estimate irrigation costs. This information

was designed to give irrigation coats on an individual farm basis;

the physical information collected was in terms of hours of water

application and the coet section was designed to provide costs per

hour of operation. No attempt was made to determine the number of

inches of water applied or coats in relation to pump output.

this study the quantity of water applied is reflected only in terms

of the number of irrigations and the time length of the settings.

In addition to the information from the farm survey records, inform-

ation was obtained from Soil Conservation Service technicians and

electrical power company farm consultants.

The estimates used are not without relative checks. Por each

estimate made of component irrigation costs, due to missing survey

data, there were several other comparative costs which were deter-

mined directly from the survey. Seldom was it necessary to esti-

mate complete irrigation costS; usually only one or two of the com-

ponent costs were missing

The size of an irrigation system may be determined in several

ways; viz., lateral length, water output total acres irrigated and

pump size. Pump size was the only measure which would fit the sur-

vey data; hence, all coats are reported in relation to pump horse

power.
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Cost of Operating Sprinkler Irrigation Systems

The survey data 'was sorted and tabulated in terms of motor

horse-power and annual use, The representative price paid for the

various sized systems was determined by simple regression techniques.

The equation thus determined was: y 1122.85 + 132,96X, where X

equals the size of the system in terms of motor horse-power. Al-

though the goodness of fit was not determined the graphic compar-

ison was very impressive0 The average year purchased on all of

the horse-power groupings was between 1951 and 1953. In accord-

ance with the method used in calculating the price, all systems are

presented as being purchased In 1952. The price paid was assumed

to be the same regardless of the annual use of the system.

The average length of life of the system was estimated by the

farmers surveyed at 19 to 22years almost without exception and

regardless of size or use. For this reason a straight estimated

life of 20 years was used.

Repair was an extremely variable item and seemed to follow no

pattern. It was aSsumed, therefore, that repair varied only with

the size of the system and a regression equation was used to esti-

mate the repair function. The estimating equation was: Y .048

+ .001X where X equals motor horse-power. The graphic comparison

was not so impressive but the results are logical.

Due to the indeterminate nature of power costs as recorded in

the survey schedules it was necessary to obtain estimates from out-

side sources. Costa per kilowatt hour were determined by averaging



All other costs were determined in accordance with methods out-.

lined in Appendix C for powered and non-powered farm machinery.

Table 2 presents the calculated costs per hour of operation of

sprinkler irrigation systems as determined under the methods and

assumptions described above. Th annual use of category to use was

determined on the individual farm survey record in relation to crops

and acreage.
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the irrigation rates from two electrical power compan&es. It was

assumed that one horse..power equals .746 kilowatts; this conversion

was discusaed with the power company consultants who supplied the

power rates and it seemed satisfactory. Also, it was necessary to

assume a three month irrigation season with power equally distri-

buted per month and that minimum fees were equally distributed.

Table 1 presents the results of this determination,

Table 1. Cost of electrical power for operating irrigation pumps
by pump size and annual hours of use

Use 5 7.5 10 15 25 30 40
(hours) (dollars)

400 12 16

6600 .08 .12 .16 .23 .31. .39

800 .06 .10 .13 .18 .25 .32 .38 .50

1000 --- -- .12 .16 .22 .27 .33 .43

1200 0-- .29 .39

Annual Motor Horse-power



Table 2. Cost of operating sprinkler irrigation systems by pump size and annual hours of use.

The limited cost column includes all items included in the total cost column except interest
on investment and housing In this study interest and housing costs were considered separately.

The colons are used to set off the columns considered in the enterprise cost analysis relative
to itachinery opperation costs,

Annual
Use

Year
Acqu.

Price
Paid

Years
Life

Per Hour of Use Total Limited
Cost staIn yes Dep. mt. Tax Power Repair

400
600
800

400
600
800

600
800
1000

600
800

1000

600
300
1000

600
800
1000

800

1000

1200+

800

1000
1200+

52

52

52

52

52
52

52

52
52

52
52
52

52

52
52

52
52

52

52
52

52

52

52
52

1788
1788

1788

2120
2120
2120

2452
2452
2452

3117
3117
3117

3782
3782
3782

4447
4447
4447

5112
5112
5112

6441
6441
6441

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20
20

20

20

20

20

20

20
20

:2.91:b

:1.94:

:1.45:

:3.44:
2.30
:1.72:

:2.66:

1 99

:1.59:

:3.38:

:2.53:

:2.03:

:4.10:

3.07
:2.46:

:4.82:

:3.61:
:2.89:

:4.15:

3.32
:2.77:

:5,23:
:4.19:

:3.49:

'

22

.15

.11

.26

18

.13,

.20

.15

.12

.26

.19

.16

.32

.24

.19

.37

.28

.22

.32

26

.21

.40

.32

.27

5 H.P.

.15

.10

.07

7.5 H.P.

.17

11

.09

10 H.P.

.13

.10

.03

15 H.P.

.17

.13

.10

20 H,P.

.20

15

.12

25 H.P.

.24

.18

.14

30 H.P.

.21

.17

.14

40 H.P.

.26

.21

.17

.05

.03

.02

.06

04
.03

.04
03
.03

.05

.04

.03

.07

05
.04

.08

.06

.05

.07

.05

.04

.08

.07

.06

.10

.03

.06

.16

12

.10

.16

.12

.11

.24

.19

.17

.31

.25

.21

.39

.32

.23

.38

.32

.29

.50

.43

.39

.05

.05

.05

.06

.06

.06

.06

06
.06

.06

.06

.06

.07

07
.07

.07

.07

.07

.08

.08

.08

.09

.09

.09

.57

.41

.31

.71

.51

.41

.59

46

.40

.78

.61

.52

.97

.76

.63

1.15
.91

.76

1.06

88

.76

1.33
1.12
.98

: .42:

: .31:

: .4:

: .54:

40

: .32:

: .46:

36

: .32:

: .61:

: .48:

: .42:

: .77:

61
: .51:

:

: .73:

; .62:

': .:5:

.71

62:

:1.07:
: .91:

: .81:



Irrigation Well Costs

From the farm schedules data was obtained fox estimating the

average cost of irrigation wells, It was assumed that the co

drilling wells on the river..bottoa soils was the same regardless

of the geographic locationi the same for the fine textured terrace

soils. The gravelly terrace soil, were not generally irrigated from

wells since there was water avaL1abl from ditches and ponds. For

this reason no estimate was made for the gravelly soils area; a

charge per acre of $3.00 was made for the surface water. The assump-

tion made above may not hold consistently, but it was remarkable

the uniformity of the estimates when thus grouped. The substrata

of the river-bottom soils along the North Santiam River and the

Willamette River are somewhat different and it would be suspected

that the wells along the Willamette River would be more expensive.

However, a couple of reliable fara schedules were reviewed and it

appeared that the costs were not greatly different. Table 3 presents

the average costs for irrigation wells in Marion County. The average

year drilled was 1952, Almost universally there was no estimate given

for repair. Irrigation wells are not taxed directly.
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Pump size

263

Table 3. Irrigation well coats associated wjth pump size and soil
groups.

Present investment was calculated on the basis of half-life0

Depreciation was calculated on the basis of three percent per year.

Hours of annual use was the same as that of the irrigation system.,

Area Covered per Setting in Relation to Georaphic Location of the

Well and Size of the Irrigation System

The average number of acres covered per setting as related to

the size of the motor and location of the well in respect to t

and riverbottom soils was difficult to determine. In the first place

the survey data was not designed to give this information, However,

in order to determine the number of hours of use to charge to an

individual enterprise it was necessary to know the area covered per

setting, the number of hours per setting and the number of times

irrigated per season, It was thought that the area covered per set-

timg, considering the sane size motor, should be less on the terrace

Item 5-7.5 10 5 20

Riverbottom soils

Year new 1954 1950 1950

Cost $220 $280 $430 1

pine textured terrac

Year new 1954 1954 1953 1951 1953 1951 1951

Coat $800 $800 $1200 $1275 $1325 $1440 $1525
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soils, where the well drawdown is greater than on the riverbottom

soils, After visiting with electrical power company farm repre-

sentatjves it was determined that this may not be so since the

size of the nozzle may b larger on the riverbottom soils. The

data from the survey records confirm that the area covered per

setting is nearly the same on the terrace and riverbottom soils.

The area covered is a function of the lateral. length and the

number of laterals, To have sufficient pressure at the end of a

lateral length the number of forty-foot sprinklers should not exceed

about 20; they may be less than this and usually are. Eighteen

forty foot sprinklers cover about one acre per setting, This makes

the total lateral length which a motor can support a function of

design. However, all laterals need not be a specific length as 20

sprinklers is only a maximum, Thus1 nearly any multiple of an acre

is possible,

The drawdown in the different well locations may not vary so

much as would be suspected, If the drawdown La not greatly different,

then the total output would tend to be equalized on the riverbottom

and terrace soils, Another equalizing feature is the type of pump

generally used on wells in the different areas. Centrifugal pumps

are used where the drawdown is Only about 13 feet; where it is much

over this the turbin pump is used, The centrifugal pump is considered

a. One power company farm Consultant estimated the nozzle settings
on riverbottom soils to be 4/10 inches per hour and on terrace
soils to be 3/10 inches per hour.



Pump Size (H.P.)

Seasonal Irrigation Requirements of Various Crops in Terms of ApplL_- -

cation Time.

Prom the survey data and secondary sources it wai pussible to

estimate the average number of irrigations per season and the hours

per setting on the crops concerned. (5) This data is summarized in

Table 5.
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to be less efficient th*n the turbin pump. (45 p.

On the basis of the above reasoning, survey tabulations, and

the advise of irrigation technicians Table 4 was developed.

Table 4. Average number of acres covered per setting in relation
to pump size.

5-7.5 10 15 25 40

Riverbottom Soils

.6 .8 1.2 1.4 1.8 2.1 2.7 3.4

Gravelly Terrace Soils

.5 .8 1.2 1.4 1.8 2.1 2.7 3.3

Fine Textured Terrace Soils

.8 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.0 2..6 3.2



Table 5. Number of irrigat ions per season and the length of time
water was applied per setting.

Cr0

Pole beans
Sweet corn
Carrots

Strawberries

Mint
Hops

Pasture

sante on the various sized systems.

Number of Riverbottoin and Pine Textured
rn ations Gravel $oils Terrace Soils

8.0
3.5 4

6.0

3.0 4

6.0 10

3.0 8 10

8,0 10

Hours per Setting
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Labor RequLrements Moving Sprinkler Irrigation Equipment.

Table 6 presents the results of a number of survey tabulations

which were made to determine the number 0 hours of man labor required

to move irrigation equipment per acre each time a crop was irrigated.

An attempt was first made to determine labor time in relation to

irrigation settings which would have reflected any change associated

with the size of the p p rotor, This was not possible due to the

lack of adequate information. Neither was it possible to reflect

the size of the motor in the per acre tabulations. Therefore it was

labor requirements would be thenecessary to assume that the per hou



Table 6. Number of labor hours required to move sprinkler in
gation equipment per acre per irrigation,

Crop Hours per acre per irriga

Pole beans

All corn 1.86

Carrots 1.s

Strawberries

AU. cane berries

Hay & pasture

Hops

Mint

Sugar beet seed

a. A recent study in Nebraska determined a labor requirement of 1.7
hours per irrigation per acre for corn and 1.2 hours for &lfalfa.
(40, p. 10)

1,2

2.0
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XB

atments and Annual Coats

as Related Specific c!P

ring the view farmers 4 to estimate the

replacement cost" of their present farm buildings. Also, data were

obtained relative to age and repair, and the percentage allocation

of these buildings to the crops for Which costs and returns data

were collected. On the basis of this information investment and

annual Costa were determined for each building categOry. as related

to individual crops.

Depreciation on machinery storage buildings was calculated on

the basis of a 30 year life for buildings on concrete foundations

and 20 years for pole construction buildings or buildings sitting

on rocks and other less stable foundations.

Present investment was determined on the basis of annual depre-

ciat ion and building age.

Taxes were calculated in accordance with Marion County rates

for 1958.

Building insuranc imated on the but of $.50 per $100

of present value.

Costs representing depreciation, repair, taxes, and insurance

and investment were starjZe4 over individual crops without respect

to soils,

The investments and annual costs far crop alculated
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slightly different from buildings. Instead of a depreciated p

sent value a half-life value was assumed. There was no insurance

or tax charge made. Repair included maintenance CO$tSe In the

case of pole beans a semi-permanent type yard was assumed for all

growers. Therefore, the cost reported reflects the initial setting

and bracing of the posts plus materials; it does not include the

annual costs associated with putting up and taking down the balance

of the yard.



Table 1, Farm building investments and annual costs as related to specific crops.

a, Includes oats and vetch.

Includes legume and grass hay and silage.

Repair cost and replacement cost are considered synonyms in this case.

Machinery storage is included in with crop storage since most buildings are double purpose.
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Item

Crop

Machine storage Crop yards Other

Invest. Cost Invest. Co8t Item Invest. Cost

Small grainsa

(dollars)

525 .58

(dollars) (dollars)

Field corn 11,09 1.05 Corn crib 24.05 1.84

Red clover seed 6.36 .61

Crimson clover seed 5.96 .53

C. ryegrass 3.40 .37

Fesques 4.63 .57

H. bentgrass 4.31 .47

Corn silage 11.09 1.05
Irrigated hayb 16.38 1.51
Non-irrigated hayb 2.22 .23

All pasture -- -*

Strawberries 17.84 2.28
Bvergreen blackberries 36.00 4.39 63.00 16.40
F3oyseri & loganberries 36.00 4.39 71.00 22.00

Sweet cherries 50.20 5.02 Ladders, pails, etc. 42.75 ô.O8

Prunes 17.75 1.46
Filberts 19.56 1.63
Walnuts 11.25 .91

Pole beans 44.29 5.50 61.87 16.72 Transo labor housing 58.27 23.35

Sweet corn 15.15 2.15
Carrots 44.10 3.96
Onions d d Crop & machine storage345.0O 42.87

Tote & storage boxes 130.00 25.65
Mint 7.01 1.05
Sugar beet seed 30.00 2.58

Hops 15.17 2.23 138.00 35.00



Estimated farm cost for tiling Marion County, Oregon, soils as determined by farmer
estimates and Soil Conservation Service recommendations, 1958.

See following page for footnote

So i

Pattern Tiling Costa Based Upon SCS Estimated Tiling Costs Experienced
Recommendations by Farm Operators

Recom- Tile
mended req.

lateral per
spscinaaacre

Cost
per
1000
feetb

Total
tiling
cost
per
acreC

Imputed
farm

Farm cost
Ratio survey using Depre-
to esti- Wood- ciation Present
Wood- mated burn as at invest-
burn cost a base

3%C
ment1

feet feet $ $ S $ $ $

Willamette

Woodburn 100 436 185 91 100 5 55 1.85 35

Amity 80 550 18.5 112 123 -- 68 2.04 43

Concord 70h 621 185 125 137 --- 75 2.25 47

Dayton 6O 721 185 143 157 86 2.58 54

Clackamas 8O 550 185 112 123 -- 68 2.04 43

Wapato 80 550 185 112 123 --- 68 2.04 43

Labish 55iclay 776 215k 167 --- 93m 465n 46p

wood 776 2OO' 155 86 78m 8.67--



Appendix F, continued.

The lateral spacings listed are for pattern tiling. They do not
represent any one individual situation as drainage requirements
differ within the soil series and also with the crop being pro-
duced. The spacings represent a typical situation for the
individual soil as estimated by SCS technicians.

The Marion County ASC office obtained co4mtsrcial estimates from
four different frms to obtain installation costs, including
the tile, for various sizes of tile. The average of these esti-
mates is listed b*low;
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Size of tile Cost 1000 feet, 1960
inEles dollars

4

205
6 233

340
10 440
12 540

The estimate of $185 per 1000 feet was assumed on the basis of
four and five inch tile; most lateral tile is four inch.

All but $10 of the total tiling cost per acre represents laterals.
Ten dollars per acre was a standard estimated cost for mainline
tile used in Marion county. The laterals in the Labiah soil
drain into a large open ditch located in the Middle of the old
lake bed; hence, there is no mainline tile.

d. The estimates obtained from farmers contacted in this survey
were not sufficient to estimate farm colts on each soil. It

was necessary to estimate tiling costs for the various soils
on the basis of the few soils which had sufficient observations
to give representative costs. For Amity soil there were 25
farmer estimates obtained and for Woodburn soil there were 26.
Either of these soils could have been used as a base on which
tiling costs for soils could rest; the Woodburn average was an
arbitrary choice. These estimates are lower than the estimated
cost for pattern tiling due to changes in tiling colts over the
years and also to the fact that not all farmers pattern tile.
Randt tiling was most prevalent. Pattern tiling is becoming
more widely used however. It was not determinable from the
survey records whether or not the farm coats were total costa
or total costs minus ASC contributing payments. In most in-
stances, according to those assisting in collecting the survey
data, this cost is actual farm coat but there are probably some



Appendix F, continued

cost estimates within the average whtch are total,

A three percent depreciation is in accordance with farm estimates
obtained in this survey, Three percent does not represent tiling

on Labish soil as will be explained in a later footnote.

Eleven years was the average age of the systems on the farms
surveyed, On the average, this would be expected to be near
15 years, however, where tiling is on the increase as it is in
the Willamette Valley then the average age would be less than
the median, This condition is expected to continue for some
t iine,

Wilissiette soil series, as now defined, does not require any
tiling according to SCS technicians. There are tile lines with-
in this soil but these are probably intercepter lines designed
to pick up water draining into wetter soils of a minor nature
running through the Willajaette soil, A field was designated
as being of only one soil whenever there was not another soil
within the same field which occupied over an estimated 10 per-
cent, These same conditions exist for Salem, Sifton, Chehalis,
Newberg, Aiken and Polk soils,

There was quite a range in the drainage conditions of Concord
and Dayton soils. Their location in relation to other oils
was very important hers, In some areas there are no drainage
outlets for these soils, When these soils occur in a pocket
or drainage way in association with Amith, Woodburn, or Will-
amette soils they can be drained more easily, Concord in the
Gervais area and Dayton in the Turner and Ankeny Bottom areas,
for the most part, lend themeelvei to surface drainage only.

i. Clackaisas soil is not an easy soil to drain and for this reason
there was not a lot of tiltng done; for the most part, it is
surface drained with ditches. Water moves through the top
soil readily but the substratum Is rather impervious.

Of all the areas in Marion County being tiled Lake Labish Bitch
is the most variable, The depth of the peat varies from the
beginning to the end and from side to side. The subsidence is
different from one end of the lake to the other. Also, there
are springs in various parts of the lake bed. Because of these
conditions there is both clay and wood box tiling used. At the
head of the lake bed where the peat was shallower, many used
clay tile because this could be placed on a more firm foundatIon.
The wood tile seemed to be ueed where the tile was laid on top
of peat or where öprings cause the soil to be less stable.
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Appendix F, continued.

Both of these types of tile have their advantages The wood
box tiles furnish greater stability when new and stay aligned
for a longer period. The greatest problem of this tile is
its length of life. Where it can be kept full of water its
life is longer than where it is alternately full and empty.
Wood tile was estimated to last from eight to twelve years
This type of tile is not removed when it is no longer effective
but is left to work ititif to the surface; the area looks
like ar old cemetery after it has been plowed,

Clay tile has not been used to a great extent in past years
but was being used more extensively in accordance with SS
recommendations. Where it could be placed on a firm foundation
it was estimated to last 20 or 30 years1 but if not, it becomes
out of line and must be relaid, In this latter case the tile
can be reused but its effective life may not be any more than
wood box tile. Also, where subsidenci is high and this tile
is used it may need to be lowered to become sufficiently
effective.

The spacing of the lateral lines in the Labish soil varied
with operators and moisture conditions. The SCS recommends
a general spacing of 55 feet but many spaced closer than this
while others accomplish the same in a little wider spacing.
Depth was an important item here, Besides the lateral lines
many farmers found it necessary to tile out wet ipots that
develop.

The estimates used here attempt to indicate average conditions0

k. Clay tile used on Labish soil was larger than that used on
terrace soils. The estimate used here was for a combination
of five and aix inch tile.

1. Most of the wood boxes are constructed out of six and eight
inch rough lumber. This gives a six inch inside diametertile.

m ASC contributes approximately half the cost of wood tile and
a little less than half the cost of clay tile; for a combination
of five and six inch tile this would be about nine and one-half cents a Loot. The base here is the estimated total tiling
cost per acre and not the farmer's share of the total.

n. Only three farm estimates were obtained for the length of life
of clay tile drain in Labish soil; two of these were for 30
years and one for 12 years. After talking with ScS technicians
and in regard to subsidence and unaligument, a 20 year esti-
mated life was used; this is somewhat arbitrary.:
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Parmera estimated the length of hi, of wood box til, at
approximately nine years; this seems to agree with SCS tech-
nicians' eitim*ts*.

p. Por want of a better estimate t rn Labish soil was'
considered to be half used up,



these two figures was used;

IX G

Fencing Costa as Related to Field

276

., $2.10 per rod. Present invest-

ment was figured at half the original cost, depreciation on t

basis of a 20 years life and the straight line method of calculation

and repair on the basis of three percent of original cost. A

square field was assumed. Table I presents the results of this

tabulation.

Since the farmers contacted in the farm survey were not able

to give a ble estimate of fencing timate las us*d.

In the past the ASC has be*n an active participant in fencing costs

in the Willainette Valley. The Benton County office at Corvslli5,

Oregon, quoted the following 50% share coets woven wjre $1.20

per rod; barbed wire $.90 per rod, or totals of $2.40 and $1.80,

respectively. In order to have a standard estimate an average of



2 35

1 65

1.41

.99

.0 .36

.45 .27

.40 .24

12
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Table 1. Fencing costs as related to field size.

Field
size

Side
length

Total
length

Per acre
Total Construct[on Average Yearly Yearly
cost Cost investment depreciation repair

acre rods rods $ $ $ $ $

5 28.3 113 237 47 24

0 40.0 160 336 33 17

49.0 196 412 27 14

56.4 226 474 23 12

30 69.1 276 580 19 10

80.0 320 672 16 8

50 39.2 357 750 15

60 97.8 391 821 14

80 113.0 452 950

120 138.0 552 1,160

160 160.0 640 1,344 4

240 195.0 780 1,638 7 3

320 226.0 904 1,898

640 320.0 1,280 2,688 4

.35 .21

30 .18

1.

1.15 .69

.95

.80 .48

.75 .45

.70 .42



APPBNDIX H

Faxe Insurance

arm Liability Insurance

Farm liability insurance provides legal protection to the

farmer against the public. It does not cover employees. Table

1 presents the rates quoted by a large commercial insurance agency

operating in the Willamette Valley; the coverage is as follows:

bodily injury, $10,000 and $20,000; property damage, $5,000; med-

ical care, $500.

Table 1. Farm liability insurance costs as related to farm size
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Workmen's Compensation Insurance

Workmen's compensation insurance as provided by Oregon State

Industrial Accident Commission provides legal protection to the

workman plus protection against work loss, medical end hospital

costs, etc. due to injuries on the job. The State Industrial

Farm size Annua

acres dollars

0-160 16.82

161-240 l8.6

241-320 20 20

321-640 22.04

641-1000 23.78



Accident insurance rates for 1959 were as followsi

$1250

7.50
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Per $100 payroll for the hand
picking of fruits and the harvest-
ing of vegetables where no
machinery is involved . . . . 1.50

Per $100 payroll for general
farmwork . . . . . . . . 8.79

In addition to the above fees workmen must contribute $,02

per day. (32) (3o)

Crop Insurance

Fire insurance for crops while still in the field was charged

at the rate of $.20 per $100 of crop value at selling time. The

only other crop insurance indicated in the survey schedules wads

for onions while in storage; this was charged at the rate of $.45

per $100 of value at selling time.

First registration fee * . . -.

Annual registration fees
thereafter . . S S S * S



Custom and Pie

Small graiiii
fertilizing
spraying exci. chemica:
spraying mci. chemical
combining
hauling
combining-hauling

Field corn:
picking
shelling

picking-shelling (field)
drying
hauling

Legume seeds
Red clover:

combining
cleaning seed
inspection, testing, etc.

Crimson clover:
defoliate mci. chemical
cleaning seed

inspection, testing, etc.
Oats and vetch:

combining

cleaning seed

Grass seeds
Common ryegraas:

spraying
combing
hauling

cleaning seed, dirt wt.
cleaning seed, clean vt,
germination & purity tests

Highland bentgrass:
spraying
combining

APPENDIX I
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050b acre
1.25 acre
2,25 acre
5.00 acre
0.085 cwt.

7.00 acre

8.00 acre
0.10 cwt,
12.00 acre
0.25 cwt.

0.10 cvt.

6,00 acre
0.02 lb.

0.01 lb.

7.00 acre
0.02 lb.

0.01 lb.

6.00 Sc
0.35

1.25 acre
6.00 acre
0.112 cwt.
0.54
0.68 cwt.
5.30 lote

1.25 acre
7.00 acre



cleaning seed, dirt wt,
cleaning seed, clean wt,
germination & purity tests

Chewinge & creeping red fesque:
spraying
defoliation, md. chemical
combining

cleaning seed, dirt wt.
cleaning seed, clean wt.
germination & purity tests
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0,030 lb.'

0.045 lb.

9,00 iot

1,25 acre
7 00 acre
7 00 acre

0.03 lb g

0 05 lb.

5.30 loti

Forages
Harvesting corn silage 2,37b ton
Harvesting grass silage 3.O6' ton
Baling hay 4.50 ton
Hauling hay 2.00 ton

Small fruits
Strawberries:

planting 14.00 acre
picking 4.25 Cwt.

Evergreen blackberries:
picking 3.50

Boysenberries:
picking 3.50 cwt.

Loganberries
picking 3.00

Tree fruits and nuts
Sweet cherries:

picking 4.00 cwt.
hauling 0.20 cwt.

Prunes:
shaking

picking
hauling

P i ibert a:

picking
hauling
drying

Walnuts:

picking 2.00 cwt.J
hauling

0.12.5 cwt.i
drying

1.60

0.30 cwt.
0.50 cwt.
0.15 cwt.

:3.50 cwt.3
0.125 cwt.i
1.00 cwt.i

I tern Unit



etables
Pole beans; -

stringing, twine
dusting, cxci., chemical
picking

Sweet corn;
picking
hauling

Carrots:
digging
hauling

Onions;

planting ,ØØ acre
dusting, cxci, chemical 1.30 acre
pulling 4,75 acre
trucking (field operatton) 2.30 hour

Specialtj crops
Mint;

harvest and distilling I.00 lb.
Sugar beet seed:

wndrow
combLne
cleaning

Puggle hops;
fertilizing, pegging, stringing,

training, suckering, hoeing,
and like hand work 63.00

harvesting 17.30
hauling, inspection and storage 0.45

Bstiinates are based upon farm survey tabulation obtained in this
study unless otherwise stated.

The fertilizing rate here used refers to machinery rental for
applying anhydrous auirnnia.

The oats and vetch weight here is on a dirt basis, The average
clean out for oats and vetch was as follows: 48 percent oats,
30 percent vetch, and 22 percent screenings (dirt).

The cleaning rate for common ryegrass quoted here is on a dirt
weight basis. The seed cleanout is approximately 80 percent.
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acre
cwt.

cwt.

Item s1 Unit

0.50 lb.
1.75 acre
2.75 cwt.

0.17 cwt.
0 10

0, 187 cwt.
0.10 cwt.

1,50 acre
1,33 cwt.
0 75 cwt.



Footnotes for Appendix I, continued,

A "lot" refers to a. quantity of seed which is grouped for testing
purposes. It may represent the total farm, epecific fields, o
other groupings. The limit is 60,000 lbs. of seed; this would
be approximately 130 acres.

The H. bentgrass weight is on a dirt basis. The seed clesnout
is approximately 65 percent.

The fesque weight is on a dirt basis. The seed clesnout is
approximately 60 percent.

The silage harvesting costs quoted were taken from a study made
in 1957 by LeRoy F. Rogers, Dept. of Agricultural Bconomics,
Oregon State College. Labor costs were added on the basis of
$1.20 per hour. (35, p. 46.49)

Picking, hauling and drying costs for filberts are on the basis
of green weight. The dry out is approximately 15 percent.

Picking, hauling and drying costs for walnuts are on the basis
of green weight. The dry out is approximately 35 percent.
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APPENDIX J

Prices Paid for Labor, Seeds and Seedlings, Fertilizers,

Pesticides and Miscellaneous Materials

Table 1. Prices paid for various categories of farm labor by crop
groupings and classified types of work, Marion County,
Oregon, j953&
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Labor Rates per Hour
Hired

a. Based upon farm survey estimates obtaIned in this study.

Crop groupings Operator Family

General Work

Grains, legumes and forages $1.30 $1.05 1 10

Grass seeds 1.50 1.25 1.15

Pole beans, sweet corn,
carrots, and onions 1 50 I 05 1 10

Small fruits 1.30 1,00 1,10

Tree fruits 1 40 1.00 1 10

seed
Mint, hops, sugar beet

1.50 1.00 1.10

Classified Work

All hand work
(hoeing, weeding, etc.) 1.00

Bookkeeping 1.00

Pole bean yard bosses 1.40

Small fruit yard bosses 1.25



Table 2. Prices paid for seeds and seedlings, Marion County,.
Oregon, 195a

Seed

Grains ($/cwt) ibs)

Vegetables ($/lb) (ibs)
Pole beans 0.37 27
Sweet corn 0.35 10
Carrots 1.97 3

Onions 2,75 3

Specialty ($/lb) (ibs)
Sugar beet seed 0.150 12

Seedlings

Small fruits ($/100 ea) (100)
Strawberries 1.50 70C

B, blackberries 5.00 4.5
Boysenberries io.00 6

Loganberries 10.00 6

Specialty (ea) (100)
Bullion hops .03 7

Based upon farm survey estimates obtained in this study.

b. Prices are retail prices for cleaned and treated seed
ready for planting.

c, This is the strawberry planting rate for irrigated fields.
For dryland production the rate is 9,000 plants per acre..

Fall wheat 4 10 100
Spring wheat 3.90 115
Fall oats 3,00 100
Spring oats 3.10 100
Spring barley 3,20 110
Field corn 19.00 10
Rye 3,30 100

Legumes ($/lb) (ibs)
Alfalfa 0.630 14
Red clover 0.376 10

Crimson clover 0,262 15
Common vetch 0.060 30
Oats 0.030 70

Grasses ($/lb) (ibs)
Common ryegrass 0.075 20
Bentgrass 0.300 4
Chewings fesque 0.350 10

Creeping red fesque 0.360 10
Alta fesque 0,150 10

Pric Planting
e Paid0 Rate



Table 3. Prices paid for farm fertilizers, Marion County, Oregon,
1958,a

45-0-0 Urea, Uran, Nu-green 6.30

33-0-0 Ammoniu* nitrate, Nitroprills 4.50
2l-O0 Ammonium Sulfate 3.20

21-0-0 Cyanmid 4.30
16-0-0 Calcium nitrate 3.30

0-20-0 Super phosphate 2.40

0-061 Murate of potash 3.40
0-0-21 Sul-po-mog 2.40

16-20-0
11-48-0

10-20-20
10-20-10
10-t68
8-24, 26-8
6-20-20
4-36-8

0-16-20

See following page for footnotes.
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4.30
5.60

4.30
4 20
4.20
4.30
4.20
4.20

3.90

Boron (46%) 4.50

Gypsum, land plaster 1.00
Gypsum with boron 1.50
Lime 030d

Onion mixe 3.50

Parm Manure (ton)
04-0.25-0.5 Cow manure 2.50k

Analysis Other Identification Pr iàet'

(N-P205-K20 ($/100 ibs)

Commercial
22-0-0 Aqueous ammonia 11 00 C

86-0-0 Anhydrous ammonia 10 50
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Table 3, continued,

Bxcept where indicated the prices quoted here are averages taken
from the farm survey schtdules collected for this study.

Unless otherwise noted prices sri in tera of the whole fertilizer
mix including the filler.

Aqueous ammonia is sold on the basis of pounds of nitrogen.

ASC pays half of the total cost of lime; this i* th. farm share,

Several onion growers purchased an "onion mix" fertilizer. On
the basis of what ether onion producers applied, this probably
represents a 5.5-10-20 mix plus minor elements.

The value of farm manure ii difficult to estimate. The price
here quoted was based upon prices for N, P205 and X20 of 15, 10
and 5 cents per pound, respectively. This agrees with estimates
used in other studies. (3, p. 230) (4, p. 12) According to a
Purdue University study it costs, on the average, $1.20 per ton
to move manure from the barn yard to the field. On this basis
the value of the manure at the barn yard would be equal to
$2.50 - $1.20 - $1.30. It was estimated that 50 percent of the
value of farm manure was used up the first yiar



The prices and rates quoted here are for the most part taken from the farm survey data. In no way
are they considered to represent an adequate pesticide program.

Spray.

Dust.

00
00

Table 4. Prices paid for pesticides with some application rates with reference to various farm crops,
Marion County, Oregon, 1958,a

Application Rate Miscellaneous
Crop Chemical Rane T pical Price Unit Information

Small grain: 2,4-B amineb 1-2 1.5 0.41 Pint controls broad-leaved weeds

Red clover seed: 2% DarathionC -- 40.0 0.14 Pound
C5%D: -- 40.0 0.0$ Pound

Crimson clover: Chioro bC0 1,0 8.25 Gallon Controls grass and grains.

Oats and vetch: 5% DIYrC -- 0,0 0.08 Pound

oio-n ryegrass: 2,4-B arnineb 1-4 2.0 0.41 Controls broad-leaved weeds.

Highland bentgrass: 2,4-B amineb
Chioro IPCb

2-4
2-3

2.0
2.5

0.41
2.06

Pint
Quart

Controls broad-leaved weeds,
Controls annual grasses.

Chewings fesque: 2,4-B amineb
2,4-B eterb

1-2
1-2

1.5
1.5

0.41
0.51

Pint
Pint

Controls broad-leaved weeds,
Only amine or ester was applied.

chioro IPc 2-3 2.5 2.06 Quart

Strawberries; Aidrin 5.0 2.50 Pound Only Aldrin or Heptachior was
}leptachlor 5.0 2.83 Pound applied. Soil sterilants applied

to new plantings.
Dinitro genera? 1.5 1.83 Quart Dormant weed spray for estab-

plus IPC 6.0 2.06 Pound lished strawberries.
4% Malathion' 40.0 0.16 Pound Applied every 2 or 3 weeks prior

11% parathionC 40.0 0.11 Pound to harvest. Any combination of
plus 5% DDTC 40.0 0.08 Pound these 3 may be applied.

ZerunC 40.0 0.16 Pound Applied prior to picking for
5% CaptanC 40.0 0.16 Pound mildew. tither may be applied.

Bye rgreen Sulfur dust C 40-60 50.0 0,07 Pound Applied 1-4 times per year.
blackberries: Lime sulfurb 10-20 16.0 0.30 Gallon Applied 1-3 times per year.

Karmex 3.0 3.50 Pound

Sweet cherries: Sulfur dust 50,0 0.07 Pound Applied 1-7 times per year.
Lead arsenate 50.0 0.11 Pound Applied 1-5 times per year.
5% DIYrc 50.0 0.0$ Pound Applied 1-2 times per year.

Filberts: 40% lead arsenateC - 40.0 0.17 Pound Applied 1-3 times per year.
5% DIYr' 40.0 0.08 Pound Applied 1-3 times per year.

Pole beans: Dinitro amineb 26 4.0 1.38 Quart Pre-emergence weed spray.
4% MalathionC 40.0 0.16 Pound Any of the following pole bean

5% DDT 40.0 0.08 Pound dusts may be applied in any
5% Methoxych.
Ko lo dust

40.0 0.13 Pound combination. Two or more
applications were made per year.

(sulfur) C 40.0 0.06 Pound

Sweet corn Aidrin 2.0 2,50 Pound Soil sterilant.
bDinitro amine 2-4 4.0 1.38 Quart Pre-emergence weed spray.

2,4-D amineU 1,5 0.41 Quart Controls broad-leaved weeds.
Toxapheneb 2,0 0.83 Pound Not required every year.

Carrots Aldr in 2,0 2,50 iound Soil sterilant.
Cleaning solven 50-60 50.0 0.23 Gallon Applied 1-2 times per year.
Stove 45-60 50,0 0.18 Gallon Applied 1-3 times per year.

Onions Formaldehyde 1.5-3 2.0 0.63 Gallon Controls onion smut.
CDAA (Randox) 1.0 6.85 Gallon Pre-emergence weed spray.
10% DDTC 10-20 14.0 0,09 Pound Applied 6-10 times per year.

Mint Diuron 2-3 2.0 3.50 Pound Pre-emergence weed spray.
Dinitro amineb 2-4 3.0 1.12 Quart Pre-emergence weed spray.

Hops

50% DDTC

20% Teppb

0-

1-2

--

1.0

0.23

2.00

Pound

Quart

Applied in irrigation water,

1% ParathionC 30.0 0.11 Pound Applied 1 or more times per year.
5% DUf' 40.0 0.08 Pound Applied 1 or more times per year.



Table 5. Prices paid for miscellaneous materials as related to specified crops, Marion
County, Oregon, 1953a

Crop

Red clover:

Crimson clover:

Vetch:

Common ryegrass

and fesqtes: Sacks, clean seed
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Miscellaneous
Item Price Unit information

Sacks 0.50 each Holds 100 pounds

Sacks 0,50 each Holds 100 nounds

Sacks 0.20 each Holds 100 pounds

Sacks, field 0.05 each Rental basis

0.25 each Holds 100 pounds

H. bentgrass Sacks, clean seed 0.75 each Holds 100 pounds

Pole beans: Paper twine 0.22 pound 32 pounds per acre

Cotton cord 0.70 pound 23 pounds per acre

Staples 1.50 acre

Buckets 2.00 acre Replacement

Sacks 4.00 acre Replacement

Sugar beet seed: Sacks, clean seed 0.50 each Holds 100-120 pounds

Data taken ram the farm survey schedules collected for this study.



Table 6. Prices paid for fuels used in

Gasoline:

Non-road use

Road use

Diesel

d farm machinery.

ice
Cent

23.
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gallon

29 gallon

16 gallon



Values

Parvera were asked durinr the survey LntervLew to estimate the

sale value for individual soils. The average values thus obtained

are presented in Table 1. These values were used only in estab

lishing taxes nd land returns used in astiasting perennial crop

investment c

APPENDIX K
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Table 1. Bat ated land values by soil series and geographic
bc tion.

Soi.

cheha lie

Newberg

Wapato

Nil lainet te

Woodburn

Amity

Numbe
Mean of
value estimates
r acre

Concord

Dayton

Salem-S ifton

Clackamas

Aiken..Jory

Aiken

Polk-Sublimity

Labish
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North Sant jam River $569 17
eis*r41i**jon Bottom 531 8

North Marion County 345 10

North Santiaa River 633 13
Keiser-Miisjon Bottom 510 7
North Marion County 338 4

Keiser-P4j3sjon Bottom 217 3
North Marion County 250 4

Howell Prairie 445 16

North Marion County 446 5

Howell Prairie 42 17
North Marion County 358 29

rtb Marion County 303 38

North Marion County 150 12

South Marion County 158 18

South Marion Gravellies 350 10

South Marion Graveilies 330 11

Ankeny Hills 161 15

Silverton Hills 183 6

SiivertonSubiimity Hills 199 25

Lake Labisb 2,250 8



See following page for ootnotes.

APPENDIX L

Derivation of Prices Used ri Calculating Gross Teturns

to Various Crops Produced in Marion County, 0regon 1958

Crops

regon farm pricesa Marion County
farm orices Frices

used
in this
study1958

54-53
Average

54-5 8
58

158b
AverageC

Adjustment $
(cwt) index (cwt) (cwt) (cwt)

(%)
Grain

Fall wheat 3.02 3.36 2.92 3.24 290e
Spring wheat lll' 2.76 3.06 275e
Fall oats 2.12 2.22 105d 2.07 2.17 2.17
Spring oats 105d 2.13 2.24 2.24
Spring barley 2,10 2.16 103 2.19 2.25 2.25
Field corn 2,57 2,92 114 2.60 2.96 260e
Screenings, 0 & V 1.50 -- 1.50

Legume seed lb. lb. lb. lb. lb.
Red clover 0.33 0.31k 094 0.34 0.32 0.32
Crimson clover 0.20 0.20 101 0.21 0.21 0.21
Common vetch 0.057 0.060 105 0.053 0.057 0.057

Grass lb. lb. b. lb. lb.
common ryegrass 0.078 0.059 076 ' -- 0.059
Hyland bent grass 0.225 0.380 165 0.204 0.337 0200h
chewings fesque 0.310 0.270 037 0.309 0.269 0.2501
Creeping red fesque 0.330 0.356 105 J -- 0260k
Alta fesque 0.135 0.123 019 0.137 0.125 0.125

Hay ton ton ton ton ton
Alfalfa 18.00 21.04 1171 23.00 26.00 26.00
Red clover 1171 19.00 22.00 22.00
Other 1171 18.00 21.00 21.00

Silage or green chop ton ton
Alfalfa -- 700m
Grass and clover 7.00
Corn 3.00

Pasture cOfl
Irrigated TD -- O.O22
Dry TDN 0.020 p

Vegetables
Pole beans

cwt,

6.
20q

cwt.
6.41 103

cwt.

6.06
r

cwt.
6.25

cwt.
6,25

Sweet corn I 1.33 107 1.l3 1.26 1.26
Carrots l3l 1.31 100 0.95u 0.95 0.95
Onions 350v 2.32 066 247 1.90w

Tree fruits cwt. cwt. cwt. cwt.cwt.
Sweet cher. 13.83 089 19.33 17.20 17.20
Prunes 4.86x 3.36 068 4 75 3.23 3.23
Filberts 19.00 19.30 101 19.40 19.60 19.60
Walnuts 19.00 19.00 100 19.00 19.00 19.00

Small fruits
Strawberries

cwt.
12,00q

cwt.

13.20 110
cwt.

ll.40Y
cwt,

12.54
cwt.

12 54
B. blackberries 5ç0q 9.40 172 5.29 9.10 9 10
Boysenberries 10.10 123 9.20 - 11.30 11.30
Loganberries 11.10 092 12.30 11.30 11.30

Spec Laity lb. lb. lb.. lb. in.
Peppermint 4.35 5.13 118 4 39 5.18 5.00

cwt. cwt. cwt cwt. cwt.
Fuggle hops 50.00 45.00 090 48.24 43.42 43.42
Cluster hops 45,67 41.10 41.10

lb. lb.
Sugar beet seed 0 15 0.15



Appendix L, continued.

Source; Oregon Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, Bxtension
Service., Oregon State College, Corvallis, Oregon. (31)

Source: Farm survey data collected for this study.

In order to obtain an estimated average price for Marion County
an index was computed which reflected the deviation of the 1958
price from the 1954-58 average price for Oregon. This index was
then applied against the Marion County 1958 price.

The Oregon Farm Price reports did not distinguish between the
fall and spring grains; hence, the same adjustment index was
applied to all types, The price .n this case includes both types..

In view of price trends, Commodity Credit Corporation stocks and
in light of recent agricultural policy the 1954-58 average prices
computed for Marion County seemed too high. Hence, prices more
nearly reflecting 1958 condition.s were used.

The 1954 price for red clover was not included n the average due
to its extreme nature.

Grass seed specialists at Oregon Stat College 'were consulted
before making price determination, to these grass seeds.

Ii. Due to the extreme nature of some of the prices included in the
five-year average for H. bentgraas it was thought not to be a
good price to use in establishing a productivity index. There-
fore, an estimate was made in vie'w of the 1957, 1958 and 1959
prices all of which were near to 20 per pound.

i. This price for chewings Lesque is a little below the avera
farm price for 1954-58 which is due mainly to recent U. S. imports
and import prices; the trend is toward such a price.

There were not sufficient quotations to estimate a, price for
Marion County.

k, Red creeping fesques are of more recent production than some of
the other grass seeds and the price is not so well established.
The 50 prices between 1950 and 1954, and more recently for some
varieties, will indicate this. Hence, a price below the average
was used.

1. The Oregon Crop and Livestock Reporting Service's quotations for
hay include all hay; hence, the asme index is used for alfalfa,
red clover and other hay.
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a. The following grade distrtbutitn and priced
the price of aveet corn:

cci were

Grade

A.
21.7%
$4.43

d in esti-

4

11.0% 5.6%
$3.25 $0.00

Appendix L, continued, 295

ni. The price for alfalfa silago was made on the basis of TDN corn-.
parsons of hay and silage as follows:

% TDN lbs. TDN/ton
Alfalfa hay, all - -
Alfalfa silage, not wilted 13.7 274

274
boo 27% .27 x $a6.00/ton $7.00/ton

n. The price for grass and clover silag. was asde on the basis of
TDN comparisons of hay and silage as follows:

% TDI4 lbs. TDN/ton
Grass and clover hay 55 1
Grass and clover silage, not wilted 16.2 324

324
1000 % .32 x $22.00 $7.00 per ton

The price of corn silage was based on the TDI value of clover
hay as followá:

lbs. TDN/ton
Corn sUage, all analysis

362 x $.022 $7.96 per ton
Th. two farmer estimates obtained were $8.00 per ton each.

Pasture prices were based upon the TDN value of similar quality
hay.

Processing market prices.

The following grade percentages and p
mating the price of pole b*ans*

2
Distributjon* 26.6% 28.4%Price/cwt.** $s.sO $7.50

* Average grade distribution of farmers selling to eash canneries.
** Average cash market price of cash canneries as established by

processing plant interviews,

ed in estima I



Appendix 1., continued.

* Average grade distribution of all farmers interviewed.
** Average cash market Price according to faint and processing

plant survey results.

Includes I re8h and processing market prices.

The following grade distribution and prices were used in esti-

* Average grade distribution of all farmers interviewed.
** Average caSh market price according to farm and processing

plant survey results.

reah market principally.

Due to the large disparity between the 1958 prices reported for
Western Oregon and the prices obtained by farmer interviews a
different method was used to estimate the price to be used in this
study. Two large onion brokers were contacted and average farm
prices were obtained for the years 1954-58. Both firn' average
price for l95458 was near $1.90 per cwt. This is a little be-
low that reported by the Oregon Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service. However, the large 1958 price is considered to be out
of line with other past prices. If this price is not included
then a price of $1.90 seems more reasonable.

All methods of sale.

The following grade distribution and prices were used in estab-
lishing the price of strawberries:
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mating the price of carrotst
Grade

1 2 3 4

But r ibutiont 50.5% 4.0.5% 7.0% 2.0%
?rice/cwt.** $1.10 $0.90 $0.50 $0.00

I

Grade

2

)3iatribution* 86% 10% 4%
Price/cwt.** $1.25 $1.00 $0.00



Appendix L, continued.

Distributjon*
**Price/cwt.

Grade

1 Cull
95% 5%

$12.00 $0.00

* Average for non-coop processing plants according to farm
and processing plant survey results.

** Average for non-coop processing plants.
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